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We live in a sea of information. The amount of information
available to our senses vastly exceeds the information-
processing capacity of our brains. How we deal with this
overload is the topic of this chapter—attention. Consider
your experience as you read this page. You are focused on
just a word or two at a time. The rest of the page is available
but is not being actively processed at this time. Indeed, quite
apart from the other words on the page, there are many stim-
uli impinging on you that you are probably not aware of, such
as the pressure of your chair against your back. Of course, as
soon as that pressure is mentioned you probably shifted your
attention to that source of stimulation, at which point you
most likely stopped reading briefly. Some external stimuli do
not need to be pointed out to you in order for you to become
aware of them—for example, a mosquito buzzing around
your face or the backfire of a car outside your window. These
simple observations point to the selectivity of attention, its
ability to shift quickly from one stimulus or train of thought
to another, the difficulty we have in attending to more than
one thing at a time, and the ability of some stimuli to capture

attention. These are all important aspects of the topic of at-
tention that will be explored in this chapter.

Perhaps the most fundamental point about attention is its
selectivity. Attention permits us to play an active role in our
interaction with the world; we are not simply passive recipi-
ents of stimuli. A great deal of the theoretical focus of re-
search on attention has been concerned with how we come to
select some information while ignoring the rest. Work in the
years immediately following World War II led to the devel-
opment of a theory that holds that information is filtered at an
early stage in perceptual processing (Broadbent, 1958). Ac-
cording to this approach, there is a bottleneck in the sequence
of processing stages involved in perception. Whereas physi-
cal properties such as color or spatial position can be ex-
tracted in parallel with no capacity limitations, further per-
ceptual analysis (e.g., identification) can be performed only
on selected information. Thus, unattended stimuli, which are
filtered out as a result of attentional selection, are not fully
perceived.

Subsequent research was soon to call filter theory into
question. One striking result comes from Moray’s (1959)
studies using the dichotic listening paradigm, in which head-
phones are used to present separate messages to the two ears.
The subject is instructed to shadow one message (i.e., repeat
it back as it is spoken); the other message is unattended.
Ordinarily, there is little awareness of the contents of the
unattended message (e.g., Cherry, 1953). However, Moray
found that when a message in the unattended ear is
preceded by the subject’s own name, the likelihood of report-
ing the unattended message is increased. This suggests that
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the unattended message had not been entirely excluded from
further analysis. Treisman (1960) proposed a modification of
the filter model that was designed to handle this problem. She
assumed the existence of a filter that attenuated the informa-
tional content of an unattended input without eliminating it
entirely. This model was capable of predicting the occasional
intrusion of meaningful material from an unattended mes-
sage. However, the discrepant data that led Treisman to pro-
pose an attenuator instead of an all-or-none filter led other
theorists in quite another direction. Thus, according to the
late-selection view (e.g., Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963), percep-
tual processing operates in parallel and selection occurs after
perceptual processing is complete (e.g., after identification),
with capacity limitations arising only from later, response-
related processes.

After nearly three decades of intensive research and de-
bate, recent reviews have suggested that the apparent contro-
versy between the two views may stem from the fact that the
empirical data in support of each of them has typically been
drawn from different paradigms.

For instance, Yantis and Johnston (1990) noted that evi-
dence favoring the existence of late selection was typically
obtained with divided-attention paradigms (e.g., Duncan,
1980; Miller, 1982). These findings showed only that there
can be selection after identification, rather than entailing that
selection must occur after identification. Yantis and Johnston
(1990) set out to determine whether early selection is at all
possible. By creating optimal conditions for the focusing of
attention, they showed that subjects were able to ignore irrel-
evant distractors, thus demonstrating the perfect selectivity
that is diagnostic of early selection. Yantis and Johnston
proposed a hybrid model with a flexible locus for visual
selection—namely, an early locus when the task involves fil-
tering out irrelevant objects, and a late locus, after identifica-
tion, when the task requires processing multiple objects.

Kahneman and Treisman (1984) noted that whereas the
early-selection approach initially gained the lion’s share of
empirical support (e.g., von Wright, 1968), later studies pre-
sented mounting evidence in favor of the late-selection view
(e.g., Duncan, 1980). They attributed this dichotomy to a
change in paradigm that took place in the field of attention
beginning in the late 1970s. Specifically, early studies used
the filtering paradigm, in which subjects are typically over-
loaded with relevant and irrelevant stimuli and required to
perform a complex task. Later studies used the selective-set
paradigm, in which subjects are typically presented with few
stimuli and required to perform a simple task. Thus, based on
the observation that the conditions prevailing in the two types
of study are very different, Kahneman and Treisman cau-
tioned against any generalization across these paradigms.

Lavie and Tsal (1994) elaborated on this idea by proposing
that perceptual load may determine the locus of selection.
They showed that early selection is possible only under con-
ditions of high perceptual load (viz., when the task at hand
is demanding or when the number of different objects in the
display is large), whereas results typical of late selection are
obtained under conditions of low perceptual load. In other
words, when the task is not demanding, the spare capacity
that is unused by that task is automatically diverted to the
processing of irrelevant stimuli.

The idea of a fixed locus of selection (whether early or
late) implies a distinction between a preattentive stage, in
which all information receives a preliminary but superficial
analysis, followed by an attentive stage, in which only se-
lected parts of the information receive further processing
(Neisser, 1967). The preattentive stage has been further char-
acterized as being automatic (i.e., triggered by external stim-
ulation), spatially parallel, and unlimited in capacity, whereas
the attentive stage is controlled (i.e., guided by the observer’s
goals and intentions), spatially restricted to a limited region,
and limited in capacity. Within this framework, an important
question becomes, To what extent are stimuli processed dur-
ing the preattentive stage?

One implication of the proposed resolutions of the early-
versus-late debate (Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Lavie &
Tsal, 1994; Yantis & Johnston, 1990) is that one cannot draw
inferences from findings concerning the locus of selection to
the question of how extensive preattentive processing is. That
is, how efficient selection can be and what is accomplished
during the preattentive stage are separate issues. For instance,
the idea of a flexible locus of selection advanced by Yantis
and Johnston (1990) implies that the level at which selection
can be accomplished does not reveal intrinsic capacity limi-
tations but depends only on task demands, and thus does
not tell anything about preattentive processing. Similarly,
the finding that perceptual load is a major determinant of
selection efficiency (Lavie & Tsal, 1994) makes a useful
methodological contribution, because it shows that a failure
of selectivity does not reveal how extensively unattended ob-
jects are processed, but may instead reflect the mandatory al-
location of unused attentional resources to irrelevant objects.

EFFICIENCY OF SELECTION

Failures of Selectivity

Various factors affect the efficiency of attentional selection.
As was mentioned earlier, Lavie and Tsal (1994) proposed
that low perceptual load may impair selectivity because spare
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attentional resources are automatically allocated to irrele-
vant distractors. Similarly, grouping between target and dis-
tractors may impair attentional selectivity. Another case of
selectivity failure is evident in the ability of certain known-
to-be-irrelevant stimuli to capture attention automatically.

Effects of Grouping on Selection

The principles of perceptual organization articulated by the
Gestalt psychologists at the beginning of the last century
(e.g., proximity, similarity, good continuation) correlate cer-
tain stimulus characteristics with the tendency to perceive
certain parts of the visual field as belonging together—that is,
as forming the same perceptual object. (For a fuller discus-
sion of the Gestalt principles see the chapter by Palmer in this
volume.) Kahneman and Henik (1981) considered the possi-
bility that such grouping principles may impose strong con-
straints on visual selection, with attention selecting whole
objects rather than unparsed regions of space. Beginning in
the early 1980s, this object-based view of selection has
gained increased empirical support from a variety of experi-
mental paradigms.

Rock and Gutman (1981) showed object-specific atten-
tional benefits in an early study. Subjects were presented with
a sequence of 10 stimuli, each of which consisted of two
overlapping outline drawings of novel shapes, one drawn in
red and one in green. Thus, in each of the overlapping pairs,
the two shapes occupied essentially the same overall location
in space. Subjects were required to make aesthetic judgments
concerning only those stimuli in one specific color (e.g., the
red stimuli). At the end of the sequence, they were given a
surprise recognition test. Subjects were much more likely to
report attended items (those about which they had rendered
aesthetic judgments) as old than to report unattended items as
old. In fact, unattended items were as likely to be recognized
as were new items.

This finding shows that attention can be directed to one of
two spatially overlapping items. Note, however, that object-
based selection was required by the task, which leaves open
the possibility that object-based selection may not be manda-
tory. Moreover, the fact that the unattended stimulus was
not recognized does not necessarily entail that it was not
perceived; in particular, it may have been forgotten during the
interval between presentation and the recognition test.

In a later article, Duncan (1984) explicitly laid out the dis-
tinction between space-based and object-based views of at-
tention and tested them with a perceptual version of the Rock
and Gutman (1981) memory task. In Duncan’s study, object-
based selection was no more task relevant than space-based
selection. Subjects were presented with displays containing

two objects: an outline box and a line that was struck through
the box (see Figure 10.1). The box was either short or tall,
and had a gap on either its left or right side. The line was
dashed or dotted and was slanted either to the right or to the
left. Subjects were found to judge two properties of the same
object as readily as one property. However, there was a decre-
ment in performance when they had to judge two properties
belonging to two different objects. These results showed a
difficulty in dividing attention between objects that could not
be accounted for by spatial factors, because the objects were
superimposed in the same spatial region.

This very influential study has generated a whole body of
research concerned with the issue of object-based selection, al-
though it has been criticized by several authors (e.g., Baylis &
Driver, 1993). Later studies where the problems associated
with Duncan’s study were usually overcome also demon-
strated a cost in dividing attention between two objects
(e.g., Baylis & Driver, 1993; but see Davis, Driver, Pavani, &
Shepherd, 2000, for a spatial interpretation of object-based
effects obtained using divided attention tasks).

Recently, Watson and Kramer (1999) added an important
contribution to this line of research by attempting to specify a
priori the stimulus characteristics that define the objects upon
which selection takes place. They proposed a framework
that allows one to predict whether object-based effects will be
found, depending on stimulus characteristics. Borrowing from
Palmer and Rock’s (1994) theory of perceptual organization,
they distinguished among three hierarchically organized lev-
els of representation: (a) single, uniformly connected (UC)
regions, defined as connected regions with uniform visual
properties such as color or texture; (b) grouped-UC regions,
which are larger representations made up of multiple single-
UC regions grouped on the basis of Gestalt principles; and
(c) parsed-UC regions, which are smaller representations seg-
regated by parsing single-UC regions at points of concavity

Figure 10.1 Two sample stimuli used in the study of object-based atten-
tion. Each stimulus consisted of two objects (a box and a line passing through
the box). See text for further details. Source: Reprinted from Duncan
(1984), with permission from the American Psychological Association.
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(e.g., the pinched middle of an hourglass is such a region of
concavity; it permits parsing the hourglass into its two main
parts, the upper and lower chambers).

They used complex familiar objects (pairs of wrenches)
and had subjects identify whether one or two predefined
target properties were present in these objects (see Fig-
ure 10.2). They examined under which conditions object-
based effects (i.e., a performance cost for trials in which two
targets belong to different wrenches rather than to the same
wrench) could be obtained for each of the three representa-
tional levels. They found that (a) object-based effects are ob-
tained when the to-be-judged object parts belong to the same
single-UC region, but not when they are separate single-UC
regions, and concluded that the default level at which selec-
tion occurs is the single-UC level; and (b) selection may
occur at the grouped-UC level when it is beneficial to per-
forming the task or when this level has been primed.

The finding that it is easier to divide attention between two
properties when these belong to the same object suggests that
perceptual organization affects the distribution of attention.
Another empirical strategy used to reveal these effects is to
show that subjects are unable to ignore distractors when these
are grouped with the to-be-attended target (e.g., Banks &
Prinzmetal, 1976). Other studies following this line of rea-
soning used the Eriksen response competition paradigm
(Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973), where the presence of distractors
flanking the target and associated with the wrong response is

shown to slow choice reaction to the target (see the chapter by
Proctor and Vu in this volume). They demonstrated that dis-
tractors grouped with the target (e.g., by common color or
contour) slow response more than do distractors that are not
grouped with it, even when target-distractor distance is the
same in the two conditions (Kramer & Jacobson, 1991).

Perhaps the strongest support for the idea that attention se-
lects perceptual groups rather than unparsed locations was
provided by Egly, Driver, and Rafal’s (1994) spatial cueing
study. Subjects had to detect a luminance change at one of the
four ends of two outline rectangles (see Figure 10.3). One
end was precued. On valid-cue trials, the target appeared at
the cued end of the cued rectangle, whereas on invalid-cue
trials, it appeared either at the uncued end of the cued rectan-
gle, or in the uncued rectangle. The distance between the
cued location and the location where the target appeared was
identical in both invalid-cue conditions. On invalid-cue trials,
targets were detected faster when they belonged to the same
object as the cue, rather than to the other object. Several
replications were reported, with detection (e.g., Lamy & Tsal,
2000; Vecera, 1994) as well as identification tasks (e.g.,
Lamy & Egeth, 2002; Moore, Yantis, & Vaughan, 1998).

Although some individual studies have been criticized
or proved difficult to replicate and limiting conditions for
object-based selection have been identified (Lamy & Egeth,
in press; Watson & Kramer, 1999), the overall picture that
emerges from this selective review is that the segmentation of

Figure 10.2 Sample stimuli and results from Experiment 1 of Watson and Kramer (1999). Each wrench in the
two upper panels is homogeneously colored, and thus, according to Palmer and Rock (1994), may be character-
ized as a single uniformly connected (UC) region. The wrenches in the two lower panels, having stippled handles
between solid black ends, each consist of multiple (i.e., three) UC regions. Subjects searched the display for the
presence of two targets: an open end (shown as the upper right end in each panel), and a bent end (shown on the
upper left end on the different-wrench examples, and the lower right end of the same-wrench examples). Mean
reaction-time differences are shown on the right of the figure. They show a same-object effect for the single-UC
wrenches, but not for the wrenches composed of multiple UC regions. Source: Reprinted from Watson and
Kramer (1999), with permission of the Psychonomic Society.
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the visual field into perceptual groups imposes constraints on
attentional selection. It is important to note, however, that
this conclusion does not necessarily imply that grouping
processes are preattentive. Indeed, in all the studies surveyed
above, at least one part of the relevant object (i.e., of the per-
ceptual group for which object-based effects were measured)
was attended. As a result, one may conceive of the possibility
that attending to an object part causes other parts of this ob-
ject to be attended.

For this reason, a safer avenue to investigate whether
grouping requires attention may be to measure grouping ef-
fects when the relevant perceptual group lies entirely outside
the focus of attention. The studies pertaining to this issue will
be discussed in the section on “Preattentive and Attentive
Processing.”

Capture of Attention by Irrelevant Stimuli

Goal-directed or top-down control of attention refers to the
ability of the observer’s goals or intentions to determine
which regions, attributes, or objects will be selected for
further visual processing. Most current models of attention
assume that top-down selectivity is modulated by stimulus-
driven (or bottom-up) factors, and that certain stimulus prop-
erties are able to attract attention in spite of the observer’s
effort to ignore them. Several models, such as the guided
search model of Cave and Wolfe (1990), posit that an item’s
overall level of attentional priority is the sum of its bottom-up
activation level and its top-down activation level. Bottom-up
activation is a measure of how different an item is from its
neighbors. Top-down activation (Cave & Wolfe, 1990) or

inhibition (Treisman & Sato, 1990) depends on the degree of
match between an item and the set of target properties speci-
fied by task demands. However, the relative weight allocated
to each factor and the mechanisms responsible for this allo-
cation are left largely unspecified. Curiously enough, no par-
ticular effort has been made to isolate the effects on visual
search of bottom-up and top-down factors, which were typi-
cally confounded in the experiments held to support these
theories (see Lamy & Tsal, 1999, for a detailed discussion).
For instance, the fact that search for feature singletons is effi-
cient has been demonstrated repeatedly (e.g., Egeth, Jonides,
& Wall, 1972; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and has been
termed pop-out search (or parallel feature search). It is often
assumed that this phenomenon reflects automatic capture of
attention by the feature singleton. However, in typical pop-
out search experiments, the singleton target is both task rele-
vant and unique. Thus, it is not possible to determine in these
studies whether efficient search stems from top-down factors,
bottom-up factors, or both (see Yantis & Egeth, 1999).

Recently, new paradigms have been designed that allow
one to disentangle bottom-up and top-down effects more rig-
orously. The general approach has been to determine the ex-
tent to which top-down factors may modulate the ability of an
irrelevant salient item to capture attention. Discontinuities,
such as uniqueness on some dimension (e.g., color, shape,
orientation) or abrupt changes in luminance, are typically
used as the operational definition of bottom-up factors or
stimulus salience. Based on the evidence that has accumu-
lated in the last decade or so, two opposed theoretical pro-
posals have emerged. Some authors have suggested that
preattentive processing is driven exclusively by bottom-up
factors such as salience, with a role for top-down factors only
later in processing (e.g., M. S. Kim & Cave, 1999; Theeuwes,
Atchley, & Kramer, 2000). Others have proposed that atten-
tional allocation is always ultimately contingent on top-
down attentional settings (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Folk,
Remington, & Johnston, 1992). A somewhat intermediate
viewpoint is that pure, stimulus-driven capture of attention is
produced only by the abrupt onset of new objects, whereas
other salient stimulus properties do not summon attention
when they are known to be irrelevant (e.g., Jonides & Yantis,
1988). Several sets of findings have shaped the current state
of the literature on how bottom-up and top-down factors af-
fect attentional priority.

Beginning in the early 1990s, Theeuwes (e.g., 1991, 1992;
Theeuwes et al., 2000) carried out several experiments sug-
gesting that attention is captured by the element with the
highest bottom-up salience in the display, regardless of
whether this element’s salient property is task relevant. Cap-
ture was measured as slower performance in parallel search

Figure 10.3 Examples of typical sequences of events in Experiments 1 and
2 of the study by Egly, Driver, and Rafal (1994). The white lines in the cue
display represent the cue. The filled end of a bar represents the target. The
target for the valid trial is in the same spatial location (upper right) as the cue.
There are two types of invalid trials. In one, the target is the on the same bar
as the cue, but at the opposite end, and thus requires a within-object shift of
attention from the preceding cue. In the other, the target is on the uncued bar;
this target requires a between-objects switch of attention from the cue. Note
that the distance between the target and the cue is equal in the two types of
invalid trial.
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even when the target’s unique feature value was known (see
Pashler, 1988a, for an earlier report of this effect). Theeuwes
concluded that when subjects are engaged in a parallel
search, perfect top-down selectivity based on stimulus fea-
tures (e.g., red or green) or stimulus dimensions (e.g., shape
or color) is not possible.

Bacon and Egeth (1994) questioned this conclusion.
Using a distinction initially suggested by Pashler (1988a),
they proposed that in Theeuwes’s (1992) experiment, two
search strategies were available: (a) singleton detection mode,
in which attention is directed to the location with the largest
local feature contrast, and (b) feature search mode, which en-
tails directing attention to items possessing the target visual
feature. Indeed, the target was defined as being a singleton
and as possessing the target attribute. If subjects used single-
ton detection mode, both relevant and irrelevant singletons
could capture attention, depending on which exhibited the
greatest local feature contrast. To test this hypothesis, Bacon
and Egeth (1994) designed conditions in which singleton de-
tection mode was inappropriate for performing the task. As
a result, the disruption caused by the unique distractor dis-
appeared. They concluded that irrelevant singletons may or
may not cause distraction during parallel search for a known
target, depending on the search strategy employed.

Another set of experiments revealed that abrupt onsets do
produce involuntary attentional capture (Hillstrom & Yantis,
1994; Jonides & Yantis, 1988), whereas feature singletons on
dimensions such as color and motion do not (e.g., Jonides &
Yantis, 1988). These authors concluded that (a) abrupt onsets
are unique in their ability to summon attention to their loca-
tion automatically, and (b) feature singletons do not capture
attention when they are task irrelevant.

The idea that the ability of a salient stimulus to cap-
ture attention depends on top-down settings—specifically,
on whether subjects use singleton detection mode or feature
search mode—is consistent with the contingent attentional cap-
ture hypothesis (e.g., Folk et al., 1992).According to this theory,
attentional capture is ultimately contingent on whether a salient
stimulus property is consistent with top-down attentional
control settings. The settings are assumed to reflect current be-
havioral goals determined by the task to be performed. Once the
attentional system has been configured with appropriate control
settings, a stimulus property that matches the settings will
produce “on-line” involuntary capture to its location. Stimuli
that do not match the top-down attention settings will not cap-
ture attention.

Folk et al. (1992) provided support for this claim using a
novel spatial cuing paradigm. In Experiment 3, for instance,
subjects saw a cue display followed by a target display (see
Figure 10.5). They were required to decide whether the target

Figure 10.4 Sample stimuli from the studies of Theeuwes (1991, 1992).
The subject always searched for a green circle among green diamonds (two
left panels; form condition), or among red circles (two right panels; color
condition), either without a distractor (top panels), or with a distractor (bot-
tom panels). The line segment within the target element was horizontal or
vertical (subjects had to indicate which); the line segments in the other forms
were tilted 22.5 deg from horizontal or vertical. Source: Reprinted from
Theeuwes (1992), with permission of the Psychonomic Society.

form color

green
red

when an irrelevant salient object was present. For instance,
Theeuwes (1991, 1992) presented subjects with displays con-
sisting of varying numbers of colored circles and diamonds
arranged on the circumference of an imaginary circle (see
Figure 10.4). A line segment varying in orientation appeared
inside each item, and subjects were required to determine the
orientation of the line segment within a target item. In one
condition, the target item was defined by its unique form
(e.g., it was the single green diamond among green circles).
In another condition, it was defined as the color singleton
(e.g., it was the single red square among green squares). On
half of the trials, an irrelevant distractor unique on an irrele-
vant dimension might be present. For instance, when the
target item was a green diamond among green circles, a red
circle was present. Theeuwes (1991) found that the presence
of the irrelevant singleton slowed reaction times (RTs) signif-
icantly. However, this effect occurred only when the irrele-
vant singleton was more salient than the singleton target,
suggesting that items are selected by order of salience. In a
later study, Theeuwes (1992) reported distraction effects
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Figure 10.5 Sample cue displays and target displays used to investigate
contingent attentional capture. In these examples, the cues appear in the left-
hand location and the targets in the right-hand location (thus any trials com-
posed from these particular components would be considered invalid trials).
See text for further details. Source: Reprinted from Folk, Remington,
and Johnston (1992), with permission of the American Psychological
Association.

Color cue

Onset cue

Color target

Onset target

was an x or an “=” sign. The target was defined either as a
color singleton target (e.g., the single red item among white
items) or as an onset target (i.e., a unique abruptly onset item
in the display). Two types of distractors were used. A color
distractor consisted of four colored dots surrounding a poten-
tial target location, and arrays of white dots surrounded the
remaining three locations. An onset distractor consisted of a
unique array of four white dots surrounding one of the poten-
tial target locations. The two distractor types were factorially
combined with the two target types, with each combination
presented in a separate block. The locations of the distractor
and target were uncorrelated. The authors reasoned that if a
distractor were to capture attention, a target sharing its loca-
tion would be identified more rapidly than a target appearing
at a different location. Thus, they measured capture as the
difference in performance between conditions in which dis-
tractors appeared at the target location versus nontarget loca-
tions. The question was whether capture would depend on the
match between the salient property of the distractor and the
property defining the target. The results showed that it did:
Whereas capture was found when the distractor and target
shared the same property, virtually no capture was observed
when they were defined by different properties.

The foregoing discussion of attentional capture suggests
that the conditions under which involuntary capture occurs

remain controversial. Studies that reached incompatible con-
clusions usually presented numerous procedural differences.
For instance, Folk (e.g., Folk et al., 1992) and Yantis (e.g.,
Yantis, 1993) disagree on what status should be assigned to
new (or abruptly onset) objects. Yantis claims that abrupt on-
sets capture attention irrespective of the observer’s inten-
tions, whereas Folk argues that involuntary capture by abrupt
onsets happens only when subjects are set to look for onset
targets. Note, however, that Yantis’s experiments typically in-
volved a difficult search, for instance, one in which the target
was a specific letter among distracting letters (e.g., Yantis &
Jonides, 1990) or a line differing only slightly in orientation
from surrounding distractors (e.g., Yantis & Egeth, 1999). In
contrast, Folk’s subjects typically searched for, say, a red tar-
get among white distractors—that is, for a target that sharply
differed from the distractors on a simple dimension (e.g.,
Folk et al., 1992). Thus, the two groups of studies differed as
to how much top-down guidance was available to find the tar-
get. This factor may possibly account for the better selectiv-
ity obtained in Folk’s studies. Further research is needed to
settle this issue.

The main point of agreement seems to be that an irrelevant
feature singleton will not capture attention automatically when
the task does not involve searching for a singleton target. This
finding has been obtained using three different paradigms,
under which attentional capture was gauged using different
measures: a difference between distractor-present versus dis-
tractor-absent trials (Bacon & Egeth, 1994); a difference be-
tween trials in which the target and cue occupy the same versus
different locations in spatial cueing tasks (e.g., Folk et al.,
1992); and the difference between trials in which the target and
salient item do versus do not coincide (e.g., Yantis & Egeth,
1999). Although most of the evidence provided by Theeuwes
(e.g., 1992) for automatic capture was drawn from studies in
which the target was a singleton, his position on whether cap-
ture occurs when the target is not a singleton is not entirely
clear (see, e.g., Theeuwes & Burger, 1998).

Note, however, that in the current state of the literature,
the implied distinction between singleton detection mode,
in which any salient distractor will capture attention, and
feature search mode, in which only singletons sharing a
task-relevant feature will capture attention, suffers from two
problems.

First, it is based on the yet-untested assumption that the
singleton detection mode of processing is faster or less cogni-
tively demanding than is the feature search mode. Indeed, one
observes that subjects will use the feature search mode only if
the singleton detection mode is not an option. For instance,
when the strategy of searching for the odd one out is not
available (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1994, Experiments 2 & 3),
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an irrelevant singleton does not capture attention. However,
the same irrelevant singleton does capture attention when
subjects search for a singleton target with a known feature
(e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1994, Experiment 1). Capture by the ir-
relevant singleton occurs despite the fact that using the sin-
gleton detection mode will tend to guide attention first toward
a salient nontarget on 50% of the trials (or even on 100% of
the trials; see M. S. Kim & Cave, 1999), whereas using the
feature search mode will tend to guide attention directly to
the target on 100% of the trials. The intuitive explanation for
the fact that subjects use a strategy that is nominally less effi-
cient is that the singleton-detection processing mode itself
must be structurally more efficient. Yet, no study to date has
put this assumption to test.

Second, in studies in which subjects must look for a
unique target with a known feature, there is often an element
of circularity in inferring from the data which processing
mode subjects use. Indeed, if an irrelevant singleton captures
attention, then the conclusion is that subjects used the single-
ton detection mode. If, in contrast, no capture is observed,
the conclusion is that they used the feature search mode.
However, the factors that induce subjects to use one mode
rather than the other when both modes are available remain
unspecified.

Selection by Location and Other Features

The foregoing section was concerned with factors that limit
selectivity. Next, we turn to a description of the mechanisms
underlying the different ways by which attention can be di-
rected toward to-be-selected or relevant areas or objects.

Selection by Location

“Attention is quite independent of the position and accom-
modation of the eyes, and of any known alteration in these
organs; and free to direct itself by a conscious and voluntary
effort upon any selected portion of a dark and undifferenced
field of view” (von Helmholtz, 1871, p. 741, quoted by
James, 1890/1950, p. 438). Since this initial observation was
made, a large body of research has investigated people’s abil-
ity to shift the locus of their attention to extra-foveal loci
without moving their eyes (e.g., Posner, Snyder, & Davidson,
1980), a process called covert visual orienting (Posner,
1980).

Covert visual orienting may be controlled in one of two
ways, one involving peripheral (or exogenous) cues, and the
other, central (or endogenous) cues. Peripheral cues tradi-
tionally involve abrupt changes in luminance—usually,
abrupt object onsets, which on a certain proportion of the

trials appear at or near the location of the to-be-judged target.
With central cues, knowledge of the target’s location is pro-
vided symbolically, typically in the center of the display (e.g.,
an arrow pointing to the target location). Numerous experi-
ments have shown that detection and discrimination of a tar-
get displayed shortly after the cue is improved more on valid
trials—that is, when this target appears at the same location
as the cue (peripheral cues) or at the location specified by the
cue (central cues)—than on invalid trials, in which the target
appears at a different location. Some studies also include neu-
tral trials or no-cue trials, in which none of the potential tar-
get locations is primed (but see Jonides & Mack, 1984, for
problems associated with the choice of neutral cues). Neutral
trials typically yield intermediate levels of performance. Pe-
ripheral and central cues have been compared along two main
avenues.

Some studies have focused on differences in the way at-
tention is oriented by each type of cue. The results from this
line of research have suggested that peripheral cues capture
attention automatically (but see the earlier section, “Capture
of Attention by Irrelevant Stimuli,” for a discussion of this
issue), whereas attentional orienting following a central cue
is voluntary (e.g., Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama &
Mackeben, 1989). Moreover, attentional orienting to the cued
location was found to be faster with peripheral cues than with
central cues. For instance, in Muller and Rabbitt’s (1989)
study, subjects had to find a target (T ) among distractors (+)
in one of four boxes located around fixation. The central cue
was an arrow at fixation, pointing to one of the four boxes.
The peripheral cue was a brief increase in the bright-
ness of one of the boxes. With peripheral cues, costs and
benefits grew rapidly and reached their peak magnitudes at
cue-to-target onset asynchronies (SOAs) in the range of 100–
150 ms. With central cues, maximum costs and benefits were
obtained for SOAs of 200–400 ms.

Other studies have focused on differences in information
processing that occur as a consequence of the allocation of at-
tention by peripheral versus central cues. Two broad classes
of mechanisms have been proposed to describe the effects of
spatial cues. According to the signal enhancement hypothesis
(e.g., Henderson, 1996), attention strengthens the stimulus
representation by allocating the limited capacity available for
perceptual processing. In other words, attention facilitates
perceptual processing at the cued location. According to the
uncertainty or noise reduction hypothesis (e.g., Palmer,
Ames, & Lindsay, 1993) spatial cues allow one to exclude
distractors from processing by monitoring only the relevant
location rather than all possible ones. Thus, cueing attention
to a specific location reduces statistical uncertainty or noise
effects, which stem from information loss and decision
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limits, not from changes in perceptual sensitivity or limits of
information-processing capacity.

In order to test the two hypotheses against each other, sev-
eral investigators have sought to determine whether spatial
cueing effects would be observed when the target appears in an
otherwise empty field. The signal enhancement hypothesis
predicts such effects, as the allocation of attentional resources
at the cued location should facilitate perceptual processing at
that location, even in the absence of noise. In contrast, the
noise reduction hypothesis predicts no cueing effects with sin-
gle-element displays, because no spatial uncertainty or noise
reduction should be required in the absence of distractors.

This line of research has generated conflicting findings,
with reports of small effects (Posner, 1980), significant
effects (e.g., Henderson, 1991) or no effect (e.g., Shiu &
Pashler, 1994). Relatively subtle methodological differences
have turned out to play a crucial role. For instance, Shiu
and Pashler (1994) criticized earlier single-target studies
(Henderson, 1991) on the grounds that the masks presented at
each potential location after the target display may have been
confusable with the target, thus making the precue useful in
reducing the noise associated with the masks. They compared
a condition in which masks were presented at all potential lo-
cations vs. a condition with a single mask at the target loca-
tion. Precue effects were found only in the former condition,
supporting the idea that these reflect noise reduction rather
than perceptual enhancement. However, recent evidence
showed that spatial cueing effects can be found with a single
target and mask, and are larger with additional distractors or
masks. These findings suggest that attentional allocation by
spatial precues leads both to signal enhancement at the cued
location and noise reduction (e.g., Cheal & Gregory, 1997;
Henderson, 1996).

Most of the reviewed studies employed informative pe-
ripheral cues, which precludes the possibility of determining
whether the observed effects of attentional facilitation
should be attributed to the exogenous or to the endogenous
component of attentional allocation, or to both. Studies
that employed non-informative peripheral cues (Henderson,
1996; Luck & Thomas, 1999) showed that these lead to both
perceptual enhancement and noise reduction. Recently, Lu
and Dosher (2000) directly compared the effects of periph-
eral and central cues and reported results suggesting a noise
reduction mechanism of central precueing and a combination
of noise reduction and signal enhancement for peripheral
cueing.

To conclude, the current literature points to notable differ-
ences in the way attention is oriented by peripheral vs. central
cues, as well as differences in information processing when
attention is directed by one type of spatial cue vs. the other.

Is Location Special?

The idea that location may deserve a special status in the
study of attention has generated a considerable amount of re-
search, and the origins of this debate can be traced back to the
notion that attention operates as a spotlight (e.g., Broadbent,
1982; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973; Posner et al., 1980), which
has had a major influence on attention research. According to
this model, attention can be directed only to a small contigu-
ous region of the visual field. Stimuli that fall within that
region are extensively processed, whereas stimuli located
outside that region are ignored. Thus, the spotlight model—
as well as models based on similar metaphors, such as
zoom lenses (e.g., Eriksen & Yeh, 1985) and gradients (e.g.,
Downing & Pinker, 1985; LaBerge & Brown, 1989)—
endows location (or space) with a central role in the selection
process. Later theories making assumptions that markedly
depart from spotlight theories also assume an important role
for location in visual attention (see Schneider, 1993 for a
review). These include for instance Feature Integration
Theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), the Guided Search model
(Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Wolfe, 1994), van der Heidjen’s model
(1992, 1993), and the FeatureGate model (Cave, 1999).

A comprehensive survey of the debate on whether or not
location is special is beyond the scope of the present en-
deavor (see for instance, Cave & Bichot, 1999; Lamy & Tsal,
2001, for reviews of this issue). Here, two aspects of this
debate will be touched on, which pertain to the efficiency of
selection. First, we shall briefly review the studies in which
selectivity using spatial vs. non-spatial cues is compared.
Then, the idea that selection is always ultimately mediated by
space, which entails that selection by location is intrinsically
more direct, will be contrasted with the notion that attention
selects space-invariant object-based representations.

Selection by Features Other Than Location. Numer-
ous studies have shown that advance knowledge about a
non-spatial property of an upcoming target can improve per-
formance (e.g., Carter, 1982). Results arguing against the
idea that attention can be guided by properties other than lo-
cation are typically open to alternative explanations (see
Lamy & Tsal, 2001, for a review). For instance, Theeuwes
(1989) presented subjects with two shapes that appeared si-
multaneously on each side of fixation. The target was defined
as the shape containing a line segment, whereas the distractor
was the empty shape. Subjects responded to the line’s orien-
tation. The target was cued by the form of the shape within
which it appeared, or by its location. Validity effects were
obtained with the location cue but not with the form cue.
The author concluded that advance knowledge of form
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cannot guide attention. Note however, that it may have
been easier for subjects to look for the filled shape, that is,
to use the “defining attribute” (Duncan, 1985), rather than
to use the form cue. In this case, subjects may simply not
have used the cue, which would explain why it had no effect.
According to this logic, using the location cue was easier
than looking for the filled shape, but looking for the filled
shape was easier than using the form cue. Thus, whereas
Theeuwes’s finding indicates that location cueing may be
more efficient than form cueing, it does not preclude the pos-
sibility that form cues may effectively guide attention when
no other, more efficient strategy is available.

Whereas it is generally agreed that spatial cueing is more
efficient than cueing by other properties, there has been some
debate as to whether qualitative differences exist between at-
tentional allocation using one type of cue vs. the other (e.g.,
Duncan, 1981; Tsal, 1983). It seems that non-spatial cues dif-
fer from peripheral spatial cues in that they only prioritize the
elements possessing the cued property rather than improving
their perceptual representation. Moore and Egeth (1998) re-
cently presented evidence showing that “feature-based atten-
tion failed to aid performance under ‘data-limited’ conditions
(i.e., those under which performance was primarily affected
by the sensory quality of the stimulus), but did affect perfor-
mance under conditions that were not data-limited.” More-
over, in several physiological studies that compared the
event-related potentials (ERP) elicited by stimuli attended on
the basis of location vs. other features, a qualitatively differ-
ent pattern of activity was found for the two types of cues,
which was taken to indicate that selection by location may
occur at an earlier stage than selection by other properties
(e.g., Hillyard & Munte, 1984; Näätänen, 1986).

Is Selection Mediated by Space? The idea that selec-
tion is always ultimately mediated by space, as is assumed in
numerous theories of attention, has been challenged by re-
search showing that attention is paid to space-invariant
object-based representations rather than to spatial locations.
Studies favoring the space-based view typically manipulated
only spatial factors. The reasoning was that if spatial effects
can be found when space is task irrelevant, then selection
must be mediated by space, and does not therefore operate on
space-invariant representations. In contrast, in studies sup-
porting the space-invariant view, spatial factors were usually
kept constant and objects were separated from their spatial
location via motion. In spite of intensive investigation, no
consensus has yet emerged.

It is important to make it clear that the body of research
concerned with the effects of Gestalt grouping on the distrib-
ution of attention that was reviewed earlier is not relevant

here. Both issues are generally conflated under the general
term of “object-based selection.” However, whether attention
selects spatial or spatially-invariant representations concerns
the medium of selection, whereas effects of grouping on at-
tention speak to the efficiency of selection (see Lamy & Tsal,
2001; Vecera, 1994; Vecera & Farah, 1994, for further expli-
cation of this distinction).

One of the most straightforward methods used to investi-
gate whether selection is fundamentally spatial is to have
subjects attend to an object that happens to occupy a certain
location in a first display and then attend to a different object
occupying either the same or a different location in a subse-
quent display. With this procedure, sometimes referred to as
the “post-display probe technique” (e.g., Kramer, Weber, &
Watson, 1997), an advantage in the same-location condition
is taken to support the idea that selection is space-based. The
crux of this method is that it shows spatial effects in tasks
where space is utterly irrelevant to the task at hand. For in-
stance, Tsal and Lavie (1993, Experiment 4) showed that
when subjects had to attend to the color of a dot (its location
being task irrelevant), they responded faster to a subsequent
probe when it appeared in the location previously occupied
by the attended dot than in the alternative location (see M. S.
Kim & Cave, 1995, for similar results).

Following a related rationale, other authors used rapid
serial visual presentation (RSVP) tasks (e.g., McLean,
Broadbent, & Broadbent, 1983) or partial report tasks (e.g.,
Butler, Mewhort, & Tramer, 1987) and showed that when
subjects have to report an item with a specific color, near-
location errors are the most frequent. In the same vein, Tsal
and Lavie (1988) showed that when required to report one
letter of a specified color and then any other letters they could
remember from a visual display, subjects tended to report let-
ters adjacent to the first-reported letter more often than letters
of the same (relevant) color (see van der Heijden, Kurvink,
de Lange, de Leeuw, & van der Geest, 1996, for a criticism
and Tsal & Lamy, 2000, for a response). These results suggest
that selecting an object by any of its properties is mediated by
a spatial representation.

Other investigators attempted to demonstrate that selec-
tion is mediated by space by showing effects of distance on
attention. In early studies, interference was found to be re-
duced as the distance between target and distractors increased
(e.g., Gatti & Egeth, 1978). Attending to two stimuli was also
found to be easier when these were close together rather than
distant from each other (e.g., Hoffman & Nelson, 1981).
More recent studies showed that distance modulates same-
vs.-different object effects, as the difficulty in attending to
two objects increases with the distance between these objects
(e.g., Kramer & Jacobson, 1991; Vecera, 1994. See Vecera &
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Farah, 1994, for a failure to find distance effects on object
selection, and Kramer et al., 1997; Vecera, 1997, for a dis-
cussion of these results). There is some contrary evidence,
suggesting that performance gets better as the separation be-
tween attended elements increases (e.g., Bahcall & Kowler,
1999; Becker, 2001) and still other findings showing that per-
formance is unaffected by the separation between attended
stimuli (e.g., Kwak, Dagenbach, & Egeth, 1991).

The experimental strategy of manipulating distance to
demonstrate that selection is mediated by space has been crit-
icized on several grounds. For instance, distance effects in di-
vided attention tasks may only reflect the effects of grouping
by proximity. That is, when brought closer together, two ob-
jects may be perceived as a higher-order object (e.g., Duncan,
1984). Accordingly, distance effects are attributed to effects
of grouping on the distribution of attention and say nothing
about whether or not the medium of attention is spatial. In
tasks involving a shift of attention over small vs. large dis-
tances, the assumption underlying the use of a distance
manipulation is that attention moves in an analog fashion
through visual space, the time needed for attention to move
from one location to another being proportional to the dis-
tance between them. However, this assumption may be un-
warranted (e.g., Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995).

Support for the Space-Invariant View. Whether at-
tention may select from space-invariant object-based repre-
sentations has been investigated by separating objects from
their locations via motion. Kahneman, Treisman, and Gibbs
(1992) found that the focusing of attention on an object se-
lectively activates the recent history of that object (i.e., its
previous states) and facilitates recognition when the current
and previous states of the object match. They found this
matching process, called “reviewing,” to be successful only
when the objects in the preview and probing displays shared
the same “object-file,” namely, when one object was perceived
to move smoothly from one display to the other. This finding
is typically taken to show that attention selects object-files,
that is, representations that maintain their continuity in spite
of location changes (e.g., Kanwisher & Driver, 1992).

Further support for the idea that attention operates in
object-based coordinates comes from experiments by Tipper
and his colleagues. They used the inhibition of return para-
digm (e.g., Tipper, Weaver, Jerreat, & Burak, 1994) and the
negative priming paradigm (Tipper, Brehaut, & Driver,
1990), as well as measurements of the performance of neglect
patients (Behrmann & Tipper, 1994). Inhibition of return
studies show that it is more difficult to return one’s attention
to a previously attended location. (Immediately after a spatial
location is cued, a stimulus is relatively easy to detect at the

cued location. However, after a cue-target SOA of about
300 ms, target detection is relatively difficult at the cued loca-
tion. This is known as inhibition of return.) Negative priming
experiments demonstrate that people are slower to respond to
an item if they have just ignored it. (For a further discussion
of negative priming, see the chapters by Proctor & Vu and
McNamara & Holbrook in this volume.) Finally, the neurobi-
ological disorder called unilateral neglect is characterized by
the patients’ failure to respond or orient to stimuli on the side
contralateral to a lesion. Although early studies suggested that
all three phenomena are associated with spatial locations
(e.g., Posner & Cohen, 1984; Tipper, 1985; and Farah, Brunn,
Wong, Wallace, & Carpenter, 1990, respectively), recent
studies using moving displays showed that the attentional ef-
fects revealed by each of these experimental methods can be
associated with object-centered representations.

Lamy and Tsal (2000, Experiment 3) used a variant of Egly
et al.’s (1994) task. Subjects had to detect a target at one of the
four ends of two objects, differing in color and shape. A pre-
cue appeared at one of the four ends and indicated the location
where the target was most likely to show up. To dissociate the
cued object from its location, the two objects were made to
exchange locations between the cueing and target displays, by
moving smoothly, on half of the trials. Reaction times were
faster at the uncued location within the cued object than at an
equally distant location within the uncued object, thus indi-
cating that attention followed the cued object-file.

Conclusions. To summarize, in studies that measured
only space-based effects using either the distance manipula-
tion or the post-display probe technique, it was typically
found that selection is mediated by space. In studies that mea-
sured the cost of redirecting attention to the same vs. a differ-
ent object-file using moving objects while keeping spatial
factors constant, attention was typically found to follow the
object initially attended as it moved. Note that the strongest
support for the view that selection is mediated by space
comes from studies in which response to a new object was
found to be faster if this object occupied the location of a pre-
viously attended object even when space was irrelevant to the
task. Thus, in these studies, the object initially attended was
no longer present in the subsequent display, where attentional
effects were measured: A different object typically replaced
it. Such findings may therefore only indicate that space-based
selection prevails when the task is such that object continuity
is systematically disrupted. In other words, selection may be
space-based only under this specific condition, which does
not abound in a natural environment.

On the other hand, support for the idea that selection oper-
ates on space-invariant representations of objects comes from
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studies showing that attending to an object entails that atten-
tional effects remain associated with this object as it moves.
However, space and object-file effects may not be as antithet-
ical as is usually assumed. Finding that attention follows the
cued object-file as it moves does not necessarily argue against
the idea that selection is mediated by space. Attention may
simply accrue to the locations successively occupied by the
moving object (e.g., Becker & Egeth, 2000). As yet, no em-
pirical data have been reported that preclude this possibility.

PREATTENTIVE AND ATTENTIVE PROCESSING

As was mentioned in the introductory part of this chapter,
inquiring which processes are not contingent on capacity
limitations for their execution amounts to inquiring which
processes are preattentive, that is, do not require attention.
“What does the preattentive world look like? We will never
know directly, as it does not seem that we can inquire about
our perception of a thing without attending to that thing”
(Wolfe, 1998, p. 42). Therefore, it takes ingenious experi-
mental designs to investigate the extent to which unattended
portions of the visual field are processed.

Two general empirical strategies have traditionally been
used to address this question, and differ somewhat in the un-
derlying definition of “preattentiveness” they adopt. In some
paradigms (e.g., visual search), whatever processes do not re-
quire focused attention and can be performed in parallel with
attention widely distributed over the visual field are consid-
ered to be preattentive. In other paradigms (e.g., dual task),
preattentive processes are those processes that can proceed
without attention, that is, when attentional resources are ex-
hausted by some other task. As we shall see, interpreting
results obtained pertaining to preattentive processing has
proved to be tricky.

Distributed Attention Paradigms

Visual Search

In a standard visual search experiment, the subject might be
asked to indicate whether a specified target is present or ab-
sent, or which of two possible targets is present among an
array of distractors. The total number of items in the display,
known as the set size or display size, usually varies from trial
to trial. The target is typically present on 50% of the trials, the
display containing only distractors on the remaining trials.
On each trial, subjects have to judge whether a target is pre-
sent. In studies measuring reaction times, the search display
remains visible until subjects respond. Of chief interest is the

way reaction times vary as a function of set size on target-
present and target-absent trials. In studies measuring accu-
racy, search displays are presented briefly and then masked.
Accuracy can be plotted as a function of set size to reveal the
processes underlying search. A common alternative approach
is to determine the exposure duration (typically, the asyn-
chrony between the onsets of the search display and of a sub-
sequent masking display) required to achieve some fixed
level of accuracy (e.g., 75% correct).

If finding the target (i.e., distinguishing it from the distrac-
tors) involves processes that do not require attention and are
performed in parallel over the whole display, one expects to
observe parallel search. With studies measuring reaction
time, this means that the number of distractors present in the
display should not affect performance; with studies measuring
accuracy, this means that beyond a relatively short SOA, in-
creasing the time available to inspect the display should not
improve performance. Thus, parallel search is held to be
diagnostic of preattentive (i.e., parallel, resource-free) pro-
cessing. If, in contrast, distinguishing the target from the dis-
tractors involves processes that do require attention, then
attention must be directed to the items one at a time (or perhaps
to one subset of them at a time), until the target is found. In this
case, the time required to find the target increases as the num-
ber of distractors increases. Moreover, if search is terminated
as soon as the target is found, the target should be found, on av-
erage, halfway through the search process. Thus, search slopes
for target-absent trials should be twice as large as for target-
present trials (Sternberg, 1969). In studies measuring accu-
racy, if search requires attention, the more items in the display
the longer the exposure time necessary to find the target.

This rationale was criticized very early on (Luce, 1986;
Townsend, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983). On the one
hand, slopes are usually shallow, perhaps 10 ms per item,
rather than null. In principle, they could reflect the operation
of a serial mechanism that processes 100 items every second.
However, such fast scanning is held to be physiologically not
feasible (Crick, 1984).

On the other hand, linear search functions do not neces-
sarily reflect serial processing. They are consistent with
capacity-limited parallel processing, in which all items are
processed at once, although the rate at which information ac-
cumulates at each location for the presence of the target or of
a nontarget item decreases as the number of additional com-
parisons concurrently performed increases (Murdock, 1971;
Townsend & Ashby, 1983).

Linear search functions are also compatible with unlimited-
capacity parallel processing, in which set size affects the dis-
criminability of elements in the array rather than processing
speed per se. According to this view, the risk of confusing the
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target with a distractor increases as the number of elements in-
creases, due to decision processes or to sensory processes
(Palmer et al., 1993).

Finally, it has been argued that even the steepest serial
slopes cannot reflect serial item-by-item attentional scanning.
Whereas these range from 40 to 100 ms per item, Duncan,
Ward, and Shapiro (1994) have claimed that attention must
remain focused on an object for several hundred milliseconds
before being shifted to another object. They referred to this
period as the attentional dwell time. However, Moore, Egeth,
Berglan, and Luck (1996) have shown that the long estimates
of dwell time were caused, at least in part, by the use of
masked targets.

Simultaneous versus Successive Presentation

Considering the complexities involved in interpreting search
slopes, several investigators have explored the ability of indi-
viduals to discriminate between two targets in displays of a
fixed size in which the critical manipulation involves the way
the stimuli are presented over time. These experiments com-
pare a condition in which all of the stimuli are presented
simultaneously with a condition in which they are presented
sequentially. (They may be presented one at a time or in
larger groups.) Each stimulus is followed by a mask. The
logic is that if capacity is limited, then it should be more dif-
ficult to detect a target when all of the stimuli are presented at
the same time than when they are presented in smaller
groups, which would permit more attention to be devoted to
each item.

Shiffrin and Gardner (1972) showed that when a fairly
simple discrimination was involved, such as indicating
whether a T or an F target was present in a display (the
nontargets here were hybrid T-F characters), and the number
of display elements was small (four), then there was good ev-
idence of parallel processing with unlimited capacity (see
also Duncan, 1980). However, when the number of elements
in the display was increased (e.g., Fisher, 1984) or the com-
plexity of the stimuli was increased, advantages for succes-
sive presentation have been observed (e.g., Duncan, 1987;
see also Kleiss & Lane, 1986).

Change Blindness

In an interesting variant of a search task, subjects are pre-
sented with a display that is replaced with a second display
after a delay filled with a blank field, and have to indicate
what, if anything, is different about the second display. The
displays can be of any sort, from random displays of dots
(Pollack, 1972) to real-life visual events (e.g., Simons &

Levin, 1998). These conditions lead to a wide deployment of
attention over the visual field. The striking result is that sub-
jects show very poor performance in detecting the change, an
effect that has been dubbed change blindness.

The change blindness effect is reminiscent of subjects’
failure to detect changes that occur during a saccadic eye move-
ment (e.g., Bridgeman, Hendry, & Stark, 1975). However, sub-
sequent research has shown that it may occur independently of
saccade-specific mechanisms (Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark,
1997). The two paradigms that are most frequently used to in-
vestigate the change blindness phenomenon are the flicker par-
adigm (Rensink et al., 1997) and the forced-choice detection
paradigm (e.g., Pashler, 1988b; Phillips, 1974).

In the forced-choice detection paradigm, each trial con-
sists of one presentation each of an original and a modified
image. Only some of the trials contain changes, which makes
it possible to use signal detection analyses in addition to mea-
suring response latency and accuracy. For instance, Phillips
(1974) presented matrices that contained abstract patterns of
black and white squares and asked subjects to detect changes
between the first and second displays. When the interstimulus
interval was short (tens of milliseconds) the task was easy be-
cause subjects saw either flicker or motion at the location
where a change was made. However, when the interstimulus
interval was longer the task became very difficult because
offset and onset transients occurred over the entire visual
field and thus could not be used to localize the matrix loca-
tions that had been changed.

In the flicker paradigm, the original and the modified
image are presented in rapid alternation with a blank screen
between them. Subjects respond as soon as they detect the
modification. The results typically show that subjects almost
never detect changes during the first cycle of alternation, and
it may take up to 1 min of alternation before some changes are
detected (Rensink et al., 1997), even though the changes are
usually substantial in size (typically about 20 deg.2) and once
pointed out or detected are extremely obvious to the
observers. Moreover, changes to objects in the center of in-
terest of a scene are detected more readily than peripheral, or
marginal-interest, changes (Rensink et al.). Rensink et al.
concluded that “visual perception of change in an object oc-
curs only when that object is given focused attention; in the
absence of such attention, the contents of visual memory are
simply overwritten (i.e., replaced) by subsequent stimuli, and
so cannot be used to make comparisons” (p. 372). Based on
the change blindness finding and the results from studies of
visual integration (e.g., Di Lollo, 1980), Rensink (2000)
speculated that the preattentive representation of a scene
“formed at any fixation can be highly detailed, but will have
little coherence, constantly regenerating as long as the light
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continues to enter the eyes, and being created anew after each
eye movement” (p. 22).

However, as was noted by Simons (2000), there are other
possible accounts for the change blindness effect. “For exam-
ple, we might retain all of the visual details across views, but
never compare the initial representation to the current per-
cept. Or, we might simply lack conscious access to the visual
representation (or to the change itself) thereby precluding
conscious report of the change” (p. 7). Thus, the finding of
change blindness does not necessarily imply that the repre-
sentation of the initial scene is absent. Further research using
implicit measures to evaluate the extent to which this repre-
sentation is preserved will be useful in order to expand our
knowledge not only concerning the change blindness phe-
nomenon but more generally, concerning preattentive vision
and the role of attention.

Inattention Paradigms: Dual-Task Experiments

In dual-task experiments designed to explore what processes
are preattentive, subjects have to execute a primary task and a
secondary task. In some cases (e.g., Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn,
& Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnett, Grant, & Mack, 1992), the pri-
mary task is assumed to exhaust subjects’ processing capaci-
ties or to ensure optimal focusing of attention. If subjects can
successfully perform the secondary task, then it is concluded
that the processes involved in that task do not require attention
and are therefore preattentive. The studies using this logic
usually suffered from memory confounds, as subjects were
typically requested to overtly report what they had seen in the
secondary task displays after performing the primary task.

In other cases (e.g., Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama, 1997;
Braun & Sagi, 1990, 1991), performance is compared be-
tween a condition in which subjects have to perform both the
primary and the secondary task (a dual-task condition) and a
condition in which subjects are required to perform only the
secondary task (a single-task condition). Sometimes an addi-
tional single-task control condition is used, in which subjects
are required to perform only the primary task. When a
given task is performed equally well in the single- and dual-
task conditions, this performance is taken to indicate that
processes involved in the secondary task are preattentive,
whereas poorer performance in the dual-task condition is
held to show that these processes require attention. A caveat
that is sometimes associated with this rationale is that the
performance impairment produced by the addition of the
primary task may reflect the cost of making two responses
versus only one, rather than the inability to process the sec-
ondary task preattentively. (The results of the studies cited
above are discussed later in this chapter.)

We now proceed to present a few examples of efforts to
distinguish between processes that require attention and
processes that are preattentive.

Further Explorations of Preattentive Processing

Grouping

Is perceptual grouping accomplished preattentively? This has
proven difficult to answer, in part because grouping itself is a
complex concept. For example, Trick and Enns (1997), fol-
lowing Koffka (1935, pp. 125–127), distinguish between ele-
ment clustering and shape formation. Their research suggests
that the former is preattentive, whereas the latter requires at-
tention. Consider the stimuli in Figure 10.6. In two panels
the stimuli consist of small diamond shapes made up of con-
tinuous lines, while in the other two panels the diamonds
are made up of four small dots. Subjects had to determine the
number of diamonds present in a display; reaction time
was the dependent variable of chief interest. The two panels
on the left yielded essentially identical results. The fact that
clusters of dots can be counted as quickly as continuous line
forms, even for small numbers of elements in the subitizing
range (1–3 or 4 items), is consistent with the idea that the dots
composing the diamonds were clustered preattentively. For
related results, see Bravo and Blake (1990). Interestingly,
when shape discrimination was required (counting the dia-
monds in the face of square distractors, as shown on the right
side of Figure 10.6), the continuous line forms were counted
more efficiently than the stimuli made of dots. This suggests
that the shape formation process may not be preattentive.

That the shape formation component of grouping may re-
quire attention is consistent with a number of experiments
that suggest grouping outside the focus of attention is not per-
ceived (e.g., Ben-Av, Sagi, & Braun, 1992; Mack et al., 1992;
Rock et al., 1992), suggesting that attention selects unparsed
areas of the visual field and that grouping requires attention.
Ben-Av et al. showed that subjects’ performance in discrimi-
nating between horizontal and vertical grouping, or in simply
detecting the presence or absence of grouping in the display
background, was severely impaired when attention was en-
gaged in a concurrent task of form identification of a target
situated in the center of the screen. Mack et al. obtained sim-
ilar results with grouping by proximity and similarity of
lightness.

However, the dependent measure in these studies was sub-
jects’ conscious report of grouping. The fact that grouping
cannot be overtly reported when attention is engaged in a de-
manding concurrent task does not necessarily imply that
grouping requires attention. For instance, failure to report
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Figure 10.6 Sample stimuli of the kind used by Trick and Enns (1997) to investigate grouping.

grouping may result from memory failure. That is, grouping
processes may occur preattentively, with grouping being per-
ceived yet not remembered. In order to test this possibility,
Moore and Egeth (1997) conducted a study with displays con-
sisting of a matrix of uniformly scattered white dots on a gray
background, in the center of which were two black horizontal
lines (see Figure 10.7). Some of the dots were black, and on
critical trials they were grouped and formed either the Ponzo
illusion (Experiments 1 & 2) or the Müller-Lyer illusion (Ex-
periment 3). Subjects attended to the two horizontal lines and
reported which one was longer. Responses were clearly influ-
enced by the two illusions. Therefore, the fact that elements
lying entirely outside the focus of attention formed a group
did affect behavior, indicating that grouping does not require
attention. In a subsequent recognition test, subjects were un-
able to recognize the illusion patterns. This result confirmed
the authors’ hypothesis that implicit measures may reveal that
subjects perceive grouping, whereas explicit measures may
not. (For a further discussion of the consequences of inatten-
tion, see the chapter by Banks in this volume.)

Visual Processing of Simple Features versus
Conjunctions of Features

Treisman’s feature integration theory (FIT; e.g., Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982) has inspired much

of the research on visual search ever since its inception in the
early 1980s. According to the theory, input from a visual
display is processed in two successive stages. During the
preattentive stage, a set of spatiotopically organized maps
is extracted in parallel across the visual field, with each
map coding the presence of a particular elementary stimulus
attribute or feature (e.g., red or vertical). In the second stage,
attention becomes spatially focused and serves to glue fea-
tures occupying the same location into unified objects.

The phenomenon of illusory conjunctions (e.g., Treisman
& Schmidt, 1982; Prinzmetal, Presti, & Posner, 1986;
Briand & Klein, 1987) provides empirical support for the FIT.
In the experiments of Treisman and Schmidt displays con-
sisted of several shapes with different colors flanked by two
black digits. The primary task was to report the digits, and the
secondary task was then to report the colored shapes. Subjects
tended to conjoin the different colors and forms erroneously.
For instance, they might report seeing a red square and a blue
circle when in fact a red circle and a blue square had been pre-
sent. This finding is thus consistent with the idea that features
are “free-floating” at the preattentive stage and that focused
attention is needed to correctly conjoin them. However, the
fact that subjects were unable to remember how the forms and
colors were combined does not necessarily entail that such
unified representations were not extracted in the absence of
attention. Indeed, an alternative explanation is that illusory
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Figure 10.7 Sample stimuli used Moore and Egeth (1997). Subjects had to
judge whether the upper or lower solid black line was longer. On the top is a
typical noncritical trial, on the bottom a typical critical trial in which the
black dots are arranged in such a manner as to induce the Ponzo illusion.
Source: Reprinted from Moore and Egeth (1997), with permission of the
American Psychological Association.

conjunctions may not reflect separate coding of different fea-
tures at the preattentive stage but rather the tendency of
memorial representations of unified objects to quickly disin-
tegrate, and more so when no attention is available to main-
tain these representations in memory (Virzi & Egeth, 1984;
Tsal, 1989). More recent studies suggest that rather than de-
riving from imperfect binding of correctly perceived features,
illusory conjunctions may stem from target-nontarget confu-
sions (Donk, 1999), uncertainty about the location of visual
features (Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, & Maddox, 1996) or post-
perceptual factors (Navon & Ehrlich, 1995).

A central source of support for FIT also resides in the find-
ing that searching for a target that is unique in some elemen-
tary feature (e.g., searching for a red target among green and
blue distractors) yields fast reaction times and low error rates
that are largely unaffected by set size (e.g., Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; see also Egeth et al., 1972). According to the
theory, features can be detected by monitoring in parallel the

net activity in the relevant feature map (e.g., red). In contrast,
searching for a target that is unique only in its conjunction of
features (e.g., searching for a red vertical line among green
vertical and red tilted lines) yields slower RTs and higher
error rates that increase linearly with set size. Attention needs
to be focused serially on each item in order to integrate infor-
mation across feature modules, because correct feature con-
junction is necessary in order to distinguish the target from
the distractors. This interpretation of the results has been crit-
icized on numerous grounds.

As we mentioned earlier, several alternative models show
that parallel and serial processing cannot be directly inferred
from flat and linear slopes, respectively. Moreover, new find-
ings have seriously challenged the parallel versus serial pro-
cessing dichotomy originally advocated by FIT. For instance,
a number of studies have shown that feature search is not al-
ways parallel or effortless. Indeed, feature search was found
to yield steep slopes when distractors were similar to the tar-
get or dissimilar to each other (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys,
1989; Nagy & Sanchez, 1990). Joseph et al. (1997) further
showed that even a simple feature search (detecting an orien-
tation singleton) that produces flat slopes when executed on
its own may be impaired by the addition of a primary task
with high attentional demands; the data for this experiment
appear in the right panel of Figure 10.8. Although Braun
(1998; see also Braun & Sagi, 1990) did not replicate Joseph
et al.’s (1997) results when subjects were well practiced
rather than naive, the Joseph et al. findings nevertheless,
“seem to rule out a conceivable architecture for the visual
system in which all feature differences are processed along a
pathway that has a direct route to awareness, without having
to pass through an attentional bottleneck” (Joseph et al.,
1997, p. 807). Thus, Joseph et al.’s results do not challenge
the idea that certain feature differences may be extracted
preattentively and only overrule the notion that these differ-
ences may be reported without attention.

Other studies demonstrated that some conjunction
searches are parallel (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989;
Egeth, Virzi, & Garbart, 1984; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel,
1989). For instance, Egeth et al. (1984) showed that subjects
were able to limit their searches to items of a specific color or
specific form. Wolfe et al. (1989) reported shallow search
slopes for targets defined by conjunctions of color and form.
Duncan and Humphreys (1989) showed that when target-
distractor and distractor-distractor similarity are equated be-
tween feature and conjunction search tasks, performance on
these tasks behaves no differently, and concluded that there is
nothing intrinsically different between feature and conjunc-
tion search (see Duncan & Humphreys, 1992, and Treisman,
1992, for a discussion of this idea). Recently, McElree and
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Figure 10.8 These figures show two different forms of the attentional blink. Left panel: Percentage of correct identifications of the
second target as a function of the temporal lag from the onset of the first target to the onset of the second. Performance at the shortest lag
exhibits what has been called lag-1 sparing. Reprinted from Chun and Potter (1995), with permission of the American Psychological As-
sociation. Right panel (filled symbols): Same as for left panel, except that performance at the shortest lag does not exhibit lag-1 sparing.
The open symbols represent control condition performance on the “second” target when it was the only target in the display. Reprinted
from Joseph, Chun, and Nakayama (1997), with permission of Nature. Visser, Bischof, and DiLollo (1999) discuss in detail the condi-
tions that determine whether the attentional blink will be nonmonotonic or monotonic in form.
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Carrasco (1999) used the response-signal speed-accuracy
trade-off (SAT) procedure in order to distinguish between the
effects of set size on discriminability and processing speed in
both feature and conjunction search, and concluded that both
feature and conjunctions are detected in parallel.

As a result of this spate of inconsistent findings, FIT has un-
dergone several major modifications and alternative models
have been developed, the most influential of which are the
guided search model proposed by Cave and Wolfe (1990)
and periodically revised by Wolfe (e.g., 1994, 1996) and
Duncan and Humphreys’(1989) engagement theory, some-
times known as similarity theory. (The guided search model
was described briefly in the section on “Capture of Attention
by Irrelevant Stimuli.”)

Stimulus Identification

When a subject searches through a display for a target, the
nontarget items obviously must be processed deeply enough
to allow their rejection, but this does not necessarily mean
that they are fully identified. For example, in search for a
digit among letters, one does not necessarily have to know
that a character is a G to know that it is not a digit. Thus, it is
possible that some evidence for parallel processing (e.g.,
Egeth et al., 1972) may not indicate the ability to identify sev-
eral characters in parallel.

Pashler and Badgio (1985) designed a search task not
subject to this shortcoming; they showed several digits

simultaneously and asked subjects to name the highest digit.
This task clearly requires identification of all of the elements.
To assess whether processing was serial or parallel, they did
not simply vary the number of stimuli in the display, they also
manipulated the quality of the display. That is, on some trials
the digits were bright and on others they were dim. The logic
of this experimental paradigm, introduced by Sternberg
(1967), is as follows: Let us suppose that a dim digit requires
k ms longer to encode than does a bright digit. If the subject
performs the task by serially encoding each item in the dis-
play, then the reaction time to a dim display with d digits
should take kd ms longer than if the same display were bright.
In other words, the effect of display size should interact mul-
tiplicatively with the visual quality manipulation. However,
if encoding of all the digits takes place simultaneously, then
the k ms should be added in just once regardless of display
size. In other words, display size and visual quality should be
additive. It was this latter effect that Pashler and Badgio ac-
tually observed in their experiment, suggesting that the iden-
tities of several digits could be accessed in parallel.

Attention: Types and Tokens

Recently, the notion that attention acts on the outputs of early
filters dedicated to processing simple features such as mo-
tion, color, and orientation has been challenged by the idea
that the units on which attention operates are temporary
structures stored in a capacity-limited store usually referred
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to as the visual short-term memory (vSTM). Several authors
have invoked the existence of such structures in the last
10 years or so.

Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) proposed the notion of fingers
of instantiation (FINSTs), which are similar to Marr’s (1983)
place tokens because they represent filled locations indepen-
dently of the features they contain. FINSTs provide access
paths to attended objects, and we can monitor only a limited
number of them (about five) simultaneously as they move
across the visual field.

Kahneman et al. (1992) established a distinction between
representations stored in long-term memory, which are used in
identifying and classifying objects, and temporary episodic
representations called object-files (see also Kahneman &
Treisman, 1984). An object-file is a spatiotemporal structure
in which the information about a particular object is stored and
continually updated. Consequently, an object, the various
properties of which change over time, retains its identity so
long as the information about its successive states is assigned
to the same temporary object-file. When the changes are large
enough to disrupt the object’s spatiotemporal continuity, a
new object-file is set up. According to the theory, the informa-
tion contained in an object-file becomes available when atten-
tion is allocated to it. Borrowing from this notion, Wolfe and
Bennett (1997) suggested that preattentive object-files are
loose collections of basic features, with focused attention
needed to appreciate the relationships among features.

The distinction between types and tokens later proposed
by Kanwisher (e.g., Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher & Driver,
1992) is essentially similar to Kahneman and Treisman’s
(1984) distinction between nodes stored in a long-term
recognition network and temporary object-files, respectively.
Kanwisher suggested that the activation of visual types and
the processing of spatiotemporal token information are inde-
pendent processes performed in parallel, and that attention is
required to integrate the information they provide about
events occurring in the visual field over space and time.

Finally, Rensink and colleagues (e.g., Rensink, 2000;
Rensink et al., 1997) suggested that prior to focused atten-
tion, low-level proto-objects are formed in parallel across the
visual field. Proto-objects are fairly complex preattentive
representations with limited spatiotemporal coherence, and
as such, they are inherently volatile. Unless a proto-object be-
comes the focus of attention, it is easily overwritten by a
stimulus that subsequently occupies its location or disinte-
grates within a few hundred milliseconds, losing its continu-
ity over time.

Although the various conceptualizations described above
may differ along important aspects, they share a number of
common assumptions, namely, that (a) the visual system

establishes continuously changing temporary representa-
tions (FINSTs, object-files, object tokens, or proto-objects);
(b) these episodic representations should be distinguished
from properties such as color or shape that define an object’s
identity for categorization purposes; and (c) they require fo-
cused attention in order to acquire spatiotemporal continuity
or mediate conscious report. These notions have helped shed
light on a number of phenomena that have aroused great inter-
est in the field of attention research in the last 10 years.

The Attentional Blink

In search experiments, even in the version in which subjects
must identify all elements (e.g., the highest digit task), sub-
jects typically must report only a single target on a trial. Do
we have the capacity to report several targets when those tar-
gets are presented simultaneously or in temporal proximity?
Duncan (1980) used the simultaneous-successive version of
the visual search task described earlier. On each trial, four
characters were shown at the ends of an imaginary plus sign.
The characters at 9:00 and 3:00 made up the horizontal limb,
those at 12:00 and 6:00 the vertical limb. The displays con-
sisted of digit targets and letter nontargets. The occurrence of
targets in the two limbs was independent. Thus, on a trial
there might be a target in one or the other limb or in both
limbs (however, there was never more than one target in a
given limb). In the successive condition the two characters in
one limb appeared briefly and were then masked; 500 ms
later the two characters from the other limb were presented
briefly and then masked. When only a single target was pre-
sent on a trial there was no advantage for the successive-
presentation condition. However, when there were two
targets present, accuracy in the simultaneous condition was
significantly worse than in the successive condition. This
decrement cannot be attributed to the need to make two sep-
arate overt responses; when subjects simply had to count
the number of targets (one vs. two targets present), the ad-
vantage in the successive condition remained. Note also that
the same results were obtained when a simple orientation dis-
crimination was required to find the targets.

Recently, an interesting extension of this double-detection
task has been explored intensively and has provided new in-
sights into what mechanisms may underlie the limits revealed
by double-detection experiments. It turns out that after a sub-
ject has identified one target, it takes a surprisingly long time
for the system to recover to the point that it can efficiently
identify a second target (e.g., Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987;
Weichselgartner & Sperling, 1987). This refractory period
has been dubbed the attentional blink (Raymond, Shapiro, &
Arnell, 1992) or attentional dwell time (Duncan et al., 1994).
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In a typical attentional blink experiment, subjects are pre-
sented with an RSVP stream of stimuli displayed sequentially
at fixation at a rate of about 10 per sec. They are required to
respond to two targets (by detecting or identifying them, de-
pending on the studies). When the SOA (or lag) between
these targets ranges between 100 and 500 ms, performance
on the second target, given that the first target was correctly
reported, is severely impaired relative to that in a control con-
dition in which the first target is ignored. Performance may or
may not be spared at short SOAs, but in any event recovers to
its baseline level at longer SOAs (see Figure 10.8). The at-
tentional blink effect does not require that the targets be em-
bedded in an RSVP stream. Duncan et al. (1994) obtained the
effect using only two masked targets appearing at different
spatial locations in the visual field.

Although the underlying mechanisms postulated by
various researchers may differ (e.g., Chun & Potter, 1995;
Raymond et al., 1992), the prevailing view is that the atten-
tional blink phenomenon reveals the effects of insufficient
attentional resources’ being allocated to the second target. It
is assumed that whereas the second target receives some ini-
tial processing, it does not reach the state at which it can be
reported accurately. Shapiro, Driver, Ward, and Sorensen
(1997) used a variant of the attentional blink paradigm in
which subjects had to report three targets rather than two.
They showed that performance on the third target (presented
at an SOA long enough to allow recovery from the blink) was
facilitated when it was semantically related to the second
target, although the latter was poorly reported. They con-
cluded that the attentional blink may reveal a failure to ex-
tract visual tokens, which mediate conscious perception, but
not visual types, the activation of which underlies the priming
effects found in their study (see also Chun, 1997, for the sim-
ilar notion that the attentional blink may reflect a general lim-
itation in the binding of correctly identified types to object
tokens). For a further and more general discussion of refrac-
tory effects, see the chapter by Proctor and Vu in this volume.

Repetition Blindness

In typical repetition blindness experiments (e.g., Kanwisher,
1987; Mozer, 1989), subjects are required to report two tar-
gets embedded in an RSVP stream. Performance on the sec-
ond target is worse when it is identical to the first target than
when it is different, even when the two targets are separated
by intervening stimuli. Similar results are obtained when
the targets are presented simultaneously rather than sequen-
tially (e.g., J. Kim & Kwak, 1990; Santee & Egeth, 1980).
Kanwisher as well as several other investigators (e.g.,
Hochhaus & Marohn, 1991; Mozer, 1989) accounted for this

phenomenon by proposing that the second occurrence of a
repeated item is recognized as a visual type, but is not indi-
viduated as a distinct event. In other words, repetition blind-
ness is assumed to reflect a failure in token individuation. In
the absence of a separate token providing the spatiotemporal
information necessary to distinguish between successive ac-
tivations of the same type, the percept of the second instance
becomes assimilated into the percept of the first instance.
Consistent with this hypothesis, Chun (1997) showed that
enhancing the episodic distinctiveness of the two targets by
presenting them in different colors causes the repetition
blindness effect to disappear, at least when subjects are given
enough practice and learn to use the color cue.

The Aftermath of Attention

One might wonder about the aftermath of attention. If attend-
ing to an object binds together its features and permits the
detection of a change in the object, for how long do these
benefits last? Rensink (2000) suggests not very long. Based
on the assumption that only one object can be represented at
a time, if attention is switched to another object, the previ-
ously attended parts of the visual field revert to their original
status as volatile proto-objects. Wolfe, Klempen, and Dahlen
(2000) used a standard visual search task in which subjects
looked for a target item among distractors. In one condition,
a new search display was presented on each trial. In another
condition, the same display was used repeatedly. The striking
result was that search did not become more efficient with
extensive use of the same display. Wolfe et al. concluded that
the effects of attention have no cumulative effect on visual
perception. As they put it, “attention to one object after an-
other may cause an observer to learn what is in a visual
display, but it does not cause that observer to see the visual
display in any different manner” (p. 693). In short, to the ex-
tent that preattentive vision consists of “shapeless bundles of
basic features” (Wolfe & Bennett, 1997), then so does post-
attentive vision.

CLOSING COMMENTS

In this chapter we have explored a large number of behav-
ioral paradigms. We have considered what captures attention,
and how attention behaves over space and time (and over ob-
jects situated in space and time). Although much has been
learned about attention in the past century, and although the
pace of discovery is (if anything) accelerating, there are
many more questions that need to be answered. This review
has been necessarily brief. For a more complete discussion of
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the topics covered in this chapter the reader is directed to the
books by Pashler (1998) and van der Heijden (1992). It is
worth noting explicitly that the present discussion has been
almost entirely concerned with behavioral studies. We have
barely touched on some of the other approaches that have
been taken to the study of attention. In particular, readers
wishing to learn about the neural bases of attention, as un-
covered through studies using single-cell recordings in
awake, behaving monkeys, through brain imaging or evoked
potential studies of humans, or through the study of patients
with neuropsychological disorders, should consult the book
edited by Parasuraman (1998).
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Action selection refers to how a decision is made, typically
under speeded response conditions, regarding which of two
or more actions to take in response to perceptual events. It is
usually studied using choice-reaction tasks in which subjects
make assigned responses to stimuli as quickly and accurately
as possible, and reaction time (RT) and response accuracy are
measured. Action selection is often called response selection,
but the term action selection has come to be used more fre-
quently in recent years to emphasize that responses in choice-
reaction tasks are goal-directed actions (Prinz, 1997).

A recent example of the importance of action selection
concerns the notorious butterfly ballot used in Palm Beach
County, Florida, for the 2000 U.S. presidential election. The
ballot, shown in Figure 11.1, listed the names of candidates in
two columns, with the appropriate response being to insert a
stylus into a punch hole assigned to the candidate of choice
among a centered column of holes. Although there was no
fixed time limit for responding, the voters’ task was speeded
in the sense that a limited number of voting booths were
available, with many voters needing to use them. With this
ballot, some voters apparently selected the second punch hole
on the list, voting for Pat Buchanan, rather than the third
punch hole, which was assigned to Al Gore, for whom they

intended to vote. This selection error occurred because Gore
was listed in the second position of the left-hand column, im-
mediately below the major opposing candidate, George W.
Bush. Punch ballots most often list all candidates on the left-
hand side, and their corresponding punch holes in the same
order on the right. Because the relative location of Gore’s po-
sition in the left-hand candidate list was second, previous ex-
perience would lead voters to expect that the second hole
should be punched to vote for him. Moreover, this expectancy
is consistent with the general principle that people tend to
make the response whose relative location corresponds to that
of the stimulus. Consequently, it is not surprising that some
voters would incorrectly punch the second hole instead of the
third one, even though arrows were used to mark the desig-
nated punch holes for the candidates. The poor design of the
ballot caused a sufficient number of unintended votes for
Buchanan, as well as discarded ballots for which the second
and third holes were punched, costing Gore the election.

As this example illustrates, the topic of action selection is
undoubtedly important. However, action selection tends to
be viewed as peripheral to mainstream cognitive psychology
in the United States, as reflected in the fact that the topic
is rarely mentioned in undergraduate cognitive psychology
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texts. The view of many cognitive psychologists seems to be
that input and central processes can be investigated without
one’s having to be concerned with the translation of the out-
come of these processes into output. This view is ironic,
given that a major impetus to the rise of contemporary cogni-
tive psychology was research on human performance con-
ducted by Paul Fitts (see Fitts & Posner, 1967), Donald
Broadbent (1958), and others in the 1950s. Outside of the
United States, more recognition has been given to the impor-
tance of selection and execution of action in human informa-
tion processing. Action selection is seen as fundamental
because it involves the interface between perception and ac-
tion. It is the theme of this chapter that action selection is of
vital importance to many of the phenomena studied in con-
temporary cognitive psychology.

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES, MODELS,
AND THEORIES

Historical Background

Astronomers in the first half of the nineteenth century made
the initial contribution to the measurement of RT by estimat-

ing the time it took a star to reach the midline of a grid of
vertical lines relative to when it first entered the grid (see
Woodworth, 1938). Although this was a clever method of
measuring RT, individual differences in the judgment of when
the star entered and reached the midline resulted in unreliable
readings from one astronomer to another. In an attempt to
compensate for individual differences, a personal equation
was developed in which a constant correction was made in
order to equate the readings of astronomers. However, later
investigations showed that the difference between two indi-
viduals was not constant after all.

The study of action selection was of central concern in
the last half of the nineteenth century. Interest arose out of
issues concerning the speed of nerve transmission. Most
physiologists thought that nerve transmission occurred too
rapidly to be measured. However, Helmholtz (1850) con-
ducted an experiment in which he stimulated motor nerves
of frogs and measured the time between the presentation of
the stimulus and muscular contraction. He estimated the rate
of nerve transmission to be 26 m/s. One important contri-
bution of this work was to demonstrate that the durations
of nervous systems’ processes are measurable. Helmholtz
was also the first to measure RT in a procedure intended to

Figure 11.1 Sample Palm Beach County, Florida, butterfly ballot in the 2000 U.S. presidential election.
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calculate the speed of nerve transmission in humans. This
procedure involved measuring RT as a function of the dis-
tance away from the brain by applying a shock to the skin.
However, Helmholtz concluded that this procedure does not
yield an accurate measure of nerve conduction because the
measurements “suffer from the unfortunate fact that a part
of the measured time depends on mental processes”
(Helmholtz, 1867, p. 228).

The research of Helmholtz and others using RT to esti-
mate the speed of nerve conduction stimulated Donders and
his students to pursue the use of RT as a means for measur-
ing mental processes. De Jagger’s dissertation (1865/1970)
provided the first account of the experiments conducted in
Donders’s lab. The first part of De Jagger’s study continued
Helmholtz’s notion of measuring the speed of nerve conduc-
tion, but the second part focused on measuring the time re-
quired to identify a stimulus and select a motor response. In
one set of experiments, subjects were required to respond to
a red light with the right hand and a white light with the left
hand. The mean RT was 356 ms, which was 172 ms longer
than a simple reaction (executing a single response when a
stimulus is presented) to the same stimuli. De Jagger inter-
preted this time as the duration of the central processes in-
volving stimulus discrimination and response initiation. 

Donders (1868/1969) formalized the subtractive method
used by De Jagger, emphasizing specifically that the time for
a particular process could be estimated by adding that process
to a task and taking the difference in RT between the two
tasks. He distinguished three types of reactions: type a (simple
reaction), type b (choice reaction), and type c (go or no-go
reaction; responding to one stimulus but not another). These
types of reactions allowed separate measures of the stimulus
identification and decision processes that were assessed
together by De Jagger. The difference between the type-c
and type-a reactions was presumed to reflect the time for
stimulus identification, and the difference between the type-b
and type-c reactions the time for “expression of the will”
(p. 424).

Reaction time research in general, and the study of action
selection in particular, continued to flourish throughout the
remainder of the nineteenth century (see Jastrow, 1890).
Wundt (1883) criticized Donders for using the type-c reac-
tion as a measure of stimulus identification, reasoning that
subjects must distinguish whether to respond, and suggested
using the type-d reaction instead as a pure measure. The type-
d reaction is measured by presenting subjects with the same
stimuli and having them make the same response every time,
as in the type-a reaction, with the difference being that they
are instructed not to respond until they have identified the
stimulus. However, Wundt’s type-d reaction quickly fell out
of favor because it is subjective and highly variable, and after

practice, the type-d reaction time does not differ from the
type-a reaction time. Criticisms of the subtractive method in
general led to its demise in the early twentieth century.

Methodological and Modeling Issues

With the advent of the information processing approach in
the 1950s and 1960s, the subtractive method was resurrected.
This method, and the stage analysis of RT data on which it is
based, came to be seen as sufficiently important to establish
Donders as a major figure in the history of human perfor-
mance. One influential use of the subtractive method was to
estimate the rate of mental rotation by varying the amount
that one stimulus was rotated relative to another to which
it was to be compared, and measuring the slope of the RT
function (Cooper & Shepard, 1973). Mean RT increased by
approximately 240 ms for each 20° increase in angle of rota-
tion, suggesting a continuous transformation in which each
degree of rotation took about 12 ms.

A major advance in stage analysis of RT data was the de-
velopment of the additive factors method by Sternberg
(1969). Like the subtractive method, the additive factors
method assumes discrete serial processing stages. However,
whereas the subtractive method provides duration estimates
for assumed stages, the additive factors method provides a
way to discover the stages themselves. Sternberg showed
that if two or more factors each influence the durations of
distinct stages, then the effect of one of the factors on total
duration will be invariant across the levels of the other
factors: That is, the effects of the variables on RT will be
additive. If two factors have interactive effects on RT,
then they must influence at least one common stage. Thus,
Sternberg advocated the use of multifactor experiments in
which the presence or absence of interactions among vari-
ables is used to determine the processing stages involved in
task performance.

Numerous limitations of the additive factors method have
been enunciated, including problems of accepting the null
hypothesis for additivity, assuming serial processing stages
with no feedback loops, and assuming constant output from
each stage (see Pachella, 1974). Despite these limitations,
the method has proven to be a useful tool for analyzing
the structure of information processing in a variety of tasks
(see Sternberg, 1998) because, as Sanders (1998) states, “the
method appears to provide a successful summary of a large
amount of experimental data” (p. 65). One criterion for eval-
uating the additive factors method is stage robustness: The
relations between two factors should not change as a function
of levels of other factors. Although there are exceptions,
stage robustness has generally been found to hold (Sanders,
1998).
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Figure 11.2 Illustration of discrete stage model (left) and cascade model (right). Source: From McClelland (1979).

Discrete and Continuous Models of
Information Processing

Sternberg’s (1969) additive factors method is based on a view
of human information processing that assumes that the pro-
cessing sequence between stimulus and response consists of
a series of discrete stages, with each stage completing its pro-
cessing before the next stage begins (see Figure 11.2, left
side). Other models allow for parallel or overlapping opera-
tion of the different processing stages. McClelland (1979)
proposed the cascade model of information processing in
which partial information at one subprocess, or stage, is
transferred to the next (see Figure 11.2, right side). The
model assumes that each stage is continuously active and its
output is a continuous value that is always available to the
next stage. As in the discrete stage model, it is also assumed
that each stage operates only on the output from the preced-
ing stage. The output of the final stage indicates which of the
alternative responses to execute.

In the cascade model, an experimental manipulation may
affect a stage by altering the rate of activation or the as-
ymptotic level of activation. The asymptotic level is equiva-
lent to the stage output in the discrete stage model, which is
assumed to be constant, and the activation rate determines the
speed at which the final output is attained. Although the as-
sumptions of the cascade model are different from those of
the discrete stage model from which the additive factors

method was derived, the patterns of interactivity and additiv-
ity can be interpreted similarly. For the cascade model, if two
variables affect the rate parameter of the same stage, their ef-
fects on RT will be interactive; if each variable affects the
rate parameter of a different stage, their effects on RT will be
additive. In sum, as long as it is assumed that the final output
of a stage does not vary as a function of the manipulations,
then use of the additive factors logic to interpret the RT pat-
terns does not require an assumption of discrete stages.

Miller (1988) argued that the discrete versus continuous
categorization should not be viewed as dichotomous but
as extremes on a quantitative dimension called grain size. In
his words, “a variable is more continuous to the extent that
it has a small grain size and more discrete to the extent that it
has a large one” (p. 195). Miller suggested that there are three
different senses in which models of human information pro-
cessing can be characterized as discrete or continuous: repre-
sentation, transformation, and transmission.

Representation refers to the discrete/continuous nature of
the input and output codes for the processing stage. For exam-
ple, if the locations of stimuli and responses in two-choice
spatial reaction tasks are coded as left or right in terms of
relative position, as is often assumed, the spatial codes are dis-
crete. However, if the locations are represented in terms of ab-
solute positions in physical space, then the representations are
continuous. Transformation refers to the nature of the opera-
tion that the processing stage performs. The transformation of
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the stage that performs mental rotation is typically character-
ized as continuous, in the sense that the mentally rotated ob-
ject passes through a continuum of intermediate states from its
initial orientation to the final orientation (Cooper & Shepard,
1973). A completely discrete transformation would be to gen-
erate the final orientation in a single step. For transmission, a
model is discrete if the processing of successive stages cannot
have temporal overlap; that is, the next stage in the sequence
must wait until processing of the immediately preceding
stage is completed. The discrete stage model underlying
Sternberg’s (1969) additive factors method postulates discrete
representation and transmission. McClelland’s (1979) cas-
cade model, on the other hand, postulates continuous repre-
sentation and transmission, as well as transformation.

A variety of models exist that are intermediate to these
two extremes. One such model is Miller’s (1982, 1988) asyn-
chronous discrete coding model. This model assumes that
most stimuli are composed of features, and these features are
identified separately. The processing is discrete in that each
feature must be identified before output about it can be
passed to the response-selection stage. However, the identity
of one feature may be passed to response selection while
stimulus identification processes are still operating on other
features.

Speed-Accuracy Trade-Off

The subtractive and additive factors methods are usually
based solely on RT data. However, RT in any specific task sit-
uation is related to the number of errors that one is willing to
make. A person can respond rapidly and make many errors or
slowly and make few errors. This relation is called the speed-
accuracy trade-off, and the function plotting speed versus
accuracy is known as the speed-accuracy operating charac-
teristic. For RT research, two aspects are crucial. First, if
slower RT is accompanied by lower error rate, then the RT
difference cannot be attributed unambiguously to differences
in processing efficiency. Second, under conditions in which
accuracy is relatively high, as in most choice-reaction stud-
ies, a small difference in error rate can translate into a large
difference in RT.

Because of this close relation between speed and accuracy,
some researchers have advocated conducting experiments in
which the speed-accuracy criterion is varied between blocks
of trials (Dosher, 1979; Pachella, 1974). There are numerous
ways to vary the speed-accuracy criterion: payoffs, instruc-
tions, deadlines, time bands (responding within a certain time
interval), and response signals (responding when the re-
sponse signal is presented; see Wickelgren, 1977, for details).
When a speed-accuracy function is obtained, information is

provided about the intercept (time at which accuracy ex-
ceeds chance), asymptote (the maximal accuracy), and rate
of ascension from the intercept to the asymptote, each of
which may reflect different processes. Thus, a speed-
accuracy study has the potential to be more informative than
one based solely on RT. However, speed-accuracy studies
require 5–10 times more data than RT studies and, in many
circumstances, do not provide better insight into the phenom-
enon of interest.

In addition to looking at the macro trade-off produced
by varying speed-accuracy emphasis across trial blocks, it
is also possible to examine the micro trade-off between speed
and accuracy of responding within a particular speed-
accuracy emphasis block of the macro function. Models of
the macro speed-accuracy trade-off can be differentiated on
their predictions regarding the micro trade-off (Pachella,
1974). Osman et al. (2000) presented strong empirical evi-
dence that the macro and micro functions are independent. In
their experiment, which used psychophysiological measures
as well as behavioral measures, the effect of the macro trade-
off manipulation on RT was independent of that of the micro
trade-off, with the micro trade-off affecting the part of the RT
interval prior to the lateralized readiness potential (an indica-
tor of readiness to make a left or right response, described
later) and the macro trade-off affecting the part of the RT in-
terval after the lateralized readiness potential.

The best models currently for characterizing both RT and
accuracy data are sequential sampling models, which assume
that information gradually accumulates until a response crite-
rion is reached (Van Zandt, Colonius, & Proctor, 2000). In
random walk models, a single counter records evidence as
being toward one response criterion and away from another,
or vice versa. In race models, separate counters accumulate
evidence for each response alternative until the winner
reaches criterion. Sequential sampling models explain the
speed-accuracy trade-off by assuming that the response crite-
ria are placed further from or closer to the starting point of
the accumulation process. They explain biases toward one
response over another in terms of asymmetric settings of the
response criteria for the respective alternatives. Although
continuous models of this general type describe the relation
between speed and accuracy well, discrete models that allow
pure guesses on a certain percentage of trials can also explain
this relation. 

Psychophysiological Measures

In recent years, there has been increasing use of psychophys-
iological measures to supplement RT data (Rugg & Coles,
1995). One of the most popular methods is to record
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electroencephalograms (EEG), which measure voltage
changes in the brain over time from electrodes placed on the
scalp. Of particular concern are event-related potentials
(ERPs); these are voltage changes in the EEG elicited by a
specific event (e.g., a stimulus onset), averaged across many
trials to remove background EEG activities. One reason for
the popularity of ERPs is that, while a task is being per-
formed, they provide continuous measures of brain activity
presumed to be systematically related to cognitive processes.
By comparing the effects of task manipulations on various
ERP components, their onset latencies, and their scalp distri-
butions, one can make relatively detailed inferences about the
cognitive processes. These inferences can be used, along with
behavioral measures, to evaluate alternative information pro-
cessing models.

There are a number of different ERP components, or fea-
tures, that are indicators of different aspects of processing.
These are labeled according to their polarity, positive (P) or
negative (N), and their sequence or latency. Early compo-
nents such as P1 and N1 (the first positive and negative com-
ponents, respectively) are associated with early perceptual
processes. They are called exogenous components because
they occur in close temporal proximity to the stimulus event
and have a stable latency with respect to it. Later components
such as P3 (or P300) reflect cognitive processes such as at-
tention. These components are called endogenous because
they are a function of the task demands and have a more vari-
able latency than the exogenous components. For example,
when an occasional target stimulus is interspersed in a stream
of standards, the P3 is observed in response to targets, but not
to standards.

A measure that has been used extensively in studies of ac-
tion selection is the lateralized readiness potential (LRP;
Eimer, 1998), mentioned previously. This potential can be
recorded in choice-reaction tasks that require a response with
the left or right hand. It is a measure of differential activation
of the lateral motor areas of the visual cortex that occurs
shortly before and during execution of a response. The asym-
metric activation favors the motor area contralateral to the
hand making the response, because this is the area that con-
trols the hand. Of importance, the LRP has been obtained in
situations in which no overt response is ever executed, allow-
ing it to be used as an index of covert, partial response
activation. The LRP is thus a measure of the difference in ac-
tivity from the two sides of the brain that can be used as an in-
dicator of covert reaction tendencies, to determine whether a
response has been prepared even when it is not actually exe-
cuted. It can also be used to determine whether the effects of
a variable are prior or subsequent to response preparation,

as Osman et al. (2000) did. Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, and
Hoormann (1994) suggested that the latency of the LRP is
linked most closely to central decision processes (i.e., action
selection), whereas the peak is more closely related to central
motor processes.

Electrophysiological measurements and recordings of
magnetic fields do not have the spatial resolution needed to
provide precise information about the brain structures that
produce the recorded activity. Recently developed neuroimag-
ing methods, including positron-emission tomography (PET)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), measure
changes in blood flow associated with neuronal activity in dif-
ferent regions of the brain. These methods have poor temporal
resolution but much higher spatial resolution than the electro-
physiological methods. Combined use of neuroimaging and
electrophysiological methods provides the greatest degree of
both spatial and temporal resolution (Mangun, Hopfinger, &
Heinze, 1998).

RELEVANT STIMULUS INFORMATION

Uncertainty and Number of Alternatives:
The Hick-Hyman Law

Merkel (1885), described in Woodworth (1938), provided
the initial demonstration that RT increases as a function
of the number of possible alternatives. In Merkel’s experi-
ment, the Arabic numerals 1–5 were assigned to the left hand
and the Roman numerals I–V to the right hand, in left-to-right
order. Results showed that when the number of alternatives
increased from 2 to 10 choices, mean RT increased from ap-
proximately 300 ms to a little over 600 ms.

Contemporary research dates from Hick’s (1952) and
Hyman’s (1953) studies in which the increase in RT with
number of alternatives was tied to information theory,
which quantifies information in terms of uncertainty (for N
equally likely alternatives, the number of bits of informa-
tion is log2 N). The stimuli in Hick’s study were 10 lamps
arranged in an irregular circle, and responses were 10 keys
on which the fingers of the two hands were placed. In
Hyman’s study, the stimuli were eight lights corresponding
to the eight corners of inner and outer squares, and each
light was assigned a spoken name. In both studies, RT in-
creased as a logarithmic function of the number of alterna-
tives. Moreover, RT also varied systematically as a function
of the relative proportions of the stimulus-response (S-R)
alternatives, the sequential dependencies, and speed-
accuracy trade-off, as expected on the basis of informa-
tion theory. This relation between RT and the stimulus
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information that is transmitted in the responses is known as
the Hick-Hyman law:

RT � a � bHT,

where a is basic processing time and b is the amount that RT
increases with increases in the amount of information trans-
mitted (HT; log2 N for equally likely S-R pairs with no errors).

The slope of the Hick-Hyman function is negatively
correlated with measures of intelligence, which several re-
searchers have claimed to reflect ability to process informa-
tion rapidly (see Jensen, 1980). However, the fact that the
slope of the function is highly dependent on the amount of
practice (described later) and other factors severely limits
any conclusions that can be drawn from the negative correla-
tion with intelligence tests. A recent study by Vickrey and
Neuringer (2000) showed that the Hick-Hyman function has
a lower slope for pigeons than for humans, even when they
are tested in similar circumstances, which, if the relation to
intelligence were accepted, would imply that pigeons are
more intelligent than humans.

One criticism of the Hick-Hyman law is that the function
relating RT to number of alternatives is not logarithmic.
Kvälseth (1980) introduced a variety of laws, including a
power law for the case of equally likely alternatives and an
exponential law for cases in which the alternatives are not
equally probable. Longstreth, El-Zahhar, and Alcorn (1985)
claimed that the specific power law, RT = a + b(1  –  N–1),
provides a better fit to data for equiprobable alternatives than
the logarithmic function. Longstreth et al.’s main argument
for the power law is that as the number alternatives increases
beyond 8, the function is no longer linear with respect to the
logarithm, but becomes curvilinear (see Longstreth, 1988).
Although theoretically derived from an attentional model,
Longstreth et al.’s power law is a special case of the more gen-
eral power law proposed by Kvälseth (1980). In addition,
Kvälseth (1989) and Welford (1987) pointed out that
Longstreth et al.’s power law has several problems. Kvälseth
(1989) captures the status of the Hick-Hyman law, stating,
“Although, on purely empirical grounds, Hick-Hyman’s law
may not be uniformly superior to other lawful relationships, it
has been clearly established that it does provide a good sum-
mary description of a substantial amount of data” (p. 358).

Stimulus-Response Compatibility

Stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) is one of the princi-
pal factors affecting efficiency of action selection. SRC refers
to the fact that performance is better with some mappings of

stimuli to responses than with others. SRC effects are ubiqui-
tous and occur with a variety of stimulus and response sets,
although much of the research has focused on spatial SRC
effects.

Spatial Compatibility Effects

Paul Fitts is given credit for formalizing the concept of
SRC. Fitts and Seeger (1953) examined performance of
eight-choice tasks using all combinations of three stimulus
arrangements and three response arrangements. They found
that responses were faster and more accurate when the stim-
ulus and response arrangements corresponded spatially than
when they did not. Fitts and Deininger (1954) showed that for
conditions in which the stimulus and response arrangements
were the same, responses were much slower with an arbitrary
mapping of S-R locations than with one in which the corre-
sponding response was made to each stimulus. Even more
interesting, performance was also much better with a mirror-
reverse mapping of stimulus locations to response locations
than with a random mapping, although performance was still
inferior to that of the spatially corresponding mapping.

The spatial SRC effect is robust in that it is obtained with
auditory and tactual stimuli and with key presses, joystick
movements, and unimanual aimed movements (see Proctor &
Reeve, 1990, and Hommel & Prinz, 1997, for edited volumes
on SRC). The slope of the function for the Hick-Hyman law,
relating RT to the number of alternatives, is inversely related
to SRC (Smith, 1968), approaching zero for highly compati-
ble S-R mappings (Teichner & Krebs, 1974). In other words,
SRC effects increase in magnitude as the number of S-R al-
ternatives increases.

Many studies have used a two-choice task in which a left
or right key press is made to a left or right stimulus. In two-
choice tasks, responses are typically 50–100 ms faster when
the S-R mapping is spatially compatible than when it is not,
regardless of whether the stimuli are visual or auditory.
Moreover, PET scans show increased bloodflow for incom-
patible mappings compared to compatible mappings in the
same brain regions (left rostral dorsal premotor and posterior
parietal areas) for both visual and auditory modalities
(Iacoboni, Woods, & Mazziotta, 1998). This spatial SRC
effect is a function of relative position of the stimuli and
responses: It occurs even when the stimulus display or hands
are shifted to the left or right of center (Nicoletti, Anzola,
Luppino, Rizzolatti, & Umiltà, 1982). Moreover, the SRC
effect is found when the hands are crossed so that the left
hand operates the right key and the right hand the left key
(Roswarski & Proctor, 2000), as well as when the responses
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are made with two fingers on the same hand (Heister,
Schroeder-Heister, & Ehrenstein, 1990). The dependence of
the effect on the spatial relations of the stimuli and responses
has led most accounts of spatial SRC to focus on spatial cod-
ing as its basis. The spatial codes are based on the task goals,
as illustrated in a study by Riggio, Gawryszewski, and
Umiltà (1986) in which subjects operated the left key with a
stick held in the right hand and the right key with a stick held
in the left hand. Even though the hands were on their normal
sides, responses were faster with the S-R mapping in which
the stimuli corresponded to the location of the response key
and not the hand used for responding.

Conceptual, Perceptual, and Structural Similarity

A variety of SRC effects in addition to spatial compatibility
have been demonstrated. Kornblum, Hasbroucq, and Osman
(1990) and Kornblum and Lee (1995) have argued that SRC
effects will occur for any situation in which the stimulus and
response sets have dimensional overlap (i.e., are similar).
Dimensional overlap is presumed to include both conceptual
and perceptual similarity. The role of conceptual similarity is
illustrated in the findings that spatial SRC effects, broadly de-
fined, occur when location words are spoken in response to
physical location stimuli, as well as when left-right key
presses are made to the words left and right or to left- and
right-pointing arrows. The role of perceptual similarity is
shown by the finding that SRC effects are larger within the
spatial-manual and verbal-vocal modes, that is, for physical
locations mapped to key presses and location words mapped
to naming responses, than between the modes (Wang &
Proctor, 1996).

SRC effects are also obtained when the S-R sets do not
share conceptual or perceptual similarity but have structural
similarity. When an ordered set of stimuli (e.g., A, B, C, D) is
mapped to an ordered set of responses (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4), RT is
shorter for a mapping that preserves or reverses this order
than for one that does not. Another type of structural compat-
ibility effect occurs when a symbolic two-dimensional stim-
ulus set is mapped to index and middle finger responses on
each hand. When two letters (O, Z) of two sizes (large or
small) are mapped to the responses, the left-to-right mapping
of O, o, z, Z is easier than one of O, z, o, Z (Miller, 1982;
Proctor & Reeve, 1985). Proctor and Reeve presented evi-
dence that this difference is due to the letter identity distinc-
tions being salient for the stimulus set and the distinctions
between the two left and two right responses being salient for
the response set. Performance is best for the condition in
which the salient stimulus feature maps directly onto the
salient response feature. In other words, translation of the

specific stimulus into a response can occur more quickly
when salient features correspond. Salient features coding has
been shown to determine the compatibility effects obtained
for a variety of situations in which the stimulus and response
sets have structural similarity, but no conceptual or percep-
tual similarity (Proctor & Reeve, 1990). 

Compatibility Effects in Two Dimensions

Umiltà and Nicoletti (1990) examined compatibility along two
dimensions in a two-choice task by varying the stimulus and
response locations for a set of trials along a diagonal (see Fig-
ure 11.3). They found that the compatibility effect was larger
for the horizontal dimension than for the vertical dimension, a
phenomenon they called right-left prevalence. Vu and Proctor
(2001) showed that this right-left prevalence effect can be re-
versed to top-bottom prevalence by increasing the relative
salience of the vertical dimension. This was accomplished by
using response sets that emphasized the top-bottom distinction.
In one experiment that showed top-bottom prevalence, subjects
responded with anatomical top-bottom effectors, a hand and
foot. In another experiment, top-bottom prevalence was ob-
tained when one hand was placed over the other so that the 
top-bottom distinction was salient. Thus, although right-left
prevalence typically is obtained when left-right effectors are
used, and top-bottom prevalence when top-bottom effectors are
used, the prevalence effects do not seem to have an anatomical

Figure 11.3 Illustration of the S-R compatibility conditions and subtasks
in Umiltà and Nicoletti’s (1990) two-dimensional compatibility experi-
ments. The stimuli (depicted by circles) and response keys (depicted by
cylinders) were arranged along the same (bottom row) or different (top row)
diagonals. By varying the mapping of stimuli to responses for each of the
four cells, mappings could be generated that were compatible on both
dimensions, compatible on the vertical dimension but not the horizontal
dimension and vice versa, or incompatible on both dimensions.
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basis, but are by-products of the relative salience of the two
dimensions.

Compatibility effects can occur as well when the spatial
dimension along which the stimulus locations vary is or-
thogonal to that along which the response alternatives vary.
For top-bottom stimuli mapped to left-right key press or
vocal responses, the mapping of top-right and bottom-left
yields faster responding than the alternative mapping (Cho
& Proctor, 2001). A variant of salient features coding can
also explain this mapping effect (Weeks & Proctor, 1990).
Specifically, evidence indicates that the two alternatives on
the vertical and horizontal dimensions are coded asymmet-
rically, with top and right being the polar referents for their
respective dimensions. Consequently, the salient features
coding explanation is that action selection occurs faster for
the top-right/bottom-left mapping than for the alternative
mapping because it is the one for which the salient features
correspond. Adam, Boon, Paas, and Umiltà (1998) pro-
posed that this asymmetric coding is a property of verbal
codes but not spatial codes. However, Cho and Proctor
provided evidence that it is a general property of spatial
coding.

With unimanual movements of a joystick or finger, the
top-right/bottom-left mapping is also typically more compat-
ible than the alternative mapping. In this case, though, the
mapping preference is affected by the location of the re-
sponse apparatus. The top-right/bottom-left advantage is
enhanced when responding in the right hemispace, but it re-
verses to a top-left/bottom-right advantage when responding
in the left hemispace (Weeks, Proctor, & Beyak, 1995). Lippa
(1996) provided evidence that the mapping preference is also
affected by hand posture. According to her referential coding
hypothesis, the finger-to-wrist axis provides a reference
frame that allows the response set to be coded parallel to
the stimulus set. For example, when left-right responses are
made with the right hand held at a comfortable 45–90º, the
left response can be coded as top and right response as bot-
tom. Referential coding can explain many results obtained
with unimanual responses, but it cannot explain why the
mapping preferences described above occur when the
hand and finger are in a neutral posture that allows only left-
right deflections perpendicular to the sagittal body midline
(Michaels & Schilder, 1991).

Because of this deficiency of the referential coding hy-
pothesis, Lippa and Adam (2001) proposed an end-state com-
fort hypothesis. Similar to referential coding, the end-state
comfort hypothesis views orthogonal compatibility as a cor-
respondence effect. However, it assumes that the response
dimension is mentally rotated, according to relative hand pos-
ture, to bring it into alignment with the stimulus dimension.

The direction of rotation, clockwise or counterclockwise, is
determined by physical constraints of the body. The response
dimension is mentally rotated in the direction that would
yield the most comfortable end-state posture if the hand were
actually rotated (inward movement for the left or right hand
when positioned at centered or ipsilateral locations, and out-
ward movement when positioned at contralateral locations).
The end-state comfort hypothesis can account for more re-
sults obtained with unimanual responses than the referential
coding hypothesis, but both hypotheses are not directly ap-
plicable to the orthogonal compatibility effects obtained with
bimanual or vocal response sets.

Dual-Route Models

Virtually all explanations of SRC effects agree that at least
part of the difference in RT between compatible and incom-
patible mappings involves the time to translate the stimulus
into its assigned response based on the instructions provided
for the task. Translation is presumed to be fastest when an
identity rule can be applied (i.e., make the response corre-
sponding to the stimulus), intermediate when some other rule
can be used (e.g., make the response that is the mirror oppo-
site of the stimulus), and slowest when the response must be
retrieved via the specific S-R associations defined for the
task. Although some models rely exclusively on intentional
translation (e.g., Rosenbloom & Newell, 1987), dual-route
models that propose an additional direct (or automatic)
response-selection route have come to be favored (e.g.,
Kornblum et al., 1990; see Figure 11.4). The basic idea is that
when a stimulus occurs it tends to produce activation of its
corresponding response by way of long-term S-R associa-
tions, regardless of the S-R mapping defined for the task. The
resulting activation produces a benefit in responding when
the corresponding response is correct, but a cost when it is
not. The major reason that dual-route models have become
popular is that correspondence effects often occur for irrele-
vant stimulus dimensions (see Lu & Proctor, 1995), as dis-
cussed in a subsequent section.

Sequential Effects

Repetition Benefit

Bertelson (1961) was the first to formally investigate sequen-
tial effects on performance. He showed that for a two-choice
task, in which left-right stimuli were mapped compatibly to
left-right keys, the total response time for a set of trials was
less when the proportion of repetitions was .75 than when
it was .25. This repetition benefit was evident when the
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response-stimulus interval (RSI) was 50 ms but not when it
was 500 ms.

Since Bertelson’s (1961) study, numerous, more detailed
investigations of sequential effects in choice-reaction tasks
have been conducted. First-order sequential effects are those
that involve the relation of the current trial to the immediately
preceding trial. The most common first-order effect is that the
response to a stimulus is faster when the S-R pair for a trial
is a repetition of the preceding S-R pair than when it is not.
In two-choice tasks, this repetition benefit is obtained only
when the RSI is short. At RSIs of 500 ms or longer, a benefit
for alternations over repetitions is typically found instead.
The repetition benefit is larger in tasks with more than two
choices, being an increasing function of the number of S-R
alternatives, and in these tasks a repetition benefit is found
even at long RSIs (Soetens, 1998). The first-order sequential
effects have been attributed to two processes, much like
those proposed for priming effects (Neely, 1977; chapter by
McNamara & Holbrook in this volume). At short RSIs, resid-
ual activation from the preceding trial produces automatic fa-
cilitation when the current trial is identical to it; at long RSIs,
strategic expectancy regarding the nature of the next trial pro-
duces faster responses for expected than unexpected stimuli
(Soetens, 1998). This expectancy is for the alternative S-R
pair in two-choice tasks, but for repetition of the same pair in
tasks with more alternatives.

Pashler and Baylis (1991) evaluated the locus of the repe-
tition benefit for tasks in which two stimuli were assigned to
left, middle, and right response keys operated by index, mid-
dle, and ring fingers of the right hand. Two of the stimuli
were digits, two were letters, and two were nonalphanumeric

symbols (e.g., & and #). Stimuli were mapped to responses
in a categorizable (e.g., digits-to-left response, letters-to-
middle response, and symbols-to-right response) or uncate-
gorizable (e.g., a digit and a letter to the left response, etc.)
manner. For both mappings, the repetition benefit occurred
primarily when the same stimulus was repeated and not
when only the response was repeated. This repetition bene-
fit for the same stimulus was not found when responses on
alternate trials were vocal and manual. Consequently, Pashler
and Baylis concluded that the repetition effects were at
the stage of response selection, with the normal response-
selection process being bypassed when the stimulus and re-
sponse were repeated.

In Pashler and Baylis’s (1991) experiments, a benefit for
response repetition alone tended to occur with categorizable
but not uncategorizable S-R mappings. Campbell and Proctor
(1993) verified this effect, showing a benefit of approxi-
mately 40 ms for response repetition alone with categorizable
mappings but not uncategorizable mappings. Their remain-
ing experiments showed that this response repetition benefit,
as well as the additional benefit for repeating the same stimu-
lus, could be obtained when the responses on successive tri-
als were made with different hands. In the critical conditions,
the stimuli were presented to the left or right of fixation on
alternate trials, with responses to the left stimulus made with
the three fingers on the left hand and responses to the right
stimulus made with the three fingers on the right hand.
A cross-hand repetition benefit was obtained when either
spatial or finger information was consistent across hands,
but not when both consistencies were eliminated. These
results imply that the response sets can be coded in terms of
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Figure 11.4 Illustration of the dimensional overlap model by Kornblum et al. (1990). The top route depicts automatic activation of
the corresponding response, and the bottom route depicts identification of the assigned response by intentional S-R translation.
Source: From Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman (1990).
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locations or effectors and that response selection benefits
from repetition of the stimulus category when it maps onto a
salient feature of the response sets.

Soetens (1998) examined sequential effects for tasks in
which subjects responded to four stimuli located at the cor-
ners of an imaginary square by pressing the left key if the
stimulus was to one side and the right key if it was to the
other. When left-right stimulus locations were mapped com-
patibly to left-right responses, the repetition benefit at the
short RSI (50 ms) was primarily associated with the response
(i.e., the benefit was evident when the stimulus side was
the same as on the previous trial, but the location was differ-
ent). At the long RSI (1,000 ms), a small alternation benefit
was evident. With an incompatible S-R mapping (i.e., left
side to right response), the results were similar, but with an
increased benefit for repeating the same stimulus, particu-
larly at the short RSI. When up-down responses were made to
the left-right stimulus locations, response and stimulus repe-
tition benefits of similar magnitudes were found at the short
RSI. At the long RSI, the only effect was a repetition benefit
for the same stimulus. Soetens concluded that automatic fa-
cilitation shifted toward stimulus-related processes as the
mapping became less compatible. Together, the studies of
Pashler and Baylis (1991), Campbell and Proctor (1993), and
Soetens indicate that response repetition, without stimulus
repetition, is beneficial when there is a structural relation be-
tween the stimulus and response sets and that repetition of the
stimulus is more important when the mapping is arbitrary.

Although first-order sequential effects have been most
widely studied, second- and third-order repetition effects, in-
volving the sequence of the preceding two or three stimuli,
respectively, are larger and more consistent (Soetens, 1998).
For two-choice tasks, at short RSIs, RT benefits from multi-
ple repetitions, regardless of whether the present trial is a
repetition or an alternation. For example, responses on the
current trial tend to be faster if the three preceding trials were
repetitions than if they were alternations. At long RSIs, how-
ever, a prior string of repetition trials is beneficial if the
current trial is also a repetition, but a prior string of alterna-
tion trials is beneficial if the current trial is an alternation.
These two patterns of results can be attributed to automatic
activation and subjective expectancies, respectively. The
higher order effects in Soeten’s study also showed the pat-
terns indicative of automatic facilitation at the short RSI and
subjective expectancy at the long RSI.

Is the Hick-Hyman Law an Artifact of Repetition Effects?

Kornblum (1967, 1968) noted that, unless explicitly con-
trolled, the proportion of repetition trials decreases as set size

increases. Therefore, he proposed that the Hick-Hyman law
is an artifact of repetition effects. Kornblum (1968) used a
four-choice task in which four lights were mapped to four re-
sponse keys and information was varied by manipulating
stimulus probabilities. For three levels of information, condi-
tions were constructed in which the probability of repetition
was high or low. RT was shorter for the high-repetition con-
ditions than for the corresponding low-repetition conditions,
and these latter conditions showed only a nonsignificant ef-
fect of information on RT. Kornblum (1967) conducted a
similar experiment in which the number of alternatives was
two, four, or eight. For four- and eight-choice tasks, RT was
shorter on repetition than on nonrepetition trials, with the
slope being less for repetition trials. Within these tasks, RT
for repetition trials increased as the amount of stimulus infor-
mation increased, but RT for nonrepetitions did not. 

Hyman and Umiltà (1969) noted that the RSI in
Kornblum’s (1967, 1968) experiments was approximately
140 ms, a short interval that would maximize repetition ef-
fects and minimize preparation for the subsequent trial. They
replicated three of Kornblum’s (1968) conditions, but used an
average RSI of 7.5 s. Although RT was faster for repetition
than nonrepetition trials, the slopes of the two functions were
approximately equal. Hyman and Umiltà concluded, “There
seems little doubt that the information hypothesis is much
more compatible with our results than those of Kornblum’s”
(p. 47). In other words, the Hick-Hyman function is not an
artifact of the proportion of repetition trials when there is
adequate preparation time.

Advance Information

Warning Effects

Preparation is usually studied by presenting a neutral warning
signal at various intervals prior to the onset of the imperative
stimulus. Bertelson (1967) had subjects press a right key to a
right light and a left key to a left light. The warning signal
was an auditory click that, in different blocks, occurred 0, 20,
50, 100, 150, 200, or 300 ms prior to the visual stimulus. At
the 0-ms warning interval, RT was approximately 265 ms. It
decreased to a minimum of 245 ms at the 150-ms interval and
then increased slightly to 250 ms at the two longest intervals.
However, the error rate increased from about 7% at the
shorter intervals to 12% at the 100- and 150-ms intervals, and
decreased slightly to 9% at the longer intervals. Thus, the
effect of the warning signal was to increase readiness to
respond quickly, but at the expense of accuracy.

Posner, Klein, Summers, and Buggie (1973) obtained sim-
ilar results for a two-choice task in which the compatibility of
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the mapping of the stimulus locations to responses was ma-
nipulated. Each trial was preceded by no warning or a 50-ms
warning tone, followed at intervals of 50, 100, 200, 400, and
800 ms by a stimulus to the left or right of fixation. RT was a
U-shaped function of foreperiod, reaching a minimum at the
200-ms interval. Error rate showed an opposing, inverted
U-shaped function, being highest at the 100-ms interval. The
main effect of compatibility was significant in the RT and
error data, but compatibility did not interact with foreperiod.
These results suggest that the warning tone altered alertness,
or readiness to respond, but did not affect the rate at which
the information built up in the response-selection system. 

RT continues to increase as the foreperiod increases be-
yond 800 ms, up to at least 5 s. Sanders and Wertheim (1973)
failed to find an effect of foreperiod between 1 and 5 s for au-
ditory stimuli, although they found the standard increase in
RT for visual stimuli. However, Sanders (1975) demonstrated
that the critical factor seems to be stimulus intensity:
Auditory stimuli below 70 dB showed foreperiod effects
similar to those shown by visual stimuli, and there was a
trend toward smaller effects for high-intensity visual signals.

Precuing Effects

Leonard (1958) was the first to demonstrate that subjects can
use advance information to prepare for a subset of S-R alter-
natives. He tested himself in a six-choice reaction task in
which six stimulus lights were mapped compatibly to six re-
sponse keys pressed by the fingers of each hand. In the six-
choice condition, all six stimuli were lit, and the target light
went off 100 ms later. In a three-choice condition, only the
left or right set of three stimuli was used. Of most interest
was a precue condition in which the subject did not know
whether the choice would involve the three left locations or
the three right locations until the lights designating those lo-
cations were lit (i.e., those locations were precued). RT de-
creased as a function of the precuing interval, with RT at the
500-ms interval being equivalent to that of the three-choice
task.

Subsequent studies using four-choice tasks have obtained
similar results, in which the benefit for precuing the two
left or two right locations occurs within the first 500 ms of
precue onset (Miller, 1982; Reeve & Proctor, 1984). How-
ever, when other pairs such as alternate locations are precued,
the maximal benefit is not evident until a longer interval.
Reeve and Proctor (1984) showed that the advantage for pre-
cuing the two left or two right locations does not depend on
the fact that they typically involve responses from different
hands. With an overlapped hand placement in which the index
and middle fingers from the two hands are alternated, the two
left or right locations show a similar precuing advantage

relative to other pairs of locations. These and other findings
imply that the time needed to obtain the maximal benefit
from a precue varies as a function of how long it takes to
translate the precue information. Proctor and Reeve (1986)
attributed this pattern of differential precuing benefits to the
salience of the left-right distinction.

Kantowitz and Sanders (1972) distinguished between two
types of precue: utility and necessity. Utility precues, as in the
studies just discussed, are helpful in reducing the number of
alternatives, but do not provide information that is necessary
for responding. Necessity precues tell subjects what informa-
tion is relevant for the current trial (e.g., whether they are to
respond to stimulus color or shape). RT is longer when the
precue is a necessity than when it is only useful. Because the
information provided by necessity precues must be used at all
intervals, it is more difficult to respond at shorter ISIs. With
utility precues, subjects use the information at longer inter-
vals but not shorter ones.

RELEVANT AND IRRELEVANT
STIMULUS INFORMATION

Noncorrespondence of Relevant and
Irrelevant Information

Effects of irrelevant information on performance have been
studied extensively in many areas of experimental psy-
chology. Three such effects studied in the choice reaction
literature—the Stroop color-naming effect, the Eriksen
flanker effect, and the Simon effect—involve correspondence
of relevant and irrelevant stimulus information.

The Stroop Effect

The best-known example of irrelevant information affecting
response selection is the Stroop color-naming task (see
MacLeod, 1991, for a review). In this task, color words are
presented in different ink colors, and subjects are instructed
to name the ink color while ignoring the color word. In
Stroop’s (1935/1992) study, subjects took 110 s to name a list
of 100 colors presented in incongruent color words, com-
pared to 63 s to name a list of 100 colors presented in solid
squares. Thus, conflicting color words nearly doubled the
naming time, a phenomenon known as the Stroop effect.
Stroop also reported that the time to read 100 color words in
incongruent ink colors was 43 s, compared to 41 s when the
words were presented in black ink. Thus, the interference
with color naming was asymmetric: Irrelevant words inter-
fered with naming ink colors, but irrelevant ink colors did not
interfere with reading color words.
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This asymmetric pattern of interference has been reported
in numerous subsequent studies, including versions of the
task in which RTs to individual stimuli are recorded. An im-
portant finding is that the pattern of asymmetry is dependent
on the response mode. When the task involves pointing to a
matching color, responses to color words are delayed by in-
congruent colors, but responses to colors are not delayed by
irrelevant color words (Durgin, 2000). Similarly, in spatial
versions of the task, in which the word left or right is pre-
sented in left or right locations or with an arrow pointing to
the left or right, the words produce interference when the re-
sponses are made vocally, but the locations or arrows pro-
duce interference when the responses are key presses (Lu &
Proctor, 1995).

Stroop (1935/1992) showed in his Experiment 3 that a di-
mension that does not produce interference (e.g., ink colors
when the task is word reading) can be made to do so with
practice. In his experiment, subjects practiced four lists of
50 words in the color-naming task for 8 days. The average
time to read the list decreased from 50 s on the first day to
33 s on the last day, but this was still longer than the 25 s
to name a neutral list of colored swastikas. Subjects also
performed the word-reading task prior and subsequent to
practicing the color-naming task. The time to perform the
word-reading task was nearly twice as long (35 s) after the
color-naming practice as before (19 s). Thus, the practice in-
creased the strengths of the associations between colors and
names, and the colors now produced interference with read-
ing color words.

More generally, relative strength of association is a good
predictor of whether an irrelevant stimulus dimension will
affect responding to a relevant stimulus dimension. Lu and
Proctor (2001) classified the association of stimulus dimen-
sions to key presses as high if they were both conceptually
and perceptually similar (e.g., arrows are spatial and nonver-
bal, as are key presses), intermediate if they were only con-
ceptually similar (e.g., location words are spatial but verbal),
and low if they were neither (e.g., colors and color words are
not similar to key presses). Across several experiments using
various combinations of relevant and irrelevant stimulus
dimensions, the relative magnitudes of effect size were
predictable based on relative association strength. Baldo,
Shimamura, and Prinzmetal (1998) obtained similar results
varying response modalities in addition to stimulus dimen-
sions: Robust Stroop effects to location word/arrow stimuli
were observed when responding manually to location words
or vocally to arrows, but not for the reverse relations. The
results of Lu and Proctor and of Baldo et al. are generally
consistent with Kornblum et al.’s (1990) emphasis on re-
sponse activation varying as a function of dimensional over-
lap and with parallel distributed processing models of the

type proposed by Cohen, Dunbar, and McClelland (1990),
which rely on relative association strength.

The Eriksen Flanker Effect

Another widely studied effect of irrelevant information is the
Eriksen flanker effect (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). In the typi-
cal experiment examining this effect, one or more stimuli are
assigned to left-right responses. The target letter for each trial
is presented at a known, centered location and is flanked by
instances of a distractor letter. In Eriksen and Eriksen’s ex-
periment, the letters H and K were assigned to one response
and the letters S and C to the other response. The flanking
letters could be the same as the target (HHHHHHH), the let-
ter assigned to the same responses as the target (congruent;
KKKHKKK), or a letter assigned to the opposite response
(incongruent; SSSHSSS or CCCHCCC). When the letters
were in close spatial proximity, responses were faster when
the flanking letters were identical to or congruent with the
target than when they were incongruent. This congruency
effect decreased as the spatial separation between the letters
increased.

Because distractors that are not potential targets produce
little or no interference, the results suggest that the effects
reflect response activation. That is, the flanking letters acti-
vate the response to which they are assigned, producing
response competition when that response is not the one sig-
naled by the target. This competition is evident in a tendency
for the lateralized readiness potential to show initial activa-
tion of the wrong response 150 to 250 ms after onset of the
target and incongruent distractors (Gratton, Coles, Sirevaag,
Eriksen, & Donchin, 1988). Eriksen and Schultz (1979) pro-
posed a continuous flow account of the flanker effect, much
like McClelland’s cascade model, in which stimulus informa-
tion gradually accumulates in the visual system and continu-
ously flows into the response system. Initially, a wide range
of responses is activated, but as the output from the percep-
tual system becomes more exact, the response activation be-
comes increasingly restricted to the appropriate response.
This account assumes that after a flanking letter is fully iden-
tified, it will no longer produce response activation. How-
ever, if it is assumed that fully identified flankers may still
contribute to response activation, then discrete stage models
can account for the results as well (Mordkoff, 1996).

The Simon Effect

The Simon effect is another close relative of the Stroop effect
(Lu & Proctor, 1995). In the typical Simon task, stimulus lo-
cation is irrelevant and the responses, most often left-right
key presses, vary along a location dimension. The relevant
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stimulus dimension typically involves a distinction other than
location (e.g., color or letter identity). The Simon effect is
that responses are faster when the location of the stimulus
and response correspond than when they do not. The effect
typically is larger when responses are fast than when they are
slow, implying that activation of the location information oc-
curs quickly and then decreases because it is irrelevant to the
task (Hommel, 1993b). Consistent with this view, when
the correct response is not the one that corresponds with the
location of the stimulus, the lateralized readiness potential
shows evidence of slight, initial activation of the spatially
corresponding response, which then shifts to activation of the
correct, noncorresponding response (De Jong, Liang, &
Lauber, 1994).

Considerable research on the Simon effect has focused on
why stimulus location is coded when it is irrelevant to the
task. Stoffer and Umiltà (1997) attribute the Simon effect to
shifts of attention associated with eye movements. According
to them, the position of the object attended at stimulus onset,
typically a fixation point, provides a frame of reference. The
location of the stimulus relative to the focus of attention is
coded only when attention is shifted to the stimulus. This
code specifies the direction and amplitude of the saccade pro-
gram to shift fixation to the stimulus. The types of evidence
they have presented in support of the attention-shifting hy-
pothesis are that the Simon effect is absent when attention
shifts are prevented by the need to report a stimulus presented
at fixation and reversed when an attention shift back from the
stimulus location to the fixation point is required.

Hommel (1993b) has argued instead that spatial coding
occurs with respect to various frames of reference, of which
the focus of attention may be one. Perhaps the best evidence
for his referential coding hypothesis is that the Simon effect
can vary as a function of multiple frames of reference. In a
procedure used by Lamberts, Tavernier, and D’Ydewalle
(1992) and Roswarski and Proctor (1996), a stimulus can
occur in one of eight locations, four to the left of fixation and
four to the right. Initially, four boxes appear to one or the
other side to designate the possible locations for that trial.
Then the two left or two right boxes disappear, and the im-
perative stimulus is presented in one of the remaining boxes.
In this case, a Simon effect occurs with respect to three
frames of reference: Left-right side of fixation; two left ver-
sus two right on a side; and the left-right location within the
final pair. The largest difference between corresponding and
noncorresponding responses occurs when the stimulus is in
the far left or far right location, for which all three spatial
codes are in agreement (e.g., all left or all right).

As with compatibility for relevant stimulus information,
the Simon effect varies as a function of task goals. Hommel

(1993a) had subjects respond to a high or low pitch tone, pre-
sented to the left or right side, by pressing a left or right key.
The key closed a circuit that lit a light on the opposite side.
When instructed to press the left key to the high pitch tone
and the right key to the low pitch tone, a typical Simon effect
occurred. However, when instructed to turn on the right
light to the high pitch tone and the left light to the low pitch
tone, the Simon effect was a function of light location. That
is, in this case, responses were faster when the stimulus was
on the side opposite the responding hand, rather than on the
same side. Guiard (1983) obtained a similar finding in an ex-
periment in which subjects responded to tone pitch by turning
a steering wheel clockwise or counterclockwise. In the con-
dition of most interest, the subject’s hands were placed at the
bottom of the wheel, and a clockwise turn moved a cursor
to a right target location and a counter-clockwise turn moved
it to the left. Because of the hand placement, when the
wheel was turned clockwise the hands moved to the left, and
vice versa when the wheel was turned counter-clockwise.
A Simon effect was obtained as a function of the direction
of wheel rotation, rather than as a function of the direction
in which the hands moved.

Another goal-related phenomenon is the Hedge and
Marsh (1975) reversal, in which the Simon effect reverses to
favor noncorresponding locations when the response keys are
labeled according to the same dimension as the relevant stim-
ulus information, and subjects are instructed to respond in an
incompatible manner (e.g., press the green key to the red
stimulus and vice versa). The explanation proposed by Hedge
and Marsh, and which has continued to be the most widely
accepted, is that of logical recoding. The basic idea is that
a respond opposite rule is applied both to the relevant stimu-
lus dimension and, inadvertently, to the irrelevant location
dimension, leading to activation of the noncorresponding
response.

Negative Priming

For the Stroop color-naming task, and related tasks with ir-
relevant stimulus information, the target stimulus value on a
trial can not only be a repetition or nonrepetition of the rele-
vant value on the previous trial, but also the same as the value
of the irrelevant information. When the value of the relevant
stimulus dimension is the same as that of the irrelevant di-
mension on the preceding trial, an effect called negative
priming is often observed. This effect was first demonstrated
by Dalrymple-Alford and Budayr (1966) for the Stroop
color-naming task. Subjects had to name the ink colors for
lists of Stroop color words that differed in the relation
between successive stimuli. For the control list, there was no
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relation between the word or ink color for successive stimuli.
For the ignored repetition list, however, the irrelevant color
word for one stimulus was the relevant color for the next
stimulus. In other words, if the color word for stimulus n-1
was red, then the ink color for stimulus n was red. The find-
ing of interest was that the time to name the colors for the ig-
nored repetition list was much longer than that for the control
list. This slowing of responses when the to-be-ignored infor-
mation on the previous trial is relevant on the current trial is
the phenomenon of negative priming.

Negative priming has subsequently been studied most
often using a method in which responses to individual stimuli
are measured. In that situation, the trials are often presented
as pairs, with the first trial called a prime and the second a
probe. Negative priming is shown when responses are slower
for trials in which the previously irrelevant information is
now relevant than for neutral trials. The negative priming ef-
fect has been found in a variety of tasks for which irrelevant
information is present (Fox, 1995; May, Kane, & Hasher,
1995), including not only tasks that require identification of
an object but also those that require localization.

The most straightforward interpretation of negative prim-
ing effects is that of selective inhibition: The irrelevant infor-
mation must be inhibited in order to respond to the relevant
information, and this inhibition carries forward to the next
trial. Consequently, the response will be slowed if the inhib-
ited information is now relevant. Although numerous find-
ings are consistent with the selective inhibition hypothesis,
they can also be accounted for without assuming inhibition.
Moreover, the situation has been shown to be much more
complex than the selective inhibition hypothesis suggests,
and alternative explanations have been proposed. The two
most prominent alternatives are feature mismatching and
episodic retrieval. According to the feature mismatch hypoth-
esis (Park & Kanwisher, 1994), symbol identities are bound
to objects and locations, and any change in the bindings from
the previous trial will produce negative priming. The
episodic retrieval hypothesis (Neill & Valdes, 1992) states
that presentation of a stimulus evokes retrieval of previous
episodes involving the stimulus. Because recent episodes are
most likely to be retrieved, if the target stimulus was a dis-
tractor on the previous trial, the episode retrieved will include
an ignore tag.

One problematic finding for the inhibition account is that
negative priming effects do not appear to be short-lived.
DeSchepper and Treisman (1996) found negative priming
after a delay of 30 days between the prime and probe trials. In
addition, negative priming depends on the relation between
the prime and probe trials. For example, for the Stroop task,
the effect is not found if the probe stimulus that follows the

prime Stroop stimulus is a color patch and not a colored word
(Lowe, 1979). A simple inhibition account would seem to
predict negative priming in this situation as well as in that for
which the probe stimulus was a colored word.

MULTIPLE TASKS

Task Switching

In his classic monograph, “Mental Set and Shift,” Jersild
(1927) began by saying, “The fact of mental set is primary in
all conscious activity. The same stimulus may evoke any one
of a large number of responses depending upon the contex-
tual setting in which it is placed” (p. 5). Jersild conducted
experiments in which subjects made a series of judgments re-
garding each stimulus in a list as a function of whether a
single task was performed for all stimuli or two tasks were
performed in alternating order. The major finding was that in
many situations the time to complete the list was longer for
mixed lists than for pure lists of a single task.

Beginning in the mid-1990s, there has been a resurgence
of interest in task switching. Research conducted on task
switching, in which two tasks are presented in a fixed order
(e.g., on alternate trials), has suggested that there are two
components associated with changing the task set from the
previous trial. One component involves voluntary prepara-
tion for the forthcoming trial, with responses for the next trial
becoming progressively faster as the RSI increases. How-
ever, time to prepare for the new task cannot be the only fac-
tor contributing to the switching cost, because the cost is still
evident when the RSI is long (Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994;
Rogers & Monsell, 1995). A second component, which
Allport et al. (1994) called task set inertia and Rogers and
Monsell (1995) called exogenous task set reconfiguration, is
not under the subject’s control. Apparently only a single trial
with the new task is necessary to complete configuration for
that task. Rogers and Monsell (Experiment 6) used sequences
of four task repetitions and then a switch to the alternate task
for four consecutive trials, and so on, and found that the
switch costs were eliminated after the first trial of the new
task.

Shaffer (1965) conducted a study in which trials with
compatible and incompatible spatial mappings were ran-
domly mixed. The stimulus to which the subject was to
respond occurred in a left or right location, and a centered
horizontal or vertical line signaled whether the mapping for
the trial was compatible or incompatible. When the mapping
signal occurred simultaneously with the stimulus, the stan-
dard spatial compatibility effect was eliminated. Vu and
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Proctor (2001) used stimulus color to designate the mapping
and obtained similar results with left-right physical-location
stimuli, as Shaffer used, as well as with left-right pointing ar-
rows. These findings are consistent with the fact that, in a
variety of situations, performance of the easier of two tasks
is harmed more by mixing (Los, 1996). However, Vu and
Proctor found that when the stimuli were the words left and
right, the advantage for the compatible mapping was en-
hanced compared to pure blocks of one trial type. These re-
sults, along with many others, suggest that words are
processed differently than physical locations and arrows.

Proctor and Vu (2002) also showed that mixing location-
relevant and location-irrelevant trials within a trial block
alters the stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) effects ob-
tained for each task. When physical location stimuli were
used to convey the location information, the standard SRC
effect was eliminated for location-relevant trials. However,
the SRC effect was not affected with arrow stimuli and was
enhanced with location word stimuli. Mixing the two trial
types also affects the Simon effect obtained for the location-
irrelevant trials. For all stimulus types, when the location-
relevant mapping was compatible, the Simon effect was
enhanced compared to pure blocks of Simon trials; when
the location-relevant mapping was incompatible, a reverse
Simon effect was obtained. With arrows and words, the re-
verse effect was smaller than the positive effect. However,
with physical locations, the reverse Simon effect was at
least as large as the positive effect obtained with the compat-
ible location-relevant mapping. This outcome implies that
there was no automatic activation of the corresponding re-
sponse. The reversal for physical location stimuli obtained
when the location-relevant mapping was incompatible was
evident even when the trial type was precued by up to 2.4 s
before presentation of the stimulus. This outcome indicates
that the reversal does not reflect only a strategy of preparing
the noncorresponding response in anticipation that location
may be relevant to the trial.

Psychological Refractory Period

In a common dual-task procedure, subjects perform two
different choice-reaction tasks, Task 1 (T1) and Task 2 (T2),
on a single trial. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between
the stimuli for T1 (S1) and T2 (S2) is varied. The typical finding
is that RT for the second task (RT2) is slowed as the SOA de-
creases. Telford (1931) called this phenomenon the psycholog-
ical refractory period (PRP) effect. Extensive research on
the PRP effect has been conducted over the past 50 years,
and explanations have been proposed in terms of information-
processing bottlenecks, demands on limited capacity resources,

and strategies adopted to satisfy task constraints (Meyer &
Kieras, 1997; Pashler, 1998). The most widely accepted ac-
count in recent years is a response-selection bottleneck model
advocated by Pashler and colleagues (see Figure 11.5).Accord-
ing to this model, stimulus identification and response execu-
tion occur in parallel for the two tasks. However, response
selection operates serially because it requires a single-channel
mechanism.

The evidence for the response-selection bottleneck model
comes primarily from using locus of slack logic (Schweickert,
1983) to interpret the patterns of additive and interactive ef-
fects produced by variables presumed to selectively affect
stimulus identification, response selection, and response exe-
cution. According to the model, identification of S2 com-
mences immediately upon its presentation, regardless of the
SOA. At long SOAs response selection can begin as soon as
stimulus identification is completed, but at short SOAs it can-
not begin until response selection for T1 is finished. Conse-
quently, there is slack in the processing sequence for T2
between the completion of stimulus identification and initia-
tion of response selection. At short SOAs, the slack can ab-
sorb, at least in part, an increase in time to identify S2. This
leads to the effect of the stimulus-difficulty manipulation
being smaller at the short SOAs than at the long SOAs. In con-
trast, for variables that affect response selection or response
execution, which have their influence after the bottleneck,
the extra time cannot be absorbed by the slack, and, therefore,
their effects should be additive with those of SOA. These pre-
dicted patterns of results have been found for several variables
of the respective types.

Meyer and Kieras (1997) have mounted a challenge to
the response-selection bottleneck model, arguing that evi-
dence supporting it reflects a strategy adopted by subjects
when the instructions state or imply that the response for T1

S1 R1

1A 1C1B

Time

2B 2C2A

S2 R2

Figure 11.5 Illustration of response selection bottleneck model. Stage A is
stimulus identification, Stage B is response selection, and Stage C is re-
sponse initiation. Response selection for Task 2 (Stage 2B) is delayed until
response selection for Task 1 (Stage 1B) is completed. S1 and R1 are the
stimuli and responses for Task 1, and S2 and R2 are the stimuli and responses
for Task 2.
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must be made before that for T2. They propose that there is
no capacity limitation in processing other than a bottleneck
for response execution when the tasks require responses from
the same output system (e.g., key presses for T1 and T2). Ac-
cording to their strategic response deferment model, different
lock out strategies are adopted in specific situations to permit
performance of T1 and T2 in the manner requested. Whether
the response-selection bottleneck is due to a structural limita-
tion on information processing or a strategy adopted to sat-
isfy task demands is an issue that remains to be resolved.

According to response-selection bottleneck accounts of
the PRP effect, whether structural or strategic, response se-
lection for T2 does not begin until that for T1 is completed.
However, several recent studies have shown cross-talk
effects between T1 and T2 that imply that the T2 response is
activated before the response for T1 is selected. Hommel
(1998) had subjects make a left or right key press to the color
of a red or green rectangle for T1 and say “red” or “green” to
the letter S or H for T2. RT for both tasks showed correspon-
dence effects at short SOAs, with the response for each task
being faster when the color-naming response for T2 corre-
sponded to the color for T1. Lien and Proctor (2000) obtained
similar results when T1 involved left-right key presses with
the left hand to low or high pitch tones and T2 left-right key
presses with the right hand to left-right arrow directions.
Also, Logan and Schulkind (2000) reported correspondence
effects for the categories of T1 and T2 stimuli for a variety of
tasks. For example, when both tasks required letter-digit clas-
sifications with left-right key presses on the left and right
hands, respectively, RT was shorter when the two stimuli
were from the same category (e.g., letters) than when they
were not. The fact that, in all studies, the correspondence ef-
fects are evident in RT1, as well as RT2, implies that the stim-
ulus for T2 is translated into response activation prior to T1
response selection. Hommel has proposed that such transla-
tion of stimulus information into response activation is auto-
matic, with the bottleneck being only in the final decision
about which response to make for each task. 

Stop Signals

A goal may change during the course of action selection
so that the action being selected is no longer relevant. Such
situations have been studied in the stop-signal paradigm
(Logan, 1994). In this paradigm, a choice-reaction task is ad-
ministered, but a stop signal occurs at a variable interval after
the imperative stimulus on occasional trials to indicate that a
response should not be made. Of concern is whether the
subject is able to inhibit the response for the choice task.
The response is more likely to be inhibited the shorter the

interval between the go and stop signals and the longer the
choice RT.

Performance on the stop-signal task has been interpreted
in terms of a stochastic race model: The go process and stop
process engage in a race. The response is executed if the go
process finishes before the stop process and is inhibited if the
stop process finishes first. This model predicts many features
of the results obtained in the stop-signal task, including the
probability that the response will be inhibited as a function of
go RT and stop-signal delay. The race model has been applied
to a variety of stimulus and response modes, suggesting that
it captures basic principles of action inhibition. However, it
does not provide a detailed account of the processes underly-
ing performance of specific tasks. 

Logan and Irwin (2000) compared the processes involved
in inhibiting left-right key presses and left-right eye move-
ments. Subjects responded to peripheral left-right stimuli or
central left-right pointing brackets, with hand movements or
eye movements, using a compatible or incompatible S-R
mapping. Estimates of stop-signal RT for hand movements
were similar for the two stimulus types and mappings. Stop-
signal RT for eye movements was shorter than that for the
hands, being shortest for the condition in which a compatible
movement was made to a peripheral stimulus. These results
suggest that the inhibition processes for hand and eye move-
ments are different, although they follow the same basic
principles.

Research has focused on trying to identify the point of no
return, or the stage beyond which the response cannot be
stopped. De Jong, Coles, Logan, and Gratton (1990) exam-
ined this issue using left-right squeezing responses (to a cri-
terion) to measure partial responses, the lateralized readiness
potential (LRP) to measure central response activation, and
the electromyogram (EMG) to measure muscle activation.
LRP, EMG, and squeeze activity were found to occur on
stop-signal trials for which the response was successfully in-
hibited (i.e., did not reach criterion), which they interpreted
as suggesting that no stage of response preparation is ballis-
tic. However, Osman, Kornblum, and Meyer (1986) argued
that the point of no return should be defined as the point at
which the response cannot be stopped from beginning. Using
this criterion, the partial squeezes in De Jong et al.’s study are
cases of unsuccessful inhibition, indicating that muscle acti-
vation is the point of no return. The evidence in De Jong
et al.’s study favored two inhibitory mechanisms: Inhibition
of central activation processes was implicated because the
LRP was truncated on successful stop trials, but several find-
ings suggested that there was also a more peripheral mecha-
nism of inhibition that affected the transmission of activation
from central to peripheral structures.
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CHANGES IN ACTION SELECTION
WITH PRACTICE

Choice RT decreases with practice at a task, with equivalent
amounts of practice producing larger changes earlier in prac-
tice than later. Teichner and Krebs (1974) reviewed numer-
ous studies of visual choice reactions and concluded that the
stage of processing that benefits most from practice is re-
sponse selection. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) proposed
that the changes in RT with practice follow a power function: 

RT � BN��,

where N is the number of practice trials, B is RT on the first
trial, and � is the learning rate. The power function has come
to be regarded as a law to which any model that is intended to
explain practice effects must conform. Although the power
law provides a good description of changes in RT with
practice averaged across subjects, Heathcote, Brown, and
Mewhort (2000) contend that it does not fit the functions for
individual performers adequately. They demonstrated that
exponential functions provided better fits than power func-
tions to the data for individuals in 40 data sets, and proposed
a new exponential law of practice.

Beginning with Merkel (1885), several investigators have
shown that the slope of the Hick-Hyman function decreases
with practice (e.g., Hyman, 1953; Mowbray & Rhoades,
1959). Seibel (1963) used all combinations of 10 lights as-
signed directly to 10 keys. After more than 75,000 trials had
been performed, the RT for the 1,023-alternative task was
only approximately 25 ms slower than that for a 31-alternative
task. Practice also is typically more beneficial for incompati-
ble than compatible mappings. However, SRC effects do not
disappear even with considerable practice (Dutta & Proctor,
1992; Fitts & Seeger, 1953).

Proctor and Dutta (1993) had subjects perform two-choice
tasks for 10 blocks of 42 trials each. In the critical conditions,
they performed with the hands uncrossed and crossed in
alternate blocks. Whether compatible or incompatible, when
the spatial mapping of left-right stimulus locations to left-
right response locations remained constant, there was no cost
associated with alternating the hand placements: Overall RT
and changes with practice with the alternating placements
were comparable to those of subjects who practiced with the
same hand placement for all blocks. In contrast, when the
mapping of stimulus to response locations was switched be-
tween blocks so that the same hand was used to respond to a
stimulus when the hands were crossed or uncrossed, there
was a substantial cost for participants who alternated hand
placements compared to those who did not. These results

imply that the S-R associations that are strengthened through
practice involve spatial response codes.

Practice with an incompatible spatial mapping alters the
influence of stimulus location on performance when location
becomes irrelevant to the task. Proctor and Lu (1999) had
subjects perform a two-choice task for 3 days using an in-
compatible spatial mapping. On the 4th day, they performed
a task for which stimulus location was irrelevant. For this
task, the Simon effect was reversed, with RT faster for non-
corresponding responses. Tagliabue, Zorzi, Umiltà, and
Bassignani (2000) found a similar effect of prior practice
with an incompatible mapping and showed it to be present
even when subjects were tested a week later. Thus, a limited
amount of practice produces new spatial S-R associations
that persist at a sufficient strength to override the preexisting
associations between corresponding locations.

Nissen and Bullemer (1987) demonstrated that when the
trials in a compatibly mapped four-choice spatial reaction task
follow a sequence that repeats regularly (every 10 trials in their
study), performance improves more with practice than when
the trial order is random. Considerable effort has been devoted
subsequently to determining whether this sequence learning is
implicit or explicit, and to examining the nature of what
is learned. Because this research is summarized in the chapter
by Johnson in this volume, we restrict mention here to a study
by Koch and Hoffmann (2000).Across four experiments, they
varied whether the stimuli were spatial or symbolic and
whether the responses were spatial or symbolic. Their results
showed that the effect of sequence repetition and structure on
performance was much stronger for spatial sequences than
for symbolic sequences, regardless of whether the stimulus or
response set was involved. Koch and Hoffmann also specu-
lated that learning of the response sequence is greater for in-
compatible S-R mappings (e.g., random mappings of digits to
response locations) than for compatible S-R mappings. Re-
gardless, they emphasized, “the selective impact of S-R com-
patibility on learning stimulus and response sequences in SRT
[serial reaction tasks] seems to us an important issue . . . that
has not received much attention” (p. 879).

APPLICATIONS

Contemporary research on action selection has its roots in dis-
play-control design issues. Paul Fitts, who formalized the con-
cept of SRC and conducted much of the groundbreaking
research on action selection, was the founder of what is now
the Fitts Human Engineering Division of theArmstrong Labo-
ratory of the U.S. Air Force and made many contributions to
human factors. Although most of the research on action
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Figure 11.6 Illustration of various display-control mapping configurations
for (a) stove tops (with specific burner-control pairings indicated by letters)
and (b) Duncan’s (1977) four-choice tasks (with specific S-R pairings indi-
cated by arrows).

selection has been basic in nature, the results obtained from
this research are of considerable relevance to applications in-
volving interface design. It is widely accepted that a user-
friendly design must adhere to principles of action selection in
general and SRC in particular (see Andre & Wickens, 1990).

In a classic study of stove configurations, Chapanis and
Lindenbaum (1959) evaluated four control-burner arrange-
ments (see Figure 11.6a). The experimenter demonstrated the

individual pairings of burners to controls for one of the four
stoves, and then instructed subjects to push the assigned con-
trol to the burner that was lit. Subjects showed shorter RT for
Design 1 than Designs 2–4, for which RT did not differ ini-
tially. Furthermore, no errors were made for the mappings of
Design 1, whereas the overall error rate was 6%, 10%, and
11% for Designs 2–4, respectively. Practice significantly re-
duced RT and errors for Design 2 compared to Designs 3 and
4, but performance was still worse than with Design 1. When
naive subjects were asked which control-burner configura-
tion was the best, most selected Design 1. However, they
were equally divided about whether Design 2, 3, or 4 was
second best. Thus, although after practice performance was
better with Design 2 than Designs 3 and 4, naive subjects did
not anticipate this difference.

In a more recent study, Payne (1995) asked naive subjects
to rank from easiest to hardest the four mappings of a four-
choice SRC task in which the inner or outer pairs are mapped
compatibly or incompatibly (Duncan, 1977; see Figure 11.6b).
He compared the subjective rankings to RT measures obtained
by Duncan. Similar to the results of the stove study, subjects
had little difficulty identifying Design 4 as the easiest mapping
because it was a direct mapping. However, more subjects
rated Design 1 (in which both inner and outer pairs were
mapped incompatibly) as being harder than Designs 2 and 3
(in which only one pair was mapped compatibly and the other
incompatibly), even though actual performance was second
best on Design 1.

The deleterious effect of mixed mappings illustrated in
Duncan’s (1977) study, as well as in that of Shaffer (1965),
discussed in the “Task Switching” section, indicates that the
context in which the display-control configuration is placed
affects performance. Most compatibility studies evaluate per-
formance of specific S-R mappings in isolation. However,
when more than one S-R mapping is used, the benefit that one
might expect from a compatible mapping is not always evi-
dent. Moreover, if two tasks must be performed simultane-
ously, it may be easier to perform them together when they
have the same incompatible mapping than when one has a
compatible mapping and the other does not (Duncan, 1979).
Andre and Wickens (1990) refer to this benefit as one of
global consistency and note that it may sometimes be more
important than local compatibility. 

Because the amount of experience with specific S-R map-
pings is a major factor in efficiency of action selection, de-
signers must take into account the stereotypic behavior of the
specific population for whom a product or system is being
designed. For example, from years of experience, Americans
are more likely to flick a light switch down when they intend
to turn a light off, whereas Englishmen are more likely to
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flick the switch up. One of the most widely studied popula-
tion stereotypes is that of direction of motion. Operators of
systems that require control of direction of motion must make
decisions regarding which direction to move a control in
order to move the system or display indicator in a particular
direction. Across populations of individuals, many arrange-
ments show preferred relations between the direction of con-
trol action and outcome of system output (see Loveless,
1962).

Obviously, when a linear control is in the same orientation
as a linear display, the stereotype is to expect the display to
move in the same direction as the control. More interesting,
when a linear display is oriented perpendicularly to the linear
control, right is paired with upward movement and left is
paired with downward movement. With control knobs, clock-
wise rotation tends to be associated with up or right move-
ments (see Hoffman, 1990a, 1990b). In addition, there is a
stereotype, called Warrick’s principle, that the display is ex-
pected to move in the same direction as the part of the control
that is nearest to the display. With a vertical display, a clock-
wise rotation would be preferred if the control were located
to the right of the display and a counter-clockwise rotation if
it were located to the left.

Hoffman (1990a, 1990b) evaluated the relative strength of
the stereotypes for two- and three-dimensional display and
control relationships. He found that different populations (in
this case, engineers and psychologists) differed in their pref-
erence. Engineers were more likely to follow Warrick’s prin-
ciple, most likely because it has a mechanical basis, whereas
psychologists tended to follow the stereotype of preferring
clockwise for up and right movement. This difference em-
phasizes not only that the specific experience of individuals is
important, but also that the preferred relations are based on
the individual’s mental model for the task.

SUMMING UP

Action selection is an important part of behavior inside and
outside of the laboratory because choices among alternative
actions are required in virtually all situations. Action selec-
tion has been a topic of interest in human experimental psy-
chology since Donders’s (1868/1969) seminal work, with
contemporary research on the topic being at the forefront of
the cognitive revolution in the 1950s. S-R compatibility,
which is the quintessential action-selection topic, saw a surge
in research in the 1990s, with significant advances made in
the development of theoretical frameworks for explaining a
variety of phenomena in terms of common mechanisms.
As we move into the twenty-first century, the range of tasks

and environments in which compatibility effects play a sig-
nificant role, and the significant insights these effects provide
regarding human performance, is only now coming to be
fully appreciated.
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Motor control is a cross-disciplinary field of research in
which the boundaries between established academic disci-
plines like psychology, physiology, neurology, engineering,
and physical education are blurred. Within psychology,
motor behavior tended to be a rather marginal topic for vari-
ous reasons. When psychology is conceived as a science of
the mind, movement is more or less beyond its scope. Less
obviously, even when psychology is conceived as a science
of behavior, issues of motor control do not become focal; for
example, behaviorism was more concerned with “what is
done” questions than with “how is it done” questions. Finally,
although the first well-known psychology paper on motor
control appeared at the end of the nineteenth century
(Woodworth, 1899), and although James (1890, 1950) de-
voted a chapter to “The Production of Movement,” touching
on the topic in several other chapters, the founding fathers of
psychology did not stamp motor control as an essential ingre-
dient of the emerging academic discipline.

The field of motor control gains in importance as soon as
one envisages that the human mind and brain may have
evolved primarily to support action, not to contemplate the
world. Then the question of how goals can be reached be-
comes critically important. This question alludes to problems
of control, and motor control deals with particular goals that
can be reached by moving one’s limbs.

In this chapter I first introduce the core problem of motor
control and discuss different ways that it can be solved.
Basically, there are two such ways: open-loop and closed-
loop control. Open-loop processes are initiated before a
movement is actually executed, so they are described under
the heading of motor preparation. The next section then deals
with closed-loop processes, the exploitation of sensory feed-
back from an ongoing movement in the service of motor con-
trol, but also with other uses of sensory information. After the
discussion of these rather fundamental issues, the perspective
is enlarged somewhat. Many motor skills require coordinated
movements of different limbs, which opens the topic of
motor coordination. Finally, I shall address the flexibility
of motor control which enables us to operate various tools
and machines and to handle objects of various masses.

THE PROBLEM OF MOTOR CONTROL

An Outline of the Problem

Movements result from an interplay of passive and active
forces. Passive forces are due to our own movements as well as
to environmental factors like gravity. For example, in the
swing phase of the walking cycle the thigh is rotated forward;
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Figure 12.1 (a) A joint with two opposing muscles, flexor (F) and extensor
(E); (b) mechanical analogue of two damped springs acting on a single mass
(M); the mass is stationary when the two opposing forces F1 and F2 cancel
each other. Reprinted with permission.

initially the knee is flexed, followed by extension. This for-
ward rotation of the shank results largely from passive forces
of different origins. The deceleration of the knee extension,
however, is largely a result of active muscular forces, with only
a small contribution of passive ones (Winter & Robertson,
1978). Thus, with the exception of a few very simple tasks, the
production of movement requires not only the generation of
appropriate active forces, but in addition passive forces have to
be taken into account.

Figure 12.1 illustrates a joint with two opposing muscles,
a kind of minimal movement device. Muscles are designated
as agonist and antagonist with respect to their function in a
particular movement. For example, when the movement is a
flexion of the joint, the flexor is the agonist and the extensor
is the antagonist; for an extension, the functional roles of
flexors and extensors are reversed. Of course, Figure 12.1 is
extremely simplified, both with respect to the mechanical
characteristics and with respect to the number of muscles act-
ing on the joint.

Muscles are complicated force generators. They contract
when they are activated via the motor nerves. Each axon of a
motor nerve innervates a smaller or larger bundle of muscle
fibers; the axon together with its muscle fibers is called a
motor unit. The activation can be recorded. Needle elec-
trodes, which are inserted in the muscle tissue, allow one to
record from single motor units, while surface electrodes pick
up averaged and filtered electrical activity of motor units
within a certain area below the electrodes. For isometric con-

tractions, there is a systematic relation between electromyo-
graphically recorded muscle activity (EMG) and force. In
particular, the relation between the integrated EMG signal
and force is linear (Lippold, 1952). However, for movements
for which phasic bursts of muscle activity are typical (at
least when the movements are rapid), the relation is more
complex.

Complications arise, first, from the temporal relations be-
tween bursts of muscle activity and forces, which can be
fairly variable. In general, forces develop only with a delay
when a muscle is activated, and after the end of the burst
there is a gradual decay. Complications arise also from
fatigue-induced changes, with fatigue being developed in
the course of repeated or prolonged activity. In addition, for
a given activation level, muscle force depends on the length
of the muscle and on the rate of its contraction. In particular,
the length-tension relation of muscle is important for models
of motor control: Muscle force increases with increasing
muscle length, and the slope becomes steeper the stronger
the activation of the muscle is (e.g., Rack & Westbury,
1969). Although the length-tension relation is not really lin-
ear, a linear approximation is useful, at least for certain
ranges of muscle length. Thus, one can think of a muscle
as being mechanically similar to a damped spring (cf. Fig-
ure 12.1).

A muscle can actively contract, but not stretch. (A rubber
band would perhaps be a better analogue than a spring.)
Therefore at least two opposing muscles are needed for a
simple joint. From Figure 12.1 it is apparent that, as the one
muscle contracts, the other one will be stretched. This implies
that, with given activations of the opposing muscles, the
force of the contracting muscles declines while that of the
stretched muscles increases. At a certain joint angle, and at a
certain relation between the lengths of the opposing muscles,
the forces developed by them will be equal, but in opposite
directions, and thus cancel each other. The net force is zero,
and the joint position at which this is the case is called the
equilibrium position. There is considerable evidence that
equilibrium positions are important for motor control
(cf. Kelso & Holt, 1980; Polit & Bizzi, 1979). In the simplest
version of a mass-spring model, movements come about sim-
ply by the specification of a new equilibrium position (e.g.,
Cooke, 1980), but experiments have revealed that the equi-
librium position shifts continuously and not stepwise (Bizzi,
Accornero, Chapple, & Hogan, 1984).

Movement results from the net force of opposing muscles
(and, of course, from passive forces). Thus, at first glance
there seems not to be much sense in cocontractions, in which
opposing muscles are active simultaneously. Nevertheless,
cocontractions can be observed in particular early during
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Figure 12.2 A three-jointed arm with joint angles �1, �2, and �3, which are
associated with spatial position (x1, x2) of the end-effector.

Figure 12.3 Possible solutions to a control problem. (a) Open-loop
solution with an internal model Tˆ –1 of the (inverse) transformation;
(b) closed-loop solution, with C as controller; (c) combination of open-loop
and closed-loop solution.

practice (e.g., Metz, 1970) and in tasks requiring high preci-
sion. Even when no net forces result from cocontractions,
they modulate the mechanical characteristics of the joint like
friction.

Saying that joint movement results from the net force of
opposing muscles (in addition to passive forces) is not the
whole story. More precisely, joint rotation results from the
torque, which again is related to the net force in a fairly com-
plicated way, with the relation being dependent on the joint
angle. Even with the movement of the joint, the sequence of
transformations from muscle activation to movement has not
yet reached its end, because in general the goals for our
movements are not defined in terms of joint angles.

Figure 12.2 illustrates a three-jointed arm with the end-
effector pointing to a target. The goals of many movements
are defined in terms of reaching for some spatial target; for
other movements, as in catching a ball, there are temporal tar-
gets in addition; for still other movements, as in writing,
goals are defined in terms of movement traces (or paths).
From Figure 12.2 it is apparent that a particular configuration
of joint angles is associated with a particular spatial position
of the end-effector.

Thus far I have sketched the transformation of muscle ac-
tivation to the spatial position of an end-effector like the tip
of the index finger. The purpose was to give some impression
of the complexity of this transformation without going into
too much detail. Sometimes different components of the
transformation are discussed separately, in particular the
kinematic transformation (from joint angles to end-effector
positions) and the dynamic transformation (from torques to
movements of the joints). As a more general term, I shall use
motor transformation to refer to the total transformation or
some part of it.

Given the complexity and the time-varying characteristics
of the motor transformation, one may wonder that humans—
at least after the first few months of their life—are able to

produce purposeful movements at all, and not only random-
appearing ones. This requires that humans be able to deter-
mine the pattern of muscular activity that is required to
produce a particular movement of a particular end-effector.
The very fact that humans can produce purposeful move-
ments indicates that nature has solved this core problem of
motor control; what remains for the movement scientist is to
gain an understanding of what the solution is.

An Outline of Possible Solutions

The core problem of motor control can be stated in a very
simple and general way. Let T be a transformation of an input
signal x into an output signal y. For example, y shall be a
particular time-varying position of an end-effector, and x a
vector that captures time-varying muscle activity. Then the
general problem of control, and that of motor control in par-
ticular, is to determine an input signal x such that the output
signal y becomes identical to the desired output signal y*.
The problem is solved when the inverse of the transformation
T can be determined, such that T –1T  = 1. Thus, control re-
quires the inversion of a transformation, and there are two
fundamentally different ways to achieve this (see Jordan,
1996, for a detailed discussion).

Figure 12.3a illustrates an open-loop solution which re-
quires an internal model T^ –1 of the transformation, or, more
precisely, of its inverse. There are different ways of imple-
menting such a model formally (e.g., Jordan, 1996). Of
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course, such an internal model is not necessarily a kind of en-
tity, located in some part of the brain, but it can result from
the activity of a network that is distributed widely across both
central and more peripheral levels of the motor system (e.g.,
Kalveram, 1991).

Figure 12.3b illustrates a closed-loop solution for which
no internal model T^ –1 is required. Instead, the inversion of
the transformation results from the structure of the loop.
(This is shown formally by Jordan, 1996.) Intuitively this be-
comes clear from the following consideration. A closed-loop
system can reduce the deviation between the output y and the
desired output y*. To the extent that this is successful, y and
y* become similar. This then implies, because y = T(x), that
x approximates T –1(y*).

For some years, open-loop and closed-loop models of
motor control were contrasted (cf. Stelmach, 1982). How-
ever, by now it is clear that nature combines both types of
solution, roughly in a way illustrated in Figure 12.3c. This
combination maintains the advantages of both types of solu-
tion and avoids the disadvantages of each of them. In addi-
tion, the combination exhibits some characteristics that
match characteristics of human movements (Cruse, Dean,
Heuer, & Schmidt, 1990).

The disadvantage of an open-loop solution is its limited
precision. The motor transformation is complex, and it has
time-varying characteristics. When we use tools or operate
machines, there are additional transformations that must be
taken into account, like the transformation of a steering-wheel
rotation into a change of the direction in which a vehicle is
heading. Thus, internal models of inverse transformations can
only be approximations. The disadvantage of a closed-loop
system is that it involves time delays and can become insta-
ble, in particular when the gain is high. On the other hand, a
high gain is desirable to improve accuracy. When both sys-
tems are combined, open-loop control will serve to approxi-
mate the desired output; closed-loop control is suited to
reducing the remaining deviation even when the gain is rela-
tively small, which serves to avoid instabilities.

There are two different types of procedure to determine
whether a control system is closed-loop or open-loop. The
first is to cut the potential feedback loop, and the second is to
distort the potential feedback signal. Both manipulations
should have essentially no effect when the control system
is open-loop, but strong effects when the control system is
closed-loop; with eliminated feedback, the closed-loop sys-
tem should produce no change of the output signal or only
random changes, and with distorted feedback the output
should be distorted. Human movements are often little af-
fected by elimination of feedback, but strongly affected by its
distortion. Such results do not give a clear answer with

respect to the dichotomy of open-loop versus closed-loop
control, but they conform to expectations based on the com-
bined control modes (Cruse et al., 1990).

Indeterminateness of the Solutions

Typically movements are not fully determined by their goals.
An example is reaching, with the goal being defined in terms
of a spatial target position. Thus, only the endpoint of the
movement is specified by the goal, but not its time-course. In
spite of this indeterminateness a solution is reached, which
takes additional task constraints as well as organismic con-
straints into account.

Perhaps the most extensively studied task constraint is the
size of the spatial target, which affects movement duration
and the shape of velocity-time curves (e.g., MacKenzie,
Marteniuk, Dugas, Liske, & Eickmeier, 1987). Basically, for
smaller targets humans choose to produce slower move-
ments. The relation of movement time not only to target
width, but also to the distance of the target from the start po-
sition, is of a particular kind known as Fitts’ law. The early
1950s, when Fitts (1954) first described the relation, saw the
rise of information theory in psychology. Thus, the relation
was formulated in terms of information measures, and the
tradition has left it in that form. Fitts’ law states that move-
ment time is a linear function of the index of difficulty, which
is defined as log2(2A�W), A being the movement amplitude
and W the width of the target.

Fitts’ law describes a particular kind of speed-accuracy
trade-off: Faster movements have a larger scatter of their
end-positions than slower movements, so when a small scat-
ter is required because the target is small, slower movements
have to be chosen. The law is astonishingly robust (cf. Keele,
1986), and it has given rise to various theoretical accounts
(Crossman & Goodeve, 1963/1983; Fitts, 1954; Meyer,
Abrams, Kornblum, Wright, & Smith, 1988), but also to al-
ternative formulations (cf. Plamondon & Alimi, 1997) and to
contrasting observations (e.g., Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins,
Frank, & Quinn, 1979), in particular for situations that re-
quire a certain movement duration, rather than reading a
spatial target of a particular width. (Wright & Meyer, 1983;
Zelaznik, Mone, McCabe, & Thaman, 1988).

Although they have received much less attention, other
task constraints than target size affect the chosen movement
trajectory. For example, it makes a difference whether the
spatial target has to be hit or whether an object in the same
position has to be grasped, and in the latter case it makes a
difference whether the object is a tennis ball or a light bulb.
The movement to the light bulb takes more time than the
movement to the tennis ball; in particular, the deceleration of
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Figure 12.4 (a) A complex movement pattern produced under the instruc-
tion to maintain a constant velocity; (b) circles produced under the instruc-
tion of a constant velocity (left) and a time-varying velocity (right). These
examples are taken from Derwort (1938). Recordings were made with a light
placed on the index finger. The shutter of a camera was opened about
60 times per second; distance between dots thus represents distance covered
in 1�60 s, smaller distances indicating smaller, and larger distances higher,
velocity.

the movement toward the bulb is more gradual and extended
in time (Marteniuk, MacKenzie, Jeannerod, Athènes, &
Dugas, 1987). Another task constraint has been reported re-
cently: The time it takes to move a mug to the mouth depends
in a particular way on the diameter of the mug and the dis-
tance from the level of water to the edge (Latash & Jaric, in
press). Such task constraints are at least to some degree re-
flected by our everyday experience.

A second type of constraints, which are taken into account
when movement trajectories are indeterminate, is of a more
organismic nature and related to the costs of movements.
Although the general notion of cost minimization—as far as
this is possible with the given task constraints—has a high
degree of plausibility, it poses more of a problem than a
solution. There are many different kinds of costs that can po-
tentially be minimized. For example, Nelson (1983) analyzed
the consequences of minimizing five different kinds of costs
for the trajectories of movements aimed at a target. Other
criteria have been added (e.g., Cruse, 1986; Cruse & Brüwer,
1987; Rosenbaum, Slotta, Vaughan, & Plamondon, 1991;
Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992; Uno,
Kawato, & Suzuki, 1989), and perhaps any list will be in-
complete.

A fairly general principle seems to be that movement tra-
jectories are selected by the criterion of smoothness. Al-
though in principle smoothness can be defined in different
ways, one of the possible criteria is minimization of jerk, that
is, minimization of the integral of the squared third derivative
of end-effector position with respect to time (Flash & Hogan,
1985). The principle can be extended and used to model com-
plex movement patterns, as in handwriting (cf. Teulings,
1996). In addition, for drawing-like movements, it produces
a particular relation between curvature and tangential veloc-
ity, which is known as the two-thirds power law (Viviani &
Flash, 1995). Basically, with a larger radius of curvature,
velocity tends to be higher than with a smaller radius of cur-
vature even when the instruction is to maintain a constant ve-
locity (Figure 12.4). The dependency of velocity on curvature
is particularly conspicuous in drawing ellipses for which
the radius of curvature varies continuously. Although the re-
verse relation has received less attention, variations of veloc-
ity do also induce variations of curvature; for example, when
one attempts to draw circles with a pattern of smaller-higher-
smaller-higher velocity within each cycle, the result is likely
to be ellipses (Derwort, 1938).

Indeterminateness does exist even when the goal of a
movement specifies a trajectory of the end-effector in every
detail. Of course, in such cases the movement trajectory is
not indeterminate, but the input to the motor transformation
is. The origin of the indeterminateness is apparent from

Figure 12.2, where the target position is specified in terms of
two spatial dimensions, but it can be reached with different
configurations of three joints. More generally, the output of
the motor transformation has a lower dimensionality than the
input, so that the inversion of the motor transformation has no
unique solution. The problem of how to deal with the many
dimensions of the input is often called the degrees-of-
freedom problem. A consequence is motor equivalence: The
same movement can be performed in many different ways.

Again, cost minimization can be considered as a way to
reach a unique solution (cf. Cruse, 1986; Cruse & Brüwer,
1987; Rosenbaum et al., 1991). Another possibility is the
freezing of degrees of freedom. For example, in handwriting
adults mainly use the wrist and the fingers, and hardly or not
at all the elbow and the shoulder joints. When one observes
preschoolers at their first attempts to write (which might not
be the appropriate term for the result, but perhaps for the in-
tention), one can notice that the wrist and fingers are largely
immobilized, and that mainly the more proximal joints,
which are closer to the trunk, are used (Blöte & Dijkstra,
1989). This can also be observed when adult right-handers
write with their left hand (Newell & van Emmerik, 1989).
Finally, the high dimensionality of an input vector can be
reduced to a small number of degrees of freedom by way of
introducing covariations. A somewhat trivial example again
can be seen in handwriting: With a normal tripod grip, thumb,
index finger, and middle finger are mechanically coupled
(because of holding the pen) and can no longer be moved
independently.

Motor equivalence implies not only the existence of
criteria for selecting one of the many options, but also that
different options can be chosen in case that it is desirable or
necessary. For example, when one asks people to tap with
their index finger as rapidly as possible, and to do so as long
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Figure 12.5 Example recording of a rapid finger flexion.

as they can, several of them will gradually replace move-
ments of the finger with movements of the wrist. Less inci-
dentally, Lippold, Redfearn, and Vučo (1960) describe what
they call “migration of activity” from one muscle to other
ones during prolonged activity that induces muscular fatigue.
More generally, the many-to-few mapping of the motor trans-
formation leaves the option to select different subsets from
the many input dimensions when some of them are function-
ally impaired, be it a fatigued muscle or an immobilized joint.

MOTOR PREPARATION

The initiation of a movement is a gradual and continuous
process. In Figure 12.5 an example recording of a rapid
index-finger flexion of about 20° amplitude is shown, as are
in particular the position-time curve, the velocity-time curve,
the acceleration-time curve, and the EMG of a finger flexor
(agonist) and an extensor (antagonist). Faced with such
recordings, it becomes somewhat difficult to answer the
question of when the movement starts. Typically the start of a
movement is defined in terms of a threshold for one of the
kinematic signals. From Figure 12.5 it is apparent that defin-
itions based on the acceleration signal generally lead to
earlier initiation times than definitions based on the position
signal: There can be a sizeable acceleration while position
has hardly changed. Thus, any definition of the start of a
movement is to some degree arbitrary.

Muscle activity can be observed in advance of changes of
kinematic signals, and the definition of the start of a movement
can also be based on EMG traces. In many instances the agonist
burst is over before a change of position can be seen. Thus, it is
not too remarkable that the agonist burst is hardly or not at all
affected when the overt movement is unexpectedly blocked.
More remarkable is that the later bursts, which normally
serve to decelerate the limb and to stabilize the end-position,
still occur, although they serve no obvious purpose any more
(Wadman, Denier van der Gon, Geuze, & Mol, 1979).

The overt movement is preceded not only by muscle activ-
ity, but also by various kinds of preparatory processes which
can be evidenced at different levels of the motor system (see
Brunia, 1999, and Brunia, Haagh, & Scheirs, 1985, for
overviews of psychophysiological findings). For example, in
the electroencephalogram, movement-related activity can be
seen when the start of the movement is used as a trigger for av-
eraging. Even such simple voluntary movements as key-
presses are preceded by a slowly increasing negativity that
starts in the order of 1 s before the overt movement. This readi-
ness potential or Bereitschaftspotential was first described by
Kornhuber and Deecke (1965). Initially it is symmetrical, but
in the last 100 or 200 ms it becomes asymmetrical, being

stronger over the hemisphere contralateral to the responding
hand. This kind of asymmetry can also be observed in reac-
tion-time tasks. Called the lateralized readiness potential, it
has become an important tool in information-processing re-
search (see chapter by Proctor & Vu in this volume).
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Figure 12.6 (a) Response panel used by Rosenbaum et al. (1992). The bar
with pointer had to be grasped and to be placed on one of the eight targets
with the pointer toward the LED (black dots). (b) Relative frequency of
grasping the bar with the thumb toward the pointer as a function of the
final orientation (targets 1–8), shown separately for four different initial
orientations.

The Anticipatory Nature of Motor Preparation

The psychophysiological data indicate the existence of motor
preparation, but they are more or less silent to the question of
what goes on in functional terms. What they tell, of course, is
that at least to some degree preparatory processes are specific
for the forthcoming movement in that the data reflect some of
its characteristics, like the hand used. Näätänen and Merisalo
(1977) suggested that the essence of motor preparation is that
everything is done in advance of the overt response that can
be done, which amounts to activating the response up to a
level close to the motor action limit. This characterization of
motor preparation may be appropriate for simple movements
like keypresses, but it falls short of capturing essential char-
acteristics of motor preparation preceding a more complex
movement.

Preparatory activities in general can anticipate the future
to varying degrees. For example, in preparing for a vacation,
one might book a hotel in advance for only the first night, or
one might book hotels in different places for several nights to
come. Activating a response close to the action limit means
preparing only for movement initiation (like booking a hotel
for the first night). However, motor preparation is also con-
cerned with the future of the response (like booking hotels for
several nights to come). There are at least three kinds of evi-
dence for this.

The first kind of evidence is from reaction-time experi-
ments. When the task is to perform a sequence of simple
movements, simple reaction time increases with the length of
the sequence. The seminal study was by Henry and Rogers
(1960), who found increasing reaction times for (a) lifting a
finger from a key, (b) lifting the finger from the key and
grasping a tennis ball at a certain distance, and (c) lifting the
finger from the key, touching the ball with the back of the
hand, pressing another key, and hitting a second tennis ball.
More systematic explorations of the sequence-length ef-
fect have been reported by Sternberg and coworkers (see
Monsell, 1986, for an overview). With more homogeneous
elements like keypresses, letter names, or words with a cer-
tain number of syllables, reaction time increases linearly with
the number of sequence elements. At some length of about
6–12 elements, the increase of reaction time levels off, earlier
for longer elements (like trisyllabic words) and later for
shorter elements (like monosyllabic words).

The second kind of evidence is from studies of anticipatory
postural adjustments (see Massion, 1992, for review). When a
forthcoming movement threatens balance, the voluntary ac-
tion is preceded by the appropriate postural adjustments. For
example, Cordo and Nashner (1982) observed EMG activity
of postural muscles in the leg of their standing subjects which
preceded by about 40 ms the activity of arm muscles involved

in the task of pulling a hand-held lever in response to an audi-
tory signal. In a control condition with a passive support, the
preparatory postural activity was absent, and arm-muscle ac-
tivity had a shorter latency. Thus, anticipatory postural adjust-
ments are not only specific with respect to the forthcoming
voluntary movement (e.g., Zattara & Bouisset, 1986), but also
with respect to context characteristics.

The third kind of evidence, finally, shows that earlier parts
of a motor pattern are adapted to later parts. Evidence for
this can be found in many skills (cf. Rosenbaum & Krist,
1996), but I shall focus here on a particularly basic kind of
observation, the effect of end-state comfort (Rosenbaum &
Jorgensen, 1992; Rosenbaum et al., 1992). Figure 12.6a illus-
trates the task of Rosenbaum et al. (1992, Exp. 1). The stand-
ing subject had to grasp a bar with a pointer, which had
different initial orientations, the pointer pointing upward,
downward, to the left or to the right. With the pointer upward
or to the left, it is quite comfortable to grasp the bar with the
thumb toward the pointer, but with the other two initial ori-
entations this is less comfortable. Under speed instructions
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the subjects had not only to grasp the bar, but also to place it
in one of eight target positions with the pointer toward the
LED that signaled the target position in each trial; thus, there
were differences in final orientation. For targets 6–8 and 1–2,
holding the bar in the final orientation with the thumb toward
the pointer is more or less comfortable, but for targets 3–5,
holding the bar with the thumb away from the pointer is more
comfortable. In Figure 12.6b the relative frequency of grasp-
ing the bar in its initial position with the thumb toward the
pointer is shown. These data reveal not only an effect of the
initial orientation of the bar, but also a clear effect of the final
orientation. Thus, the effect of end-state comfort can be evi-
denced at the very start of the action, and it clearly indicates
that motor preparation embraces anticipation.

The anticipatory nature of motor preparation implies that
there is some kind of representation of the forthcoming
movement before it begins. The existence of such a represen-
tation also implies that open-loop processes of motor control
are of a particular nature in that they are predictive. In fact,
the answer to the question of what goes on during motor
preparation in functional terms may be largely that this kind
of internal representation of the forthcoming movement is set
up, which then allows for a more or less autonomous control.

Motor-Control Structures

There are different ways to conceptualize autonomous
processes of motor control. In psychology it had been
common to designate the anticipatory representation of a
forthcoming movement as a motor program (and the process
of setting it up as programming). However, this term has be-
come associated with a particular conceptualization. There-
fore, as a broader and more neutral term, Cruse et al. (1990)
have suggested motor-control structures. There seem to be
basically two different ways of modeling them, either in
terms of prototypical functions or in terms of generative
structures (Heuer, 1991).

Prototypical Functions

Movements vary qualitatively as well as quantitatively. One
of the attempts to capture this basic observation is the notion
of a generalized motor program, most explicitly introduced
by Schmidt (1975). A generalized motor program is thought
to control a set of movements that have certain characteristics
in common. The specifics of each particular movement are
thought to be determined by the program’s parameters. Thus,
for a certain type of movement there should be invariant char-
acteristics, which represent the signature of the program, and
variable characteristics, which reflect the variable settings of

its parameters. Of course, such a concept requires that the
invariant characteristics of movements of a certain type be
identified.

The theoretical problem of identifying invariant character-
istics met with observations of an invariance of relative tim-
ing in different motor skills (see Gentner, 1987, for a review),
which led Schmidt (1980, 1985) to propose that the relative
timing is an invariant feature of movements that are con-
trolled by a single generalized motor program. In addition,
relative force was hypothesized to be a second invariant char-
acteristic. With these assumptions, a generalized motor pro-
gram can be described by way of a prototypical force-time
function �(�), which can be scaled in time by a rate parame-
ter and in amplitude by a force parameter.

The notion of a prototypical force-time function, which
can be scaled in time as well as in amplitude, is reminiscent
of the way we use coordinate systems to represent force-time
curves. Thus one might suspect that the concept is related
more to how we plot force as a function of time than to how
the brain controls movement. Nevertheless, the notion is
not biologically implausible. One can think of a spatially
organized representation that is read at a certain rate and
thus transformed into a temporally organized movement
(cf. Lashley, 1951). The speed of reading would correspond
to the rate parameter. Similarly, as the read signal is chan-
neled to the muscles, it could be amplified to variable degrees
(cf. von Holst, 1939). Thus, in principle, the notion of proto-
typical functions implies a certain degree of independence of
temporal control and force control.

The most detailed application of prototypical force-time
functions has been in models of the speed-accuracy trade-
off in rapid aimed movements. These so-called impulse-
variability models account for the trade-off in terms of
noise in the motor system (Meyer, Smith, & Wright, 1982;
Schmidt, Sherwood, Zelaznik, & Leikind, 1985; Schmidt
et al., 1979). However, it is not really necessary that proto-
typical curves specify forces; instead, they can also be
thought of as specifying kinematic characteristics (e.g.,
Heuer, Schmidt, & Ghodsian, 1995; Kalveram, 1991). In
fact, formal models of the autonomous processes of motor
control are generally somewhat diverse or even indetermi-
nate with respect to their output variables.

The motor transformation involves a number of different
variables, and in principle any of these can be taken as output
variable for models of motor-control structures. Ultimately,
of course, muscles must be activated. In fact, the concept of a
motor program has often been associated with a prestructured
sequence of muscle commands (Keele, 1968). At the other
extreme, motor-control structures can be modeled with the
trajectory of the end-effector as the output. In the first case,
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the inversion of the motor transformation is assumed to be an
integrated component of a motor-control structure. In the sec-
ond case, it is left to additional and separate processes. Al-
though the choice may be somewhat arbitrary, it implies an
assumption about whether the internal model of the inverse
motor transformation is specific for a particular type of
movement governed by a particular motor-control structure,
or whether it is generalized and thus applicable to different
types of movement.

There are some considerations and data that favor the
modeling of motor-control structures with end-effector kine-
matics as output. One consideration starts with the observa-
tion that both perception and action are externalized. For
example, we do not see the image on the retina, but objects
and their locations in the world. Similarly, awareness of our
own movements is typically not in terms of muscular con-
tractions and joint angles. Visual distances and movement
amplitudes in the external world are commensurate, whereas
proximal visual stimuli and patterns of muscular activity are
not (cf. Prinz, 1992). Thus, to be compatible with how we
perceive the world around us, movement should be repre-
sented in terms of world coordinates.

Another consideration starts with the assumption that the
variables used in motor preparation or planning should reveal
themselves by the possibility of describing them concisely as
well as by their consistency. For example, for pointing in a
two-dimensional plane as in Figure 12.2, the movement paths
approximate straight lines, whereas the relations between
joint-angles can be fairly complex. More specifically, plotting
the y coordinates of the end-effector as a function of the x
coordinates results in straight lines at least approximately,
whereas plotting the elbow angle as a function of the shoul-
der angle results in strongly curved lines. This suggests that
motor-control structures deal with the trajectory of the end-
effector, and that the time-courses of joint angles are a conse-
quence thereof (cf. Hollerbach & Atkeson, 1987). Similarly,
kinematic characteristics of single-joint movements are
highly similar for movements with and against gravity,
whereas the patterns of muscular activity are grossly different
(Virjii-Babul, Cooke, & Brown, 1994).

No matter for which kind of variable prototypical func-
tions are defined, the notion is intimately related to the invari-
ance of relative timing. The invariance is never really perfect,
but often. It can be taken as a reasonable approximation.
However, there are also clear deviations from invariance. For
example, when the target size is reduced or accuracy rather
than speed is emphasized, the relative duration of the deceler-
ation phase of aimed movements tends to increase (Fisk &
Goodale, 1989; MacKenzie et al., 1987). Moreover, the
concept of a prototypical function takes a particular relative

timing as a mandatory characteristic of a certain type of
movement which cannot easily be changed; however, when
after some practice in a particular temporal pattern the relative
timing is changed, humans do not encounter particular diffi-
culties (Heuer & Schmidt, 1988). Thus, prototypical func-
tions do not represent a valid type of model for motor-control
structures in general, but nevertheless they can capture im-
portant characteristics of some types of movement.

Generative Structures

Whereas a conceptualization of motor-control structures in
terms of prototypical functions posits stored trajectories, con-
ceptualizations in terms of generative structures posit net-
works that generate the trajectories. An example is a model
by Saltzman and Kelso (1987) that belongs to a class they
called the “task-dynamic approach.” For an aimed movement,
Saltzman and Kelso defined a reach axis that runs through the
target and the current position of the end-effector as well as an
axis orthogonal to it. These axes define an abstract task space
in which the end-effector is represented by a “task mass.” The
target position is located in the origin of the task space and is
assumed to have the characteristics of a point attractor. Thus,
wherever the task mass is in task space, it will move toward
the target governed by a set of simple equations of motion; for
the reach axis x it is mT ẍ + bT ẋ + kTx = 0, with the index T
designating parameters of the task space.

The task-dynamic approach goes beyond advance specifi-
cations of movements in task space. For example, joint
movements are derived by way of coordinate transforms.
However, for the present purpose only the highest level of the
scheme is important. At first glance there does not seem to be
much difference between describing a motor-control struc-
ture in terms of a differential equation that governs a genera-
tive structure or in terms of a solution of such an equation that
could be stored as a prototypical function. However, there
are differences. First, the parameterizations are different.
Whereas the prototypical function has a rate and an ampli-
tude parameter, the particular generative structure at hand
has abstract mass, mT, friction, bT, and stiffness, kT, parame-
ters. Variation of these parameters, for example, does not
necessarily result in relative-timing invariance. Second, and
perhaps more important, the generative structure is less
susceptible to the effects of transient perturbations. It
implements a movement characteristic called equifinality:
Movements tend to reach their target even when they are
transiently perturbed (Kelso & Holt, 1980; Polit & Bizzi,
1979; Schmidt & McGown, 1980).

Although the model of Saltzman and Kelso (1987) seems
to be more mathematically than physiologically inspired, this
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Figure 12.8 Change of the direction of the population vector as a function
of the time since presentation of an imperative stimulus (after Georgopoulos
et al., 1989).

is different with the VITE model of Bullock and Grossberg
(1988). (VITE stands for vector-integration-to-endpoint.)
The formal structure of an element of the model is illustrated
in Figure 12.7. The variable P is an internal representation of
the position of an effector, and T represents a target position.
The variable V represents the (delayed) difference, and G the
Go signal. In principle, the structure of Figure 12.7 is thought
to be multiplied for different muscles that are involved in a
voluntary movement, with V ≥ 0 for each particular muscle.

Without going into mathematical details, it is worth noting
that the difference V in the case of aimed movements is again
governed by a second-order differential equation (provided
that G is a constant). In spite of this similarity, there are sev-
eral basic differences from the model of Saltzman and Kelso
(1987), in addition to the differences with respect to the role
of physiological and psychological considerations in justify-
ing the mathematics. The structure of Figure 12.7 is a kind of
central closed-loop system. This system, however, is inoper-
ative as long as the Go signal is zero; it is energized by the Go
signal, which in addition can change across time so that the
system is no longer linear. Bullock and Grossberg (1988)
refer to a “factorization of pattern and energy.” Basically, the
Go signal allows a separation of movement planning
from movement initiation (cf. Gielen, van den Heuvel, &
van Gisbergen, 1984), which implies that processes of motor
preparation can be temporally separated from execution of
the movement, but also that movements can be initiated
before advance specification is finished.

Generative structures are not restricted to aimed move-
ments. In fact, models of generative structures for periodic
movements as they occur in locomotion are historically older.
Network models of central pattern generators had already
been proposed early in the twentieth century (Brown, 1911),
and more elaborate versions continue to be developed (e.g.,
Grossberg, Pribe, & Cohen, 1997). In more abstract models,

of course, point attractors can be replaced by limit-cycle at-
tractors which produce stable oscillations (e.g., Kay, Kelso,
Saltzman, & Schöner, 1987).

The Advance Specification of Movement Characteristics

During motor preparation an anticipatory representation of
the forthcoming movement is constructed. This representa-
tion can be described as a motor-control structure, which
allows (relatively) autonomous control of the movement in-
dependent of sensory feedback. In addition to being set up, the
structure must be specified, with the appropriate parameters.
This is a time-consuming process. Thus, variations in neces-
sary preparatory activities are reflected in reaction times. In
addition, when the available time is varied, it is possible to
trace the time course of the specification of movement char-
acteristics. Thus far, almost all studies on the advance speci-
fication of movement characteristics have employed aimed
movements or isometric contractions with different quantita-
tive characteristics, yet qualitatively different movements
have hardly been used. Therefore, little can be said about set-
ting up different motor-control structures, but more can be
said about the advance specification of parameters.

Figure 12.8 gives an example for the gradual specification
of movement direction, adapted from Georgopoulos, Lurito,
Petrides, Schwartz, and Massey (1989). These data are from
a monkey who had been trained to perform a movement to
one of eight potential targets arranged on a circle. When the
target was dimly illuminated, the monkey had to reach for it
directly, but when the luminance of the target was high, the
monkey had to perform a movement that was rotated by 90°
counterclockwise relative to the target. What is shown in
Figure 12.8 is the gradual rotation of the population vector in
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Figure 12.7 Variables of the VITE model of Bullock and Grossberg (1988)
and their interrelations.
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such trials from the direction of the target (90°) to the direc-
tion of the movement (180°). The population vector is com-
puted from the activity of directionally tuned neurons of the
motor cortex and generally points in the direction of move-
ment. Basically it is a weighted mean of the preferred direc-
tions of a sufficiently large sample of cortical units, with the
weights being derived from the spike frequencies. The rota-
tion of the population vector starts with a certain delay and
proceeds with an almost constant slope until the target direc-
tion is reached. In human subjects this kind of rotation pre-
sumably gives rise to a systematic increase of reaction time
when the angle between target and required direction of
movement is increased (Georgopoulos & Massey, 1987).

The timed-response procedure allows one to trace the
gradual specification of movement parameters from behav-
ioral data. The method has been introduced for the study of
the speed-accuracy trade-off in choice reaction time experi-
ments (Schouten & Becker, 1967), and it has been adapted to
the study of the advance specification of characteristics
of isometric contractions and movements by Ghez and
coworkers (Ghez et al., 1997; Hening, Favilla, & Ghez,
1988). Basically the method specifies a moment for the start
of the movement; typically the movement has to be initiated
in synchrony with the last of four tones which are presented
in regular intervals. At a variable time before the last tone the
target is presented, so the time available for motor specifica-
tions can be varied. The method is only suited for rapid
movements or isometric contractions with short durations, so
that the movement characteristics are largely determined in
advance and little changed during execution.

Ghez and coworkers demonstrated the gradual specifica-
tion of peak forces of isometric contractions as well as
amplitudes and directions of movements with a time course
similar to that of the neuronal population vector (cf. Figure
12.8). In addition, they showed that the gradual specifications
break down when the differences between the alternative tar-
gets become too large (Ghez et al., 1997). When the difference
between target directions is about 90° or larger, or the ratio of
target amplitudes isabout12:1or larger, the intermediatevalues
between the two targets are no longer observed, and the choice
between movement parameters becomes discrete. Thus, there
seem to be two qualitatively different modes of parameter spec-
ification, namely gradual adjustments and discrete choices.

While the timed-response procedure provides a window
into the gradual or discrete specification of movement char-
acteristics, it has not been used as extensively as chronomet-
ric procedures. The latter type of studies is largely based
on the movement precuing rationale of Rosenbaum (1980,
1983). Consider a set of four responses that differ on two di-
mensions like direction and amplitude. In a reaction time

task, before presentation of the response signal, there is thus
uncertainty with respect to both direction and amplitude, and
after presentation of the response signal–during the reaction-
time interval–both response characteristics have to be speci-
fied. When one of the dimensions is precued, it can be
specified in advance of the response signal, and only one
dimension remains to be specified after its presentation. Re-
action time should be reduced by the time it takes to specify
the precued dimension. When both dimensions are precued,
both can be specified in advance, and reaction time should be
reduced even more. In principle, if the rationale were fully
valid, the times needed to specify various movement charac-
teristics or combinations thereof could be estimated.

There are some broad conclusions that can be drawn from
the results obtained, but there are also a number of problems
that sometimes cast doubt on the general validity of the ratio-
nale (cf. Goodman & Kelso, 1980; Zelaznik, Shapiro, &
Carter, 1982). Among the broad conclusions were that move-
ment features are specified sequentially and in variable rather
than fixed order (Rosenbaum, 1983). The first of these two
broad conclusions can be doubted because the time needed
to specify two dimensions can be smaller than the sum of
the times needed to specify each of these dimensions (e.g.,
Lépine, Glencross, & Requin, 1989). In addition, timed-
response studies show essentially parallel specifications of
amplitude and direction, perhaps accompanied by some slow-
ing when two response characteristics are specified in parallel
(Favilla & De Cecco, 1996; Favilla, Hening, & Ghez, 1989).

Exceptions to the second broad conclusion seem to be rare.
Fixed order of specifications is indicated by a shortening of re-
action time when a movement dimension A is precued, which
can be observed only when movement dimension B is precued
as well, but not otherwise. This implies that the specification
of dimension B is a prerequisite for specifyingA. Such a result
would be expected when dimension B embraces qualitatively
different movements, related to different motor-control struc-
tures rather than to different parameters of a single control
structure. Qualitative variations of movement characteristics,
however, have rarely been studied, but some results of Roth
(1988) indeed suggest that precuing the direction and the
force for throwing a ball does not result in systematic reaction
time benefits as long as the type of throw is not known.

THE USE OF SENSORY INFORMATION

The use of sensory information for the control of voluntary
movement was among the historically early questions
addressed by experimental psychology. Woodworth (1899)
asked his subjects to produce reciprocal movements between
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Figure 12.9 Examples of handwriting with (upper example) and without
(lower example) vision in (a) a deafferented patient (from Teasdale et al.,
1993) and (b) a healthy girl.

two target lines in the pace of a metronome. With the partici-
pants’ eyes closed, accuracy was only little affected by
frequency, but with the participants’ eyes open, accuracy in-
creased relative to that found with closed eyes as soon as less
than about two movements per second were produced. A next
major step was a study by Keele and Posner (1968) with dis-
crete movements. Movement times were instructed, and the
movements were performed with full vision or in the dark,
with the room light being switched off at the start of the
movements. Except for the shortest movement time of about
190 ms, the percentage of movements that hit the target
was larger with than without vision. Subsequent studies
showed that the minimal duration at which accuracy gains
from the availability of vision becomes shorter—about
100 ms—when conditions with and without vision are
blocked rather than randomized (Elliott & Allard, 1985;
Zelaznik, Hawkins, & Kisselburgh, 1983). This minimal du-
ration reflects processing delays, but it also reflects the time it
takes until a change of the pattern of muscular activity has an
effect on the movement.

Woodworth (1899) distinguished between two phases of a
rapid aimed movement, an “initial adjustment” and a second
phase of “current control.” This distinction seems to imply
that accuracy should profit mainly when vision becomes
available toward the end of aimed movements. However,
even early vision can increase accuracy (Paillard, 1982), and
accuracy increases when both initial and terminal periods of
vision increase in duration (Spijkers, 1993). Thus, the view
that vision is important only in the late parts of an aimed
movement seems to be overly simplified.

From the basic findings it is clear that, in general, vision is
not really necessary for the production of movements, but
that it serves to improve accuracy. The same kind of general-
ization holds for the second important type of sensory infor-
mation for motor control, proprioception. (For tasks that
involve head movements, including stance and locomotion,
the sensors of the inner ear also become important, although
I shall neglect them here.) Regarding the role of propriocep-
tion for motor control, classic observations date back to
Lashley (1917). Due to a spinal-cord lesion, the left knee
joint of his patient was largely anesthetic and without cuta-
neous and tendon reflexes. In particular, the patient did not
experience passive movements of the joint, nor could he re-
produce them; only fairly rapid movements were noted, but
the experienced direction of movement appeared random.
However, when the patient was asked to move his foot by a
certain distance specified in inches, the movements were
surprisingly accurate, as were the reproductions of active
movements; the latter reached the accuracy of a control
subject. The basic finding that aimed movements are possible

without proprioception (and, of course, without vision also)
has been confirmed both in monkeys (e.g., Polit & Bizzi,
1979; Taub, Goldberg, & Taub, 1975) and—with local tran-
sient anesthesia—in humans (e.g., Kelso & Holt, 1980),
although, of course, without proprioception there tends to be
a reduction of accuracy.

The very fact that movements are possible without vision
and proprioception proves that motor control is not just a
closed-loop process but involves autonomous processes that
do not depend on afferent information. The very fact that
accuracy is generally increased when sensory information
becomes available proves that motor-control structures also
integrate this type of information. Beyond these basic gener-
alizations, however, the use of sensory information becomes
a highly complicated research issue because sensory infor-
mation can be of various types and serves different purposes
in motor control.

As a first example of some complexities, consider a task
like writing or drawing. Normally we have no problems writ-
ing with our eyes closed, except that the positioning of the
letters and words tends to become somewhat irregular in both
dimensions of the plane. This is illustrated in Figure 12.9b.
Figure 12.9a shows the writing of a deafferented patient both
with and without vision (Teasdale et al., 1993). The patient
had suffered a permanent loss of myelinated sensory fibers
following episodes of sensory neuropathy, which resulted in
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a total loss of sensitivity to touch, vibration, pressure, and
kinesthesia as well as an absence of tendon reflexes, although
the motor nerve conduction velocities were normal. With vi-
sion, the writing of “Il fait tiède” seems rather normal, but
without vision the placement of words, letters, and parts of
letters is severely impaired, while individual letters remain
largely intact. Similarly, in drawing ellipses with eyes closed,
single ellipses appeared rather normal, but successive el-
lipses were displaced in space. Thus, absence of sensory in-
formation affects different aspects of the skill differently, and
impairments are less severe when proprioception can serve as
a substitute for absent vision.

Target Information

Vision and proprioception serve at least two different func-
tions in motor control, which are not always clearly distin-
guished. First, they provide information about the desired
movement or target information, and, second, they provide
information about the actual movement or feedback informa-
tion. In the typical case, target information is provided by vi-
sion only, and feedback information both by proprioception
and by vision. Thus, vision provides both kinds of informa-
tion, and the effects of absent vision can be attributed to
either of them. The obvious question of whether target
information or feedback information is more important for
movement accuracy, as straightforward as it appears, cannot
unequivocally be answered. In the literature, contrasting find-
ings have been reported. For example, Carlton (1981) found
vision of the hand to be more important, whereas Elliott and
Madalena (1987) found vision of the target to be crucial for
high levels of accuracy. Perhaps the results depend on subtle
task characteristics. However, for throwing-like tasks, vision
of the target seems to be critical in general (e.g., Whiting &
Cockerill, 1974), and dissociating the direction of gaze from
the direction of the throw or shot seems to be a critical ele-
ment of successful penalties.

Specification of Spatial Targets

Targets for voluntary movements are typically defined in ex-
trinsic or extrapersonal space, whereas movements are pro-
duced and proprioceptively sensed in personal space. Both
kinds of space must be related to each other; they must be cal-
ibrated so that positions in extrinsic space can be assigned to
positions in personal space and vice versa. When we move
around, the calibration must be updated because personal
space is shifted relative to extrinsic space. Even when we do
not move around, the calibration tends to be labile. This
lability can be evidenced from the examples of handwriting

in Figure 12.9: With the writer’s eyes closed, calibration gets
lost with the passage of time, so positions of letters or parts of
them exhibit drift or random variation. This effect is much
stronger when no proprioception is available.

An interesting example of failures that are at least partly
caused by miscalibrations of extrinsic and personal space are
unintended accelerations (cf. Schmidt, 1989). These occur in
automatic-transmission cars when the transmission selector
is shifted to the drive or reverse position, typically when the
driver has just entered the car; when he or she is not familiar
with the car, this is an additional risk factor. In manual-
transmission cars, incidents of unintended acceleration are
essentially absent. According to all that is known, unintended
accelerations are caused by a misplacement of the right foot
on the accelerator pedal rather than on the brake pedal with-
out the driver’s being aware of this. Thus, when the car starts
to move, he or she will press harder, which then has the un-
expected effect of accelerating the car.

The position of the brake pedal is defined in the extrinsic
space of the car, whereas the foot placement is defined in the
personal space of the driver. In particular upon entering a car,
and more so when it is an unfamiliar car, there is the risk of
initial miscalibration. Thus, when extrinsic and personal
space are not properly aligned, the correct placement of the
foot in personal space might reach the wrong pedal in extrin-
sic space. Manual-transmission cars, in contrast, have a kind
of built-in safeguard against such an initial miscalibration,
because shifting gears requires that the clutch be operated
beforehand. Thus, before the car is set into motion, the proper
relation between foot placements and pedal positions is
established.

Calibration, in principle, requires that objects, the loca-
tions of which are defined in world coordinates, be simulta-
neously located in personal space. Mostly it is vision that
serves this purpose. However, personal space embraces not
only vision: In addition to visual space, there are also a pro-
prioceptive and a motor space, and these different spaces
must be properly aligned with each other. For example, in
order for us to reach to a visually located target, its location
must be transformed into motor space, that is, into the appro-
priate parameters of a motor control structure. In addition, its
location must be transformed into proprioceptive space, so
that we can see and feel the limb in the same position. In a
later section I shall discuss the plasticity of these relations;
here I shall focus on the question of how a visually located
spatial target is transformed into motor space.

An object can be localized visually both with respect to an
observer (egocentrically) and with respect to another object
(allocentrically or exocentrically; cf. the chapter by Proffitt &
Caudek in this volume). Geometrically the location of the
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object can be described in terms of a vector. The length
of the vector corresponds to the distance from the reference to
the object; for egocentric location the reference is a point be-
tween the eyes (the cyclopean eye), and for allocentric location
it is another object in the visual field. The direction is usually
specified by angles both in a reference plane and orthogonal to
it, but for the following its specification is of little importance.
The available data suggest that both egocentric and allocentric
localizations are used in the visual specification of targets.
Which one dominates seems to depend on task characteristics.

Figure 12.10 shows a well-known optical illusion, the
Müller-Lyer illusion. Although the length of the shaft is the
same in both figures, it appears longer in the figure with out-
going fins than in the figure with ingoing fins. Elliott and Lee
(1995) used one of the intersections as the start position and
the other intersection as the target position for aimed move-
ments. Corresponding to the difference in perceived distance
between the intersections in the two figures, movement am-
plitudes were longer with outgoing fins than with ingoing
fins (cf. Gentilucci, Chiefi, Daprati, Saetti, & Toni, 1996). In
contrast to this result, Mack, Heuer, Villardi, and Chambers
(1985) found no effect or only a very small effect of the
illusion on pointing responses.

Perhaps the critical difference to the study of Elliott and
Lee (1995) was that the participants in the study of Mack
et al. (1985) pointed not from one intersection to the other,
but from a start position in their lap to one or the other of the
two intersections. The difference between the two tasks sug-
gests that the movements were based on allocentric (visual
distance) and egocentric (visual location) information, re-
spectively. In fact, when psychophysical judgments of the
length of the shaft are replaced by judgments of the positions
of the intersections, the illusion also disappears (Gillam &
Chambers, 1985). Thus, although physically a distance is
the difference between two positions on a line, this is not
necessarily true for perceived distances and positions. This
distinction between perception of location and perception of
distance matches a distinction between different types of pa-
rameters for motor control structures, namely target positions
versus distances (cf. Bock & Arnold, 1993; Nougier et al.,
1996; Vindras & Viviani, 1998).

Specification of spatial targets in terms of distances
implies a kind of relative reference system for a single
movement: Wherever it starts, this position constitutes the

origin. A visually registered distance (and direction) is then
used to specify a movement in terms of distance (and direc-
tion) from the start position. This way of specifying move-
ment characteristics has a straightforward consequence:
Spatial errors should propagate across a sequence of move-
ments. In contrast, with a fixed reference system as implied
by the specification of target locations in terms of (egocen-
tric) positions, spatial errors should not propagate. In studies
based on this principle, Bock and Eckmiller (1986) and Bock
and Arnold (1993) provided evidence for relative reference
systems, that is, for amplitude specifications. The movements
they studied were pointing movements with the invisible
hand to a series of visual targets. However, Bock and Arnold
also noted that error propagation was less than perfect. Heuer
and Sangals (1998) used different analytical procedures, but
these were based on the same principle of error propagation
or the lack thereof. As would be expected, when only ampli-
tudes and directions were indicated to the subjects, only a rel-
ative reference system was used. However, when sequences
of target positions were shown, there was some influence of a
fixed reference system, although the movements were per-
formed on a digitizer and thus displaced from the target
presentation in a manner similar to the way a computer
mouse is used.

Gordon, Ghilardi, and Ghez (1994) provided evidence for
a reference system with the origin in the start position based
on a different rationale, again with a task in which targets
were presented on a monitor and movements were performed
on a digitizer. Targets were located on circles around the start
position. The distribution of end-positions of movements to a
single target typically has an elliptical shape. Under the as-
sumption that the target position is specified in terms of di-
rection and distance from the origin of the reference system,
the axes of the elliptical error distributions, determined by
principal component analysis, should be oriented in a partic-
ular way: The axes (one from each endpoint distribution)
should cross in the origin. It turned out that the long axes of
the error ellipses all pointed to the start position, as shown
in Figure 12.11. Corresponding findings were reported by
Vindras and Viviani (1998), who kept the target position con-
stant but varied the start position.

Amplitude specifications allow accurate movements even
when visual space and proprioceptive-motor space are not
precisely aligned. Specifically, they do not require absolute
calibration, but only relative calibration: It must be possible
to map distances correctly from one space to another, but not
positions. Of course, without absolute calibration, move-
ments may drift away from that region of space where the
targets are, as is typical with the use of a computer mouse.
Without proprioception it seems that absolute calibration is
essentially missing. In the case of the deafferented patient

Figure 12.10 The Müller-Lyer illusion.
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Figure 12.11 Elliptical end-position distributions of movements from a
start position to concentrically arranged targets; circles mark the target areas
(after Gordon et al., 1994).

mentioned above, Nougier et al. (1996) found basically cor-
rect amplitude specifications in periodic movements between
two targets, although there were gross errors in the actual
end-positions relative to the targets.

Contrasting with the evidence for amplitude specifications
or relative reference systems in tasks of the type “reaching
from one object to another,” in tasks of the type “reaching out
for an object” there is evidence for a reference system that is
fixed, with the origin being at the shoulder or at a location in-
termediate between head and shoulder (Flanders, Helms
Tillery, & Soechting, 1992). The analyses that led to this con-
clusion were again based on the assumption that errors of am-
plitude and direction should be essentially independent.
However, when the start position of the hand is varied, an in-
fluence can again be seen, but not as dominant an influence as
in the task of Gordon et al. (1994). Thus, McIntyre, Stratta,
and Lacquaniti (1998) concluded that there is a mixture
of different reference systems; in addition, errors of visual
localization are added to errors of pointing.

Taken together, the evidence suggests that target infor-
mation in general is specified both in terms of (egocentric)
positions and in terms of (allocentric) distances and direc-
tions. Localization in terms of egocentric positions requires
that, to perform a movement, the visual reference system
be transformed to a proprioceptive-motor reference system,
the first having its origin at the cyclopean eye, the latter hav-
ing its origin at the shoulder, at least for certain types of arm
movements. Localization in terms of allocentric distances
and directions requires that the visual reference system be

aligned with the proprioceptive-motor reference system in a
way that the origin is in the current position of the end-
effector. The relative importance of the two reference sys-
tems depends on task characteristics. In addition, there is
also evidence that it can be modulated intentionally
(Abrams & Landgraf, 1990).

Although spatial targets are mostly specified visually, they
can also be specified proprioceptively, and again there is evi-
dence for target specifications in terms of both position and
amplitude, with the relative importance of these being af-
fected both by task characteristics and intentions. In these ex-
periments, participants produce a movement to a mechanical
stop and thereafter reproduce this movement. When the start
position is different for the second movement, participants
can be instructed to reproduce either the amplitude of the first
movement or its end-position. The general finding is a bias
toward the target amplitude when the task is to reproduce the
end-position, and a bias toward the end-position when the
task is to reproduce the amplitude (Laabs, 1974). Although
typically the reproduction of the end-position is more accu-
rate than the reproduction of the amplitude, this is more so for
longer movements, less so for shorter ones, and it may even
be reversed for very short ones (Gundry, 1975; Stelmach,
Kelso, & Wallace, 1975).

Specification of Temporal Targets

In tasks like catching, precisely timed movements are re-
quired: The hand must be in the proper place at the proper
time and be closed with the proper timing to hold the ball. In
very simple experimental tasks, finger taps have to be syn-
chronized with pacing tones. Although the specification of
temporal targets is fairly trivial in such tasks, the findings re-
veal to which aspects of the movements temporal goals are
related. A characteristic finding is negative asynchrony, a sys-
tematic lead of the taps in the range of 20–50 ms, which, for
example, is longer for tapping with the foot than for tapping
with the finger (e.g., Aschersleben & Prinz, 1995).

The negative asynchrony is taken to indicate that the tem-
poral target is not related to the physical movement itself, but
rather to its sensory consequences, proprioceptive and tactile
ones in particular, but also additional auditory ones if they are
present. For example, because of the longer nerve-conduction
times, sensory consequences of foot movements should be
centrally available only later than sensory consequences of
hand movements; thus negative asynchrony is larger in the
former case than in the latter. When auditory feedback is
added to the taps, negative asynchrony can be manipulated by
varying the delay of the auditory feedback relative to the taps
(Aschersleben & Prinz, 1997): Negative asynchrony declines
when feedback tones are added without delay and increases
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Figure 12.12 (a) Spatial layout of a simple interceptive task. (b) Variables
in the analysis of the task; time zero is defined by the target’s reaching the
intersection.

as the delay becomes longer. With impaired tactile feedback,
sensory consequences should also be delayed centrally, and
negative asynchrony is increased (Aschersleben, Gehrke, &
Prinz, 2001).

Synchronization of movements with discrete tones is
necessarily anticipatory, provided that the interval between
successive tones is sufficiently short (Engström, Kelso, &
Holroyd, 1996). This is different in interceptive tasks. For ex-
ample, when an object is approaching and one has to perform
a frontoparallel movement that reaches the intersection of the
object path and the movement path at the same time as the
object does (cf. Figure 12.12a), it is possible in principle to
continuously adjust the distance of the hand from the inter-
section to the distance of the object. In fact, this may actually
happen if both the target object and the hand move slowly. At
least, it is true that slower movements are adjusted more ex-
tensively to the approaching target after their start than rapid
movements.

Let the start time be the time interval between the start of
the interceptive movement and the time the target object
reaches the intersection, and the temporal error be the time
between the hand’s and the target object’s reaching the inter-
section (Figure 12.12b). Then, when the movement is started
and runs off without further adjustments of its timing, the
start time should be highly correlated with the temporal error.
This strategy, in which the start time is selected according to

the expected duration of a pre-selected movement pattern, is
sometimes called operational timing (Tyldesley & Whiting,
1975). However, with temporal adjustments the correlation
between start time and error should be reduced (Schmidt,
1972). This happens when the instructed movement duration
is increased (Schmidt & Russell, 1972). Thus it seems that on
the one hand the interceptive movement can be triggered by a
particular state of the approaching object and then run off
without further adjustments, and that on the other hand the
time course of the interceptive movement can be guided by
the approaching object, with mixtures of these two modes
being possible.

In the simple task considered thus far the position of the
intersection of object path and hand path is given. This is dif-
ferent for more natural tasks. Consider hitting a target that
moves on a straight path in a frontoparallel plane like a spider
on the wall. In principle, spiders can be hit in arbitrary places,
but nevertheless the direction of the hitting movement has to
be adjusted to an anticipated position of the moving target. A
robust strategy is to adjust the lateral position of the hand to
continuously updated estimates of the target position at the
time the hand will reach the target plane; this requires an esti-
mate of the time that remains until the hand reaches the plane
and an estimate of the target’s velocity, which, however, need
not really be correct (Smeets & Brenner, 1995).

The situation is somewhat different when balls have to be
intercepted in a lateral position, either for catching them or
for hitting them. According to Peper, Bootsma, Mestre, and
Bakker (1994), the hand will be in the correct position in the
plane of interception at the right time when its lateral veloc-
ity is continuously adjusted to the current difference between
the lateral position of the hand and the approaching target, di-
vided by the time that remains until the target reaches the
plane of intersection. Proper lateral adjustments, which imply
temporal adjustments as well, are evident even in high-speed
skills like table tennis, although the relevant information is
less clear (Bootsma & van Wieringen, 1990).

What is the basis for anticipations of temporal targets? For
example, when we view an approaching ball, what allows us
to predict when it will be in some position where we can
intercept it (cf. the chapter by Proffitt & Caudek in this
volume)? The time it takes until a moving object reaches a
certain position is given by the distance of the object divided
by its velocity. This ratio has time as unit, and it specifies time
to contact with the position, provided the object moves on a
straight path with constant velocity. As noted by Lee (1976),
the information required to determine time to contact with an
approaching object, or with an object the observer is ap-
proaching, is available even without determining distance and
velocity, namely by the ratio of the size of the retinal image of
the object and its rate of change. This variable, called �, has
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become quite popular. There can be little doubt that it con-
tributes both to temporal judgments (e.g., Schiff & Detwiler,
1979) and precisely timed actions (e.g., Savelsbergh,
Whiting, & Bootsma, 1991). However, it is not the only rele-
vant information; other kinds of information, for example
binocular distance information, are used as well (Bennett, van
der Kamp, Savelsbergh, & Davids, 1999; Heuer, 1993a). In a
recent overview, Tresilian (1999) notes that the relation be-
tween rapid interceptive actions and the kind of information
used is rather flexible and in no way invariant. There is a
degree of task dependence that at present does not allow firm
generalizations about how rapid interceptive actions are
adjusted to their temporal targets.

Feedback Information

Although movements can be performed in the absence of af-
ferent information from the moving limb with an astonishing
degree of accuracy, the use of feedback information is
indicated by the effects of perturbations of feedback on per-
formance. For example, proprioceptive information can be
distorted by way of tendon vibration with a vibrator placed in
the proper position on the skin. The effect is a tonic excitation
of muscle spindles, which under normal conditions corre-
sponds to a longer muscle and correspondingly different joint
angle. If, for example, the biceps tendon is vibrated, the
elbow angle is registered as being too large. When the elbow
angle has to be matched to the elbow angle of the other arm,
the matched angle is too small, corresponding to the dis-
torted proprioceptive feedback on joint angles (Goodwin,
McCloskey, & Matthews, 1972).

Regarding the effects of distorted visual feedback, a par-
ticularly striking example has been reported by Nielsen
(1963). The participant’s task was to move one hand along a
vertical line, but the visible gloved hand was that of the ex-
perimenter and followed a curved path rather than a straight
one. Subjects attempted to correct the error so that they devi-
ated from the target line in the opposite direction. In spite of
the strong discrepancies between intended and felt movement
on the one hand and visual feedback on the other hand it took
several trials before participants came to realize that the
visible gloved hand could not be their own.

In simple movements, feedback information is function-
ally of little importance because autonomous processes of
motor control can operate on the basis of a sufficiently accu-
rate internal model of the motor transformation, so that only
little error remains for closed-loop control to operate on (ex-
cept, of course, when feedback information is distorted).
However, in tasks in which a sufficiently accurate internal
model is not available, the availability of visual feedback
gains critical importance. This is the case when we operate

sufficiently complex machines or tools which effectively add
to the normal motor transformation. Experimentally tracking
tasks are suited to exploring the role of visual feedback
(Poulton, 1957).

For example, when the movement of the hand is propor-
tional to the motion of the cursor on a screen, tracking
performance is rather robust against short periods of elimi-
nated visual feedback. However, with velocity control–with
which the position of the hand is proportional to the veloc-
ity of the cursor on the screen–even short periods of elimi-
nated feedback can bring performance down to an almost
chance level (e.g., Heuer, 1983, p. 54). Thus, visual feed-
back gains in importance the less accurate the internal
model of the transformation by a machine is. Internal mod-
els of sufficiently complex transformations seem not to be
developed, so that practice does not reduce the critical im-
portance of visual feedback (Davidson, Jones, Sirisena, &
Andreae, 2000).

Feedback information does not only serve to guide an on-
going movement; it is also required to learn and to maintain
an internal model of a transformation (cf. Jordan, 1996), pro-
vided it is not too complex. For example, Sangals (1997) had
his subjects practice a nonlinear relation between the ampli-
tude of the movement of a computer mouse and the amplitude
of the cursor movement. When visual feedback during each
movement of a sequence was eliminated and only terminal
feedback at the end of each movement was provided, the re-
lation between (visual) target amplitudes and movement am-
plitudes remained nonlinear. However, when visual feedback
was completely eliminated for a sequence of several move-
ments, the relation between (visual) target amplitudes and
movement amplitudes became linear, which is likely to be a
kind of default relation (cf. Koh & Meyer, 1991).

Feedback information can be processed at various levels
of control; that is, it can be integrated with autonomous con-
trol processes in different ways. Consider the simple task of
sine tracking: Subjects control the motion of a cursor on the
screen, with the target following a sinusoidal time course. In
principle, subjects could function like a position servo, mini-
mizing the deviation between the position of the cursor and
the position of the target. In fact, with a low frequency of tar-
get motion this may actually be the case. However, with
higher frequencies, which approach the range where perfor-
mance breaks down, human subjects produce a sinusoidal
movement and seem to adjust its frequency and phase
(Noble, Fitts, & Warren, 1955). Similar indications for the
processing of parametric feedback rather than positional
feedback have been reported by Pew (1966), but in general
the processing of parametric rather than positional feedback
has received very little attention. In everyday tasks like
driving a car it may be of critical importance; perhaps it is not
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the position of the car on the road that is controlled but,
rather, parameters like the curvature of the path.

In tasks like tracking there is not only visual feedback, but
also proprioceptive feedback, and both types of feedback are re-
lated to different objects: proprioceptive feedback to one’s own
movements, but visual feedback to the motions of a controlled
object. The relation between both types of feedback depends on
the transformation implemented by the controlled machine.
Only when the transformation is simple or well-learned, or both,
can proprioceptive feedback replace visual feedback, but in
general such intermodal matching is associated with some loss
of accuracy as compared with intramodal matching of target and
feedback information (e.g., Legge, 1965). On the other hand,
when visual and proprioceptive feedback are different but
nevertheless refer to the same object, as in the classical task of
mirror drawing, the absence of proprioceptive feedback can ac-
tually enhance performance (Lajoie et al., 1992).

Even when visual and proprioceptive feedback refer to
the same object, they are not necessarily redundant. For ex-
ample, when we use a knife, both vision and proprioception
provide information about its current position with respect to
the object to be cut. Of course, visual information is more
accurate in this respect, and as far as the spatiotemporal
characteristics of the movement are concerned, propriocep-
tive information is not really needed. However, it provides
information that is not available visually, in particular about
the resistance of the cut object. Thus, although vision is crit-
ical for registering spatiotemporal characteristics, proprio-
ception is critical for registering force characteristics. The
lack of this latter kind of information is a problem in remote
control and other tasks that followed from recent technolog-
ical developments (cf. the chapter by Klatzky & Lederman
in this volume).

An example is minimally invasive surgery (cf. Tendick,
Jennings, Tharp, & Stark, 1993). Such operations are per-
formed by means of an endoscope and instruments that are
pivoted roughly at their place of insertion into the tissue.
Although the facts that movements of the hand result in
movements of the tip of the instrument in the opposite direc-
tion and that the gain of lateral movements depends on trans-
lational movements seem not to pose severe practical
problems, the lack of appropriate force feedback seems to be
more critical. In particular, there is only poor proprioceptive
information about reactive forces at the tip of the instrument,
so there is the risk of damage to the tissue operated on.

Sensory Information for Motor Control and Perception

Much of the sensory information that is involved in the con-
trol of movements apparently has no access to consciousness.

Folklore knows that one just has to do it without attending too
much to how it is done. In fact, Wulff, Höß, and Prinz (1998)
found better learning of gross motor skills when the attention
of the learners was focused on the effects of the movements
rather than on the movements themselves, for example on a
stabilometer platform rather than on the feet (for review, see
Wulf & Prinz, 2001). It is not only that we do not perceive our
movements in all details—for example, in skills like the long
jump we do not normally perceive the details of the move-
ments of our extremities (Voigt, 1933)—but, in addition, our
movements can be more precise than would be expected
from the limits of our perceptual skills. This was not only one
of the major claims of a motor branch of the so-called
Ganzheitspsychologie (Klemm, 1938), but it has also been
emphasized in more recent times. For example, McLeod,
McLaughlin, and Nimmo-Smith (1985) ascribed the very
small temporal variability in batting of only a few millisec-
onds to the functioning of a dedicated special-purpose mech-
anism. In any case, hitting a falling ball at a certain position
of its path is more precise than pressing a key when the ball
reaches the same position (Bootsma, 1989).

Clinical cases illustrate that humans can reach to visual
targets that they do not perceive, provided that the blind areas
of the visual field (scotoma) are caused by certain lesions
(e.g., Campion, Latto, & Smith, 1983; Perenin & Jeannerod,
1978). This phenomenon has become known as blindsight. In
addition, clinical data give evidence of double dissociations.
For example, some patients can identify and describe objects,
but they cannot use the information about size, form, and
orientation of the objects to grasp them; other patients, in
contrast, cannot perceive these features of objects, but never-
theless can grasp them (Goodale & Milner, 1992).

The dissociability of visual information for perception and
for motor control supports a theoretical distinction that has
received much attention during the last 20 years. Basing their
idea mainly on lesion studies, Ungerleider and Mishkin
(1982) proposed the distinction between two cortical visual
systems, one involving the inferotemporal cortex and the
other the posterior parietal cortex (ventral stream and dorsal
stream, respectively). In functional terms, these two systems
have been characterized as the what system and the where
system, the former serving object identification and the latter
space perception. Alternatively, they are characterized func-
tionally as the what system and the how system, the former
being in the service of perception and the latter in the service
of motor control (e.g., Goodale & Humphrey, 1998; Goodale
& Milner, 1992). This latter functional characterization does
largely coincide with a distinction between a cognitive and a
sensorimotor system (Bridgeman, Kirch, & Sperling, 1981;
Bridgeman, Lewis, Heit, & Nagle, 1979).
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The evidence for the functional separation of a cognitive
and a sensorimotor system is based on differences between
psychophysical judgments and motor responses to identical
stimuli. For example, Bridgeman, Peery, and Anand (1997)
exploited the long-known effect of asymmetric stimuli in the
visual field on the perceived direction of a target. They pre-
sented targets within a frame which was centered or shifted to
the left or to the right. The target could appear in five differ-
ent positions, and participants had to give their judgments by
pressing one of five keys immediately after the stimulus had
disappeared. For these perceptual judgments there was a
clear effect of the position of the frame: When the frame was
shifted to the left, judgments were shifted to the right, and
vice versa. In contrast, when participants had to rotate a
pointer so that it pointed to the target just presented, about
half the participants exhibited no effect of the position of the
frame. This was so although the response mode varied ran-
domly and was cued only after the target had disappeared.

When delays of a few seconds between the disappearance
of the target and the response were introduced, all partici-
pants showed effects of the frame position on pointing.
Bridgeman et al. (1997) took their findings to indicate that the
sensorimotor representation of the target is short-lived and
overridden by the cognitive representation when the delay
between disappearance of the target and response becomes
sufficiently long. In some subjects the sensorimotor represen-
tation might even be so short-lived that it hardly survives the
target presentation.

Although the what versus how distinction currently has a
dominant influence, it is most likely a simplification. Pro-
cessing of visual information is widely distributed across
the brain, and so is motor control. Thus, it is easy to conceive
of a set of systems that for different kinds of responses make
use of different combinations of the various neural represen-
tations of the visual world. From such a perspective, there
would be a multiplicity of perception-action systems, for
which there is indeed evidence in other primates than humans
(cf. Goodale & Humphrey, 1998).

MOTOR COORDINATION

In a general sense, coordination is a characteristic of almost
any skilled movement, in that skilled performance requires
fairly precise relations between various kinematic, kinetic,
and physiological variables. For example, in cranking (and
related tasks like pedaling), force pulses need to be precisely
timed to occur during a certain phase of the rotation of the
crank or pedal (cf. Glencross, 1970); in rapid finger tapping,
muscle activity of flexors and extensors must be timed to

occur at certain phases of the movement cycle (Heuer, 1998);
in reaching for an object, the opening of the fingers must be
related to the movement of the hand toward the object (e.g.,
Jeannerod, 1984); and so on. With this broad meaning, the
term coordination becomes almost equivalent to motor con-
trol. However, for this section I use a narrower meaning in
that I focus on the coordinated movements of different effec-
tors, mainly the two arms (interlimb coordination).

Task Constraints and Structural Constraints

Coordinated movements of the two hands are largely deter-
mined by the task constraints. For example, the coordination
pattern for sweeping with a broom is different from that for
bathing a baby. This certainly is not a fact that deserves elab-
oration. However, there are more subtle consequences of task
constraints. Perhaps the most important of these is compen-
satory covariation.

As an example, consider the lip aperture in speaking. A
particular lip aperture can be achieved by various combina-
tions of the positions of the upper lip, the lower lip, and the
jaw. These positions exhibit compensatory covariation such
that, for example, a high position of the upper lip will be ac-
companied by higher positions of the lower lip and/or the
jaw, and a low position of the upper lip by lower positions of
the lower lip and/or the jaw (Abbs, Gracco, & Cole, 1984).
Compensatory covariation can be observed not only when lip
positions vary spontaneously, but also when they are per-
turbed by means of some mechanical device (Kelso, Tuller,
Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Fowler, 1984). A task similar to reach-
ing a certain lip aperture is that of grasping an object with a
precision grip, wherein there is compensatory covariation of
the positions of thumb and index finger (Darling, Cole, &
Abbs, 1988).

Compensatory covariation can be seen as a way to reduce
the degrees of freedom in motor control. In addition, com-
pensatory covariation contributes to solving the problem of
achieving a stable movement outcome in spite of variable
components. For example, with the appropriate covariation
of lip and jaw positions, lip aperture will hardly vary. In fact,
the principle of compensatory covariation seems to be a gen-
eral principle of stabilizing movement outcomes (Müller,
2001) which is not restricted to tasks in which different limbs
are involved.

A highly illustrative task for compensatory covariations is
throwing a ball a certain distance. For physical reasons, when
the initial flight angle varies, the initial velocity of the ball
has to covary to reach a certain target distance. In particular,
with an initial angle of 45° the initial velocity has to be small-
est, and it has to be increased as the initial flight angle
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Figure 12.13 Equal-outcome curve for a particular dart-throwing task.
When the target is an area rather than a point, deviations from the curve are
permitted, so that it becomes an area in which initial velocity and flight angle
of successful throws must be located (after Müller, 2001).

deviates from 45°, provided that the height at which the ball
is released is also the height at which the target is located.
Conforming to these task constraints, Stimpel (1933) ob-
served positive correlations across series of throws to a cer-
tain target position between initial velocity and the absolute
deviation of the initial flight angle from 45°. It is not fully
clear how the particular covariation is established, but there
is the possibility that subjects produce equifinal trajectories
of the hand such that across time initial flight angle and ve-
locity covary in the proper way; thereby the proper relation is
established independent of the precise time at which the ball
is released (Müller & Loosch, 1999).

The plot of the relation between initial velocities and ini-
tial flight angles required for a certain outcome of the throws
can be thought of as an equal-outcome curve (Heuer, 1989).
Figure 12.13 gives an example for a particular dart-throwing
task, which also shows that with a target of a certain width,
deviations from the bull’s-eye-outcome curve have different
consequences for accuracy depending on where on the curve
subjects operate. In principle, equal-outcome curves can be
determined for all sorts of tasks and for various sets of com-
ponent variables. They specify how components of a skill
must be related to each other in the service of satisfying the
task constraints. In fact, this kind of analysis can become
considerably more complex than what can be represented in
terms of equal-outcome curves (or perhaps areas). An exam-
ple is the analysis of juggling by Beek (1989).

The very fact that components of a motor pattern covary in
the service of achieving particular outcomes has been taken as
evidence for the existence of movement Gestalts (Bewegungs-
gestalten) by Stimpel (1933) and his advisor Klemm (1938),

a notion that is analogous to perceptual Gestalts (see the chap-
ter by Palmer in this volume). The core of the notion of a
Bewegungsgestalt is the idea that the whole dominates its
components and is more precise than expected from the com-
ponents’ variabilities. Although these notions appear fairly
outdated now, it cannot be overlooked that they anticipate
synergetic concepts (Haken, 1982) that currently play an im-
portant role in the study of motor coordination (cf. Kelso,
1994; Schöner, 1994). One of the core concepts is that of an
order parameter (or collective variable) that enslaves the com-
ponent variables, so that higher level variables are not simply
the result of lower level variables, but dominate the lower
level variables instead. This general idea is captured by mod-
els like the task-dynamic model of Saltzman and Kelso (1987)
and the knowledge model of Rosenbaum, Loukopoulos,
Meulenbroek, Vaughan, and Engelbrecht (1995).

Coordination in the service of satisfying task constraints is
flexible: That is, patterns of covariation between certain ef-
fectors that can be observed when one task is performed may
be absent when a different task is performed (e.g., Kelso
et al., 1984). Nevertheless, for biologically important tasks
like standing, locomotion, eating, and so on, there may be
more rigid coordination patterns that not only support these
tasks, but may also impede performance of sufficiently dif-
ferent tasks. Although it is not certain that such more rigid
coordination patterns for biologically important tasks are in-
deed the origin of structural constraints on coordination, it is
certain that structural constraints do exist. Basically, they
limit the range of task-specific coordination patterns; while
they support the production of certain patterns, they tend to
impede the production of deviating patterns.

Structural constraints support symmetrical movements of
the two arms. Thus, mirror writing with the left hand be-
comes a fairly simple task when it is performed concurrently
with normal writing of the right hand (Jung & Fach, 1984).
The other side of the coin is the difficulty we encounter
when we attempt to produce different spatiotemporal patterns
concurrently with the two hands. Although it is certainly not
true that both hands are constrained to act as a unit in the
sense of having a common timing (Kelso, Southard, & Good-
man, 1979; Schmidt et al., 1979), bimanual movements tend
toward identical durations, and only with strictly required
different target durations can this tendency be overcome
(Spijkers, Tachmatzidis, Debus, Fischer, & Kausche, 1994).
Other deviations from strict symmetry are easier to achieve,
but nevertheless there is a widespread tendency for dif-
ferent movements with the two hands not to be as different
as they should be; the systematic errors here point to the
symmetric patterns that are the ones supported by structural
constraints.
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Figure 12.14 Potentials V(�) as specified by Haken et al. (1985) for dif-
ferent ratios of b�a of the parameters.

The nature of structural constraints on coordination and
their combination with task constraints or task-related inten-
tions is nicely captured by perhaps the most influential model
of motor coordination and its developments (Haken, Kelso, &
Bunz, 1985). This model applies to tasks that require concur-
rent oscillations of at least two effectors, for example, the two
hands. When these oscillatory movements are produced sym-
metrically, there is essentially no difficulty in speeding them
up as far as this is possible. However, when they are produced
asymmetrically, the phase relation between the oscillations is
less stable, and occasionally symmetric movement cycles in-
trude (Cohen, 1971). When the asymmetric movements are
speeded up, stability is reduced even more, provided that sub-
jects are instructed to maintain the asymmetric phase relation
(Lee, Blandin, & Proteau, 1996). However, with a “let it go”
instruction, subjects tend to switch to symmetric movements
at a certain critical frequency (Kelso, 1984).

Haken et al. (1985) modeled these phenomena in terms of
what came later to be called an intrinsic coordination dynam-
ics. The model was formulated at two levels, the level of actual
movements and the level of an order parameter that captures
the relation between the periodic movements. Basically, at the
kinematic level two nonlinear oscillators were posited, one for
each effector, with a nonlinear coupling in addition. Relative
phase � was chosen as the order parameter (or collective vari-
able); this is the phase difference between the two oscillatory
movements. For this variable the dynamics were specified
based mainly on formal considerations: �

�
= –a sin � –

2b sin 2�. Better known is the formulation in terms of a po-
tential function V with �

�
= dV�d�, V = –a cos � – b

cos 2�. This potential, which is illustrated in Figure 12.14, has
stable equilibria at � = n�, n = 0, �1, �2, . . . , provided the
parameters a and b are within certain ranges. Stable equilibria
are characterized by �

�
’s being positive for smaller values of �

and negative for larger values, so that relative phase will drift
back to the equilibrium angle whenever it deviates as a conse-
quence of some perturbation; in the potential function, stable
equilibria are characterized by minima.

The ratio of the parameters a and b is hypothesized to de-
pend on movement frequency, b becoming relatively smaller
as frequency increases. When it becomes sufficiently small,
the stable equilibria at � = m�, m = �1, �3, �5, . . . disap-
pear (cf. Figure 12.14). This corresponds to the observation
that, as the frequency increases, only symmetric oscillations
(in-phase oscillations in formal terms) are maintained while
asymmetric oscillations (anti-phase oscillations) tend to
switch to symmetric ones.

This account of the switch is based pretty much on formal
considerations, and other models are available with stronger
reference to physiological or psychological considerations or

both (Grossberg et al., 1997; Heuer, 1993b). In addition, the
prediction that the switch should be associated with reduced
movement amplitudes (Haken et al., 1985) is not necessarily
correct (Peper & Beek, 1998). Nevertheless, the model cap-
tures nicely the soft nature of structural constraints, and an
extension of it illustrates how structural constraints bias per-
formance when they deviate from task constraints or task-
related intentions.

Yamanishi, Kawato, and Suzuki (1980) asked their sub-
jects to produce bimanual sequences of finger taps at various
phase relations. The stability of phasing was highest with
synchronous taps (relative phase of 0°), second highest with
alternating taps (relative phase of 180°), and lower at all other
relative phases. In addition the mean relative phases were bi-
ased toward the stable relative phases at 0° and 180°. Schöner
and Kelso (1988) modeled these effects by way of adding a
term to the intrinsic dynamics that reflects the “intention” to
reach a target relative phase �, so that the potential becomes
V = – a cos � – b cos 2� – c cos((� – �)�2). When the
intended relative phase � differs from � = 0° and � = 180°,
the minima of this potential are broader, corresponding to
an increased variability, and shifted away from the intended
relative phase, corresponding to the observed systematic
biases.

Basic Structural Constraints on Coordination

Structural constraints on coordination are indicated by sys-
tematic errors. They have been studied mainly by means of
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two different types of task, the one involving sequences of
movements with different effectors and the other discrete
movements, mostly of short duration. By and large there
seem to be no striking discrepancies between the conclusions
based on the two types of experimental paradigm, although
the precise relation between them is not fully clear. For ex-
ample, one cannot exclude that certain constraints may
evolve gradually so that they are effective for sequences of
movements, but not for brief discrete ones.

A highly consistent finding is that periodic oscillations of
the upper limbs are more stable when they are performed
symmetrically than when they are performed asymmetrically.
The same kind of observation has also been made for bi-
manual circle drawing (e.g., Carson, Thomas, Summers,
Walkers, & Semjen, 1997). However, the symmetry con-
straint, which favors the concurrent activation of homologous
muscle groups, is not universal; in addition, there is a bias to-
ward identical movement directions (e.g., Serrien, Bogaerts,
Suy, & Swinnen, 1999). This is particularly obvious for peri-
odic movements with nonsymmetric effectors. For example,
Baldissera, Cavallari, and Civaschi (1982) and Baldissera,
Cavallari, Marini, and Tassone (1991) found that concurrent
up-and-down movements of foot and hand in identical direc-
tions are more precisely coordinated than concurrent move-
ments in opposite directions. Thus, although essentially there
is always a preferred phase relation for periodic movements
of different effectors, which phase relation this is depends on
the particular effectors chosen and their plane of motion.

A second highly consistent finding is related to the timing
of bimanual response sequences. Such sequences are simple
when they have the same frequency, and they are also fairly
accurately produced when the frequencies are harmonically
related, that is, by integer ratios. However, for polyrhythms
performance deteriorates (e.g., Klapp, 1979). For this it is not
essential that the polyrhythms are produced by the two hands,
but poor or even chance performance can also be observed
in vocal-manual tasks (Klapp, 1981). There seems to be a
general rule that the variability of the temporal errors of indi-
vidual responses increases as the product mn for m : n
rhythms increases (Deutsch, 1983); for example, variability
is higher with a 2 : 5 (mn = 20) than with a 2 : 3 (mn = 6)
rhythm. When the overall rate of polyrhythms is increased,
not only does performance become poorer, but in addition
complex rhythms may switch to less complex ones, like 2 : 5
to 1 : 2 (e.g., Peper, 1995).

The observations on polyrhythms have been taken to sug-
gest the existence of a unitary timing-control mechanism for
movements of the two hands (Deutsch, 1983). In fact, formal
analyses of polyrhythm production in terms of timer models

(cf. Vorberg & Wing, 1996) generally reveal integrated
control, in which the timing of a response with the one
hand can be relative to a preceding response with the other
hand (Jagacinski, Marshburn, Klapp, & Jones, 1988; Klapp
et al., 1985; Summers, Rosenbaum, Burns, & Ford, 1993).
The difficulty in the production of polyrhythms is then basi-
cally related to the complexity of the integrated timing
control structure. Only recently evidence has been reported
according to which professional pianists can exhibit parallel
timing control for the two hands when they produce
polyrhythms at rapid rates (Krampe, Kliegl, Mayr, Engbert,
& Vorberg, 2000). Except for such a select population, how-
ever, temporal coupling appears to be so tight that tasks that
apparently require decoupling are performed in a way that
maintains a unitary timing control.

Relatively little research effort has been invested in the
study of sequences of bimanual movements with different
amplitudes. Franz, Zelaznik, and McCabe (1991) studied the
concurrent production of periodic lines and circles with the
two hands. Drawing circles with one hand requires periodic
oscillations with the same amplitudes along both axes of the
plane, while drawing lines with the other hand requires a pe-
riodic oscillation along only one axis; however, for the other
axis, one can think of a periodic oscillation with zero ampli-
tude. Franz et al. found that both the lines and the circles be-
came elliptical (Figure 12.15). Thus, the different amplitudes
of the oscillations became more similar in the bimanual task:
The larger amplitude oscillations in drawing circles were re-
duced in amplitude, and the zero-amplitude oscillations in
drawing lines were enhanced in amplitude. More straightfor-
wardly, such an amplitude assimilation for periodic move-
ments was shown by Spijkers and Heuer (1995) and by Franz
(1997), both for lines (that is, one-dimensional oscillations)
and for circles (that is, two-dimensional oscillations). In ad-
dition, Spijkers and Heuer (1995) found that the amplitude
assimilation became stronger as the frequency of oscillations
was increased.

Kelso, Tuller, and Harris (1983) had their subjects oscil-
late a finger and concurrently repeat the syllable stock. When
every second syllable had to be stressed, there was an invol-
untary increase of the amplitude of the accompanying finger
movement; similarly, voluntarily increased finger amplitudes
were accompanied by involuntary stresses of the syllable.
These findings, which have been confirmed by Chang and
Hammond (1987), suggest that, in addition to amplitude
assimilation, changes of amplitude might overflow to other
effectors.

For a more systematic exploration of the contralateral ef-
fects of large-to-small or small-to-large amplitude changes,
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Figure 12.15 (a) Periodic lines drawn with one hand when with the other
nothing was done or lines and circles were drawn concurrently; (b) periodic
circles drawn with one hand when with the other hand nothing was done or
circles and lines were drawn concurrently (after Franz et al., 1991).

Spijkers and Heuer (1995; Heuer, Spijkers, Kleinsorge, &
Steglich, 2000) studied conditions in which one hand had to
produce constant-amplitude oscillations and the other hand
oscillations with alternating short and long amplitudes. They
found that the requirement to change the amplitude in the one
hand produced a contralateral effect in addition to the one ob-
served with constant-amplitude oscillations. Specifically,
after a change from a short to a long amplitude, the amplitude
of the contralateral hand was larger than when only long am-
plitudes were repeated, and after a change from a long to a
short amplitude the amplitude of the contralateral hand was
smaller than when only short amplitudes were repeated.
These findings indicate that cross-manual effects result not
only from concurrent execution of different amplitudes, but
perhaps also from cross-talk between processes of amplitude
specifications. This is also indicated by the observation
that contralateral involuntary amplitude modulations can be

produced not only by movements of alternating short and
long amplitudes, but also by the imagery of such movements
(Heuer, Spijkers, Kleinsorge, & van der Loo, 1998).

Discrete-movement studies give clear evidence of a tight
temporal coupling in that movements of different amplitude
and accuracy requirements tend to be of (almost) the same du-
ration (Kelso et al., 1979; Marteniuk, MacKenzie, & Baba,
1984). However, amplitude assimilation is only weak and
tends to be asymmetrical in that the amplitude of a shorter
movement is increased, while the amplitude of the concurrent
longer movement is only slightly or not at all reduced
(Heuer, Spijkers, Kleinsorge, van der Loo, & Steglich, 1998;
Marteniuk et al., 1984; Sherwood, 1991). The tighter temporal
thanspatial coupling is also indicatedby the typicalfinding that
movement durations are more strongly correlated across trials
than movement amplitudes (e.g., Sherwood, 1991).

Structural constraints on coordination are double-faced:
On the one hand, they support the performance of certain
tasks, like the production of strictly symmetric movements of
the upper limbs, and on the other hand they impede the per-
formance of other tasks, like the production of asymmetric
movements. Together with the basically soft nature of struc-
tural constraints, this suggests that their strength might be
modulated depending on task requirements. In particular,
their strength might be enhanced when this is appropriate for
the task at hand, and it might be reduced when this is appro-
priate. Such a task-related modulation of structural con-
straints on coordination does indeed exist.

Sherwood (1991) found higher intermanual correlations
between the amplitudes of discrete rapid reversal movements
when same amplitudes rather than different amplitudes were
required. The same result was reported by Heuer, Spijkers,
Kleinsorge, van der Loo, and Steglich (1998), who in addi-
tion found aftereffects such that the intermanual amplitude
correlation was higher subsequent to same-amplitude move-
ments than following different-amplitude movements, and by
Steglich, Heuer, Spijkers, and Kleinsorge (1999) for peak
forces of isometric contractions with same and different tar-
get forces for the two hands.

Rinkenauer, Ulrich, and Wing (2001) showed for isomet-
ric contractions that the requirement to produce different
peak forces is associated not only with a reduction of the in-
termanual correlation between peak forces, but also with a re-
duction of the intermanual correlation between rise times.
Similarly, when different rise times were to be produced in
another experiment, both the correlations between rise times
and between amplitudes were reduced. These findings indi-
cate that the decoupling, which can be observed when differ-
ent movements or isometric contractions are to be produced
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with the two hands, is a generalized phenomenon which is
not restricted to the movement characteristic, that is actually
different. In addition, coupling with respect to peak forces
can be more easily modulated than temporal coupling; in
fact, peak forces can be fully decoupled, but timing cannot.

In right-handed people, the right and left hands take
different roles in bimanual actions: The typical function as-
signed to the left hand is holding, while the right hand per-
forms manipulations relative to the left one. Generalizing this
typical assignment of functions, Guiard (1987) characterized
the left and right hand as macrometric and micrometric,
respectively. Whereas the left hand is specialized for large-
amplitude and low-frequency movements, the right hand is
specialized for accurate small-amplitude and high-frequency
movements. This characterization of the two hands, together
with the typical functions assigned to them in bimanual tasks,
suggests that structural constraints on coordination may be
asymmetric. Although the results on lateral asymmetries in
bimanual tasks tend to be somewhat unreliable, there seem to
be at least two consistent findings.

The first finding is that bimanual tasks are easier when
lower-frequency movements are assigned to the left hand and
higher-frequency movements to the right hand than with the
opposite assignment of movements to hands. This is true for
oscillatory movements (Gunkel, 1962) and discrete finger
taps (Ibbotson & Morton, 1981; Peters, 1981). An example is
tapping a steady beat with the left hand and a certain rhythm
with the right hand. With the opposite assignment the task is
harder, and when performance breaks down, it is typically in
the right hand, which also starts to produce the rhythm as-
signed to the left hand. Thus, conforming to Guiard’s (1987)
notion of macrometric and micrometric functional specializa-
tions of the two hands, task assignments that conform to these
specializations are easier than task assignments that violate
them. Also conforming to Guiard’s notion, Spijkers and
Heuer (1995) observed stronger assimilations of movement
amplitudes when large-amplitude oscillations were produced
with the right hand and small-amplitude oscillations with the
left hand than with the opposite assignment of amplitudes to
hands.

A second rather consistent finding is a lead of the right
hand in bimanual tasks like circle drawing (Stucchi &
Viviani, 1993; Swinnen, Jardin, & Meulenbroek, 1996).
Stucchi and Viviani (1993) hypothesized that in particular the
timing of bimanual movements might originate from the
hemisphere contralateral to the dominant hand. This hypoth-
esis has received some support from a PET study (Viviani,
Perani, Grassi, Bettinardi, & Fazio, 1998), and it is consistent
with the evidence for tight temporal coupling (or unitary
timing mechanisms) in bimanual tasks.

Levels of Coupling

Structural constraints on coordination can largely be under-
stood as resulting from cross-talk between signals involved
in motor control, specifically as a product of coupling, so that
movements become more similar than intended. Formally,
coupling terms are basic ingredients of dynamic models like
the well-known model of Haken et al. (1985). However, these
models collapse different kinds of coupling that may exist at
different levels of motor control. Such levels can be distin-
guished both in functional and in anatomical terms. Here I
shall focus on functionally defined levels. However, it may
be worth mentioning that in anatomical terms there is some
evidence for different origins of temporal and spatial cou-
pling. For example, split-brain patients give no indication of
a relaxed temporal coupling; if anything, temporal coupling
becomes tighter (Preilowski, 1972; Tuller & Kelso, 1989). In
contrast, spatial coupling seems to be relaxed in split-brain
patients (Franz, Eliassen, Ivry, & Gazzaniga, 1996).

In functional terms, Marteniuk and MacKenzie (1980;
Marteniuk et al., 1984) suggested a distinction between an
execution level and a programming level, with cross-talk ef-
fects originating at both levels. There can be little doubt
about the existence of cross-talk at the execution level. This
kind of cross-talk reveals itself in the form of associated or
mirror movements, that is, involuntary movements that ac-
company voluntary movements of the other hand. These can
be observed in healthy adults (e.g., Durwen & Herzog, 1989,
1992; Todor & Lazarus, 1986), but they tend to be more con-
spicuous under a variety of neurological conditions or in chil-
dren when inhibitory mechanisms, which serve to focus the
basic bilateral innervation unilaterally, are impaired or not
yet fully developed (McDowell & Wolff, 1997; Schott &
Wyke, 1981). Models that rely on cross-talk at the execution
level can account for several observations on, for example,
bimanual circle drawing (Cattaert, Semjen, & Summers,
1999). Nevertheless, there are some results that strongly
favor the notion of coupling during motor programming (or
parametric cross-talk) in addition to cross-talk at the execu-
tion level.

Figure 12.16 shows some data obtained with the timed-
response procedure (Heuer, Spijkers, Kleinsorge, van der
Loo, & Steglich, 1998). The task of the participants was to
produce bimanual reversal movements with short or long am-
plitudes. Movements were to be initiated in synchrony with
the last of four pacing tones, and cues were presented at vari-
able cuing intervals before the last tone. The cues indicated
the amplitudes of the movements, which could be short-
short, long-long, short-long, and long-short. Participants had
been instructed to prepare for movements with intermediate
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Figure 12.16 (a) Mean amplitudes of short and long reversal movements as a function of the cuing interval in a timed-response experiment, shown separately
for the left and right hand and the target amplitude of the other hand. (b) Correlations between amplitudes of bimanual reversal movements for the four different
amplitude combinations (after Heuer, Spijkers, Kleinsorge, van der Loo, & Steglich, 1998).

amplitudes and then to produce amplitudes according to the
cues as far as this was possible.

The continuous lines in Figure 12.16a show how, with in-
creasing preparation time, short and long movements reach
their final amplitudes, beginning at an intermediate default
amplitude. Broken lines show the temporal evolution of
the short and long movement amplitudes when the target am-
plitude for the other hand was different, long and short, re-
spectively. With long cuing intervals the already described
asymmetric amplitude assimilation was found in that the am-
plitude of the short movement was enhanced by the concur-
rent requirement to produce a long-amplitude movement

with the other hand, whereas the long-amplitude movement
was not affected by the concurrent short-amplitude move-
ment of the other hand. However, at short intervals there was
also a transient reduction of the long amplitude, although the
amplitude difference of the two hands was actually smaller
than at long cuing intervals. In Figure 12.16b the correlations
between the amplitudes of the two hands are shown: They
stay at a high level for same-amplitude movements as the
cuing interval increases, but they are rapidly reduced for dif-
ferent-amplitude movements. These basic findings have been
replicated for different amplitude differences of the two
hands (Heuer, Kleinsorge, Spijkers, & Steglich, 2001) and
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also for isometric contractions with same and different forces
(Steglich et al., 1999).

The data of Figure 12.16a reflect the gradual specification
of movement amplitudes, and they reveal a transient para-
metric coupling, that is, a coupling that is gradually relaxed
when required by the task. This is also indicated by the inter-
manual correlations shown in Figure 12.16b. Parametric cou-
pling does apply to concurrent specifications of movement
parameters, but not to the time-varying force signals or other
execution-related signals during actual performance of the
movements. Thus it should also show up in reaction time,
that is, before bimanual movements are actually initiated, and
it should show up even in unimanual tasks, provided that
parametric specifications for the movement executed have
temporal overlap with parametric specifications for a move-
ment with the other hand that is not produced concurrently.
There is indeed some evidence for such effects with move-
ments of the two hands with same and different amplitudes
(Spijkers, Heuer, Kleinsorge, & van der Loo, 1997; Spijkers,
Heuer, Kleinsorge, & Steglich, 2000).

Although parametric coupling seems to be transient as far
as amplitude and peak-force specifications are concerned,
this is different for temporal specifications. As reviewed
above, for different target durations correlations between
movement durations do not decline as strongly as correla-
tions between peak forces do. Thus, there is a stronger static
component to the parametric coupling, which accounts for
the fact that it is extremely hard or even impossible to
produce different temporal patterns with the two hands con-
currently. If this is indeed the case, one would expect that
reaction time for the choice between a left-hand and a right-
hand movement is longer when movements with different
rather than same temporal characteristics are assigned to the
two hands. The reason is that same temporal characteristics
can be prepared concurrently in advance of the response sig-
nal (or perhaps immediately after presentation as long as the
choice of the correct response is not yet finished), whereas
this is impossible for different temporal characteristics. Such
reaction-time differences do exist (see Heuer, 1990, for a re-
view; Heuer, 1995).

FLEXIBILITY OF MOTOR CONTROL

The motor transformation, the relation between motor com-
mands and resulting movements, is variable. On a short time
scale, variations arise when we handle objects, tools, and ma-
chines, and when we move in different directions relative to
gravity. On a longer time scale, variations result from body
growth and other bodily changes. As a consequence of such

variations, the internal model of the motor transformation,
which captures the relations between motor commands, pro-
prioceptive information, and visual information, must be
flexible. To study this flexibility experimentally, the relations
can be modified by way of transforming the normal visual
input; in addition, they can be modified by way of adding ex-
ternal forces. I shall consider the flexibility of motor control
in both respects in turn.

Adapting and Adjusting to New
Visuo-Motor Transformations

Various kinds of optical transformations can be used to
change the usual relation between movements (motor com-
mands and proprioceptive movement information) and their
visual effects (cf. Welch, 1978, for an overview). The history
of such research dates back to the late nineteenth century,
when Stratton (1896, 1897a, 1897b) used spectacles that
served to turn the visual world upside down. Later Kohler
(e.g., 1964) pursued this line of research with various sorts of
distorting spectacles. All in all, the perceptual consequences
of such severe transformations of the visual world are ex-
tremely complex and difficult, if not impossible, to under-
stand. However, as far as motor behavior is concerned, this
generally comes to appear fairly normal, even if adaptation
can take several days.

A somewhat different and simpler type of transformation
of the visual world was introduced by Helmholtz (1867),
namely the use of wedge prisms, which serve to shift the vi-
sual world laterally. When no visual background (or only a
homogeneous one) is available, the distorting effects of
wedge prisms can be neglected and the consequence of the
shifted egocentric visual direction can be studied. A typical
lateral displacement is 11°. Thus, when participants are in-
structed to point to a target that is visually displaced to the
right, their movements will end to the right of the physical
target. When they receive feedback on the pointing errors,
these will gradually disappear in the course of a series of
movements. In principle the disappearance of the systematic
pointing errors could be due to strategic corrections, that is,
to simply pointing to the left of the perceived target. Alterna-
tively, it can be due to a change of the internal model of the
visuo-motor transformation. More revealing than the disap-
pearance of the pointing error in the exposure phase is the
negative aftereffect that can be observed after removal of the
wedge prisms. Now, without visual feedback, subjects tend to
point in the opposite direction, that is, to the left of the target
when it had been visually displaced to the right. Negative
aftereffects can also be observed when the prism strength is
gradually increased in the exposure period with concurrent
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displacements of the physical target so that it remains in a
constant egocentric direction; with this procedure, systematic
pointing errors are masked by random errors and are not
noticed by the subjects (Howard, 1968).

Prism adaptation implies some kind of change of the in-
ternal model of the motor transformation. What is the nature
of this change? A first point to note is that it is generalized
and not restricted to the particular movement performed dur-
ing prism exposure. Instead, an exposure period with a single
visual target results in negative aftereffects not only for this
particular target, but for a range of targets in different direc-
tions, and when prismatic displacement is different for tar-
gets in different directions, aftereffects reveal a kind of linear
interpolation for targets in between (Bedford, 1989). Beyond
the generalization across the work space, the aftereffect is not
even restricted to pointing at visual targets. In many cases it
is approximately the sum of two components, a propriocep-
tive aftereffect and a visual aftereffect (Hay & Pick, 1966),
with the relative size of the two components depending on
exposure conditions (e.g., Kelso, Cook, Olson, & Epstein,
1975). A test of the proprioceptive aftereffect is pointing
straight ahead, whereas a test for the visual aftereffect is to
align a visual stimulus with the straight-ahead position. Thus,
what is changed is not the specific relation between visual
and proprioceptive direction, but rather the directional mean-
ing of visual and/or proprioceptive signals.

Some findings suggest that the adaptation during prism
exposure does not involve a modification of a single internal
model of the motor transformation, but some kind of addi-
tion, so that the original model remains in existence. On the
one hand, negative aftereffects decay even when participants
remain in darkness (e.g., Dewar, 1971); on the other hand,
even when participants are confronted with the normal visual
world between experimental sessions, long-term effects of
prismatic adaptation can be observed as soon as they are
brought back to the experimental setup (McGonigle & Flook,
1978). In addition, with repeated alternations of periods with
and without lateral displacement, or with different lateral dis-
placements, aftereffects tend to disappear, and switching be-
tween different visuo-motor transformations becomes almost
instantaneous (e.g., Kravitz, 1972; Welch, 1971). These and
other results (cf. Welch, Bridgeman, Anand, & Browman,
1993) strongly suggest that multiple models of visuo-motor
transformations can be learned and, when required by
the task, selectively be put to use, although little is known
about the nature of the cues that mediate the retrieval of
stored internal models.

In a certain way, the situation when wearing laterally dis-
placing prisms is similar to a situation that has become quite
common during the last one or two decades, namely the

operation of a computer mouse with concurrent movements
of a cursor on a laterally displaced monitor. Although in the
first case there are aftereffects, we encounter no difficulties in
operating the mouse with different lateral displacements of
the screen. There seem to be mainly two reasons for this dif-
ference: First, movements performed with the computer
mouse are parameterized in terms of (allocentric) distances,
whereas movements produced in experiments with laterally
displacing prisms are parameterized in terms of (egocentric)
locations. Second, and perhaps of less importance, is that
with the computer mouse proprioceptive and visual informa-
tion indicate different egocentric directions of different
objects, the hand and the cursor, while in prism-adaptation
studies they refer to the same object, the hand. Object iden-
tity is a factor that affects the size of negative aftereffects
(Welch, 1972).

Visuo-motor transformations can also be changed such
that the relations between (allocentric) visual distances
and/or directions and (hand-centered) movement amplitudes
and/or directions are modified. The basic findings seem to
parallel those obtained in prism-adaptation studies to a re-
markable degree. For example, aftereffects occur and multi-
ple models of visuo-motor transformations can be learned
and selectively accessed when appropriate (Cunningham &
Welch, 1994). When a certain internal model has been
learned, there seems to follow a kind of labile period in which
the learning of a new transformation results in a modification
of the model, but after a period of consolidation the learning
of a new transformation results in the development of a new
model rather than the overriding of the old one (Krakauer,
Ghilardi, & Ghez, 1999). With sufficient delays between
learning periods, it seems that repeated alternation between
different transformations is not needed to acquire multiple in-
ternal models.

When discussing visual feedback, I have pointed to the
limitations in acquiring internal models of additional trans-
formations of one’s own movements. Whereas adjustments to
changes of visuo-motor gains require only one or a few dis-
crete movements (Young, 1969), adjustments to new rela-
tions between the directions of hand movements and cursor
motions require more trials (e.g., Krakauer et al., 1999). Ad-
justments to nonlinear transformations require even longer
experience, and for too complex transformations internal
models can no longer be developed. Although the mastery of
added transformations is typically not associated with their
awareness (who could tell the gain factor of his or her com-
puter mouse?), the difficulty of such transformations is
affected by higher level cognitive processes. This is nicely
illustrated by a little-known study of Merz, Kalveram, and
Huber (1981), and additional evidence from reaction-time
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Figure 12.17 Lifting an object. Period a is the preload phase, b the loading
phase, c the transitional phase, in which the object is actually lifted, followed
by the static or hold phase (after Johansson, 1996).

studies is reported in the chapter by Proctor and Vu in this
volume.

In the experiment of Merz et al. (1981), participants con-
trolled the movement of a cursor on an oscilloscope screen by
means of lateral pressure on a knob. Their task was a tracking
task in which they had to keep the cursor aligned with a mov-
ing target. For two groups of participants the cursor moved to
the right when the knob was pressed to the right (compatible
relation), and for two groups of participants the relation was
reversed (incompatible). One group with each of the two lev-
els of compatibility had the knob placed at the bottom of a
steering wheel, while for the other two groups the steering
wheel was covered by a piece of cardboard. In the incompat-
ible conditions there was a strong practice effect. More
important, however, is that the performance deficit in the in-
compatible conditions disappeared when the steering wheel
was visible; performance in this condition was as good as in
the compatible conditions. Thus, the visibility of the steering
wheel enabled the subjects to change the incompatible rela-
tion to a compatible one in associating clockwise rotation of
the wheel, which is consequent upon leftward pressure, with
a rightward motion of the cursor on the screen.

Adjusting and Adapting to External Forces

When external forces vary, motor commands for intended
movements have to be modulated accordingly. Except for
movements with different directions relative to gravity, per-
haps the most frequent adjustments are required when we
deal with objects of different masses. Here, depending on the
mass, the kinematic characteristics vary. Specifically, with
increasing mass, peak acceleration and peak deceleration as
well as peak velocity tend to decline, while movement dura-
tion tends to increase. This is true both for lifting objects
(Gachoud, Mounoud, Hauert, & Viviani, 1983) and for mov-
ing them in a horizontal plane (Gottlieb, Corcos, & Agarwal,
1989). Thus, for objects with different masses, peak forces
are not perfectly scaled, which would result in an invariant
acceleration profile; instead, with increasing mass, accelera-
tion and deceleration become smaller, but an increasing dura-
tion serves to avoid a shortening of the amplitude of the
movements. In spite of these mass-dependent variations, the
basic shape of the velocity profile remains invariant; that is,
with the proper scaling of time and velocity, the profiles be-
come identical (Bock, 1990; Ruitenbeek, 1984).

In lifting an object, it is not only the so-called load force
which has to be adjusted to the mass (and weight) of the ob-
ject, but also the grip force (cf. Johansson, 1996, for review).
When the grip force is too weak, the object may slip; when it
is too strong, the object may break; and, in addition, too high

forces are uneconomical. Figure 12.17 shows the buildup of
both types of force when an object is lifted. First, grip force
starts to develop (preload phase), then load force (loading
phase). When the load force is sufficiently strong, the object
is lifted (transitional phase) and thereafter held in a certain
position.

During the loading phase a certain relation between grip
force and load force is established, which is generally some-
what higher than the minimal value required to prevent
the object from slipping; this safety margin is typically in the
range of 10–40%. Of course, the proper adjustment of the
grip force depends not only on the object, but also on its sur-
face characteristics. In fact, there is a delicate grip-force ad-
justment to the friction between fingers and object surface
that depends not only on the surface characteristics of the ob-
ject, but also on those of the skin, which change, for example,
after washing one’s hands.

Adjustment of grip force is required not only when an ob-
ject is lifted, but also when it is moved around, so that there
is an inertial load in addition to the gravitational load. In a
manner similar to the way load force and grip force increase
in parallel when an object is lifted, grip force is modulated in
parallel to inertial load while an object is moved (Flanagan,
Tresilian, & Wing, 1993; Flanagan & Wing, 1995). In mov-
ing an object, there is an important difference between
periodic horizontal and vertical movements. In horizontal
movements, inertial load is orthogonal to gravitational load;
inertial load reaches maxima both at the left and right move-
ment reversals, and grip force reaches maxima at these points
as well. Thus, there is a 1:2 ratio of the frequencies of peri-
odic movements and grip-force modulations. In contrast, for
vertical movements inertial and gravitational load add, so
that total load is particularly strong at the lower movement
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reversal, but it can be close to zero at the upper movement re-
versal. In this case the frequency ratio becomes 1:1. This dif-
ference between horizontal and vertical movements disap-
pears under conditions of microgravity because of the
absence of gravitational load, and subjects adapt rapidly (dur-
ing parabolic flights) to produce the appropriate 1:2 ratio
also with vertical movements (Hermsdörfer et al., 2000).

Force adjustments are both predictive and reactive. This
basic principle is evident already from the everyday observa-
tion that when someone hands an object to someone else, the
latter can normally hold it without difficulties; only when the
object is unexpectedly light or heavy, short-lived difficulties
arise. Without knowing about the change of the mass of a
moved object, the first movement is perturbed, but the next
movement is properly adjusted to the new load (Bock, 1993).
In fact, corrections for the unexpected mass set in as early as
during the first movement, which, in the case of an unexpect-
edly high load, results mainly in a prolonged movement du-
ration (Bock, 1993; Smeets, Erkelens, & Denier van der Gon,
1995). It seems that under conditions of microgravity, when
objects are weightless but nevertheless have normal mass and
thus inertial load, movements exhibit characteristics of
movements with an unexpectedly high mass even for weeks
(Sangals, Heuer, Manzey, & Lorenz, 1999).

Motor commands for active movements are most likely
among the information that is involved in predictive force ad-
justments, as can be evidenced from the grip-force adjust-
ments while moving a hand-held object. Of course, this kind
of prediction can work only when force adjustments are re-
quired as a consequence of self-generated activity. When
force adjustments are required to accommodate variations in
load, which are independent of self-generated activity, pre-
dictions must rely on other kinds of information. Obviously,
proper force adjustments depend on experience; the first
movement after an unnoticed change of the load is performed
with an initially maladjusted force, but not the second one. In
addition, seen object size plays a role, although force adjust-
ment is not necessarily related to estimates of weight.
Gordon, Forssberg, Johansson, and Westling (1991) exam-
ined the lifting of boxes of identical weight but different
sizes. Although subjects judged the smaller boxes to be heav-
ier than the larger ones, peak grip and load forces were
stronger for the larger ones. However, this difference was
present only during lifting and disappeared during subse-
quent holding of the object, when force adjustments were
perhaps related to the actual weight and no longer to the vi-
sually mediated predictive mechanisms.

Adjustments to objects of different masses seem to be
comparatively simple achievements, similar to adjustments
to different visuo-motor gains. When the external forces

which act on a moving limb are transformed in a more
complex way, similarities between adjustments to modified
visuo-motor transformations and modified external force
fields become more conspicuous. Shadmehr and Mussa-
Ivaldi (1994) introduced such forces while the participants
moved a robot arm. For example, forces were proportional to
hand velocity and nearly orthogonal to the direction of hand
movement, so that initially the paths of the hand were
strongly curved. With continued experience the paths became
again approximately straight lines, which—as an aside—can
be taken as additional evidence for the claim that motor plan-
ning refers to end-effector kinematics. After removal of the
external forces there were negative aftereffects: The paths of
the hand were curved again, but in the opposite direction. The
aftereffects indicate that the adjustments were based on a new
internal model of the dynamic transformation.

Similar to the findings with modified visuo-motor trans-
formations, multiple internal models of dynamic transforma-
tions can be acquired (Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997).
Again there seems to be a labile period after a new model has
been learned, during which it will be unlearned when another
dynamic transformation is experienced, but after a period of
consolidation this is no longer the case. Once an internal
model has survived the labile period, it can be put to efficient
use even months later.

Adjustments to new dynamic transformations generalize
across different types of movement (Condit, Gandolfo, &
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1997) and also across the work space
(Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). When movements are
performed in a different region of the workspace from during
the practice period, external forces can remain invariant
either with respect to the movement of the end-effector in
coordinates of extrinsic space or with respect to the joint
movements. Generalizations across the work space turned
out to be approximate in joint coordinates. This is consistent
with a particularly intriguing parallel between adaptation to
shifted visual directions and additional external forces.

Prism adaptation involves modified relations between pro-
prioceptive and/or visual signals and their meaning in terms
of egocentric directions. Adaptation to a modified external
force field seems to involve a modified relation between mus-
cle activations (or motor commands) and the directions of
consequent movements (Shadmehr & Moussavi, 2000). For
example, the EMG signal from an elbow flexor can be plotted
as a function of movement direction (more precisely, it is the
EMG signal integrated across a certain time interval around
the start of the movement); this results in a directional tuning
curve of a muscle. Of course, the peak of this curve is shifted
when the shoulder joint is moved. However, there is also a
shift induced by the adaptation to a new force field, and this
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shift is more or less additive to shifts associated with rota-
tions at the shoulder. This adaptation-induced shift allows
one to predict the generalization across the work space.

MOVING ON

Research on the adaptive capabilities of human motor control
can serve to illustrate some fairly general characteristics of
the field: First, different phases or waves can be distin-
guished; second, different lines of research come together
and trigger new waves; third, research on applied problems
often precedes more theoretically minded research; and
fourth, new concepts enter the field, often coming from other
academic disciplines. At present, research on adapting to vi-
sual distortions and to added transformations, as in tracking
tasks, is combined; research on the latter has a strong applied
history related, for example, to vehicle control. The new the-
oretical concepts come largely from modern control theory
and robotics. On top of such developments are new measure-
ment technologies, which have made the recording of move-
ments easier and which open progressively wider windows
onto the activity of the brain while it controls movement. 

Science seems to be driven largely by practical needs and
by the apparent human desire to have coherent ideas of one-
self and the world one lives in. Perhaps some of the findings
reported in this chapter challenge ideas humans tend to have
about themselves, but as far as motor control is concerned, the
more important driving forces seem to be practical, related to
technical developments as in robotics, to the control of com-
plex machines, and to new challenges for manual skills, as in
minimally invasive surgery. Perhaps future developments
will result in tighter links of the (functional) theoretical con-
cepts of the field to the solution of applied problems on the
one hand and to the neuronal substrates on the other hand.
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